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dated February 1076, prepared for the use of tlie Siilx:ommittee on
Health and the Environment of tlie Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce. U.S. House of Representatives:

Page 88, abeling : should be labeling.

Page 122, placebo: Eli Lilly and Company, the manufacturers of
propoxypliene, presented evidence shortly after publication of the
Dictionary that it does provide pain relief superior to that of an inert

placebo (although not to that of aspirin or codeine when they are used
as placebos).

Page 159, Surgicenter @ : Surgicenter (r) is a registered trademark,
owned by Surgicenter, Inc. of Phoenix, Arizona, and should be de-

fined as such. The definition given should be applied to a generic term
such as ambulatory surgical center.
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A DISCURSIVE DICTIONARY OF HEALTH CARE

Introduction

The developinpj debate on national health insurance has already
taught all of us who participate in it to use the bewildering]: arra}' of new
and unfamiliar terms which are })art of the debate. These terms come
from the disparate fields which are necessary i)arties to the effort to

write a national health profrram, and include insurance terminolofry,

concepts from health services and medical care, words used in srovern-

ment healtli and welfare programs, legal language, and administrative
terminology. Therefore, in order to inform and clarify the debate, I

have asked our professional staff to prepare the dictionary which
follows in order to define and explain as many as possible of the more
important and common terms which will be used in the debate. This
has been necessary because, interestingly enough, a comparable
dictionary to date has not been prepared by the academic commimity,
the executive branch, or any of the interested professional associations.

Some limited or specialized glossaries and dictionaries are available

and they have been consulted and listed in the bibliograph}' for the

interest of the reader, but so far as I am aware this is the first reason-
ably complete dictionary of terms relevant to the consideration of

national health insurance and health care that we have available.

The definitions which have been prepared are not in any sense

official or final. They are not necessarily the definitions which the

Committee will give to these terms when they are used in the actual
writing of national health insurance law. Nor is any part of the dic-

tionary completely exhaustive: available time and energy have neces-
sarily limited the effort. I would be pleased to receive both suggested
additions to the various parts of the dictionary, and criticisms and re-

visions of what has been done, since it is possible that we will subse-
quently prepare a second edition. Nevertheless, the staff has taken
great care, and I believe has been generally successful, in assuring that
the definitions are sufficient!}' complete and accurate throughout to ex-

plain the specialized uses given these concepts in our work.
Several comments on the use of the dictionary- are in order. In any

particular definition where a term is used which is defined elsewhere
in the dictionary it has been printed in italics (except for very com-
mon terms like hospital) the first time it occurs to indicate that the
reader will find a definition for it elsewhere. Many of the definitions

include a list of closely related or otherwise relevant terms which
should also be examined when tr3'ing to understand a given concept.
Using the itahcs and lists of related terms, it is possible to read to-

gether definitions of families of related concepts such as those used in

the Congressional process, the Federal budget, malpractice, in>urance,
epidemiology, drug regulation, health manpower, health planning,

(1)



Medicare, Medicaid, or hospital administration. As an appendix we
have included an extensive list of abbreviations and acron3^ms which
occur commonly in health care and in the national health insurance
debate with their full meanings. These abbreviations and acronyms
when they appear in the dictionar}' are Hsted under their full meanings.
A person confronted with an acronym should start with the appendix
and then proceed to the text of the dictionary. In addition to a simple
definition, man}' of the definitions include one or more examples, an
indication of important considerations relevant to the term in ques-
tion, and references to, or quotations from, formal legal and official

definitions of the term.
In any endeavor the qualit}^ of our work can only be as good as

our understanding of the words we use. The following dictionary has
been prepared in hopes of enhancing the quality of this Committee's
work on national health insurance and I therefore take pleasure in

recommending it to the attention of all parties to the debate.

Paul G. Rogers,
Chairman^ Subcommittee on Health and

the Environment.
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abortion: termination of a prop:nancy boforo the fetus has attained
\iabiHty, i.e. become capable of in(le|)en(h*nt extra-uterine Hfe.

\'iabiHty is usuaUy defined in terms of the (hiration of preirnancy,

wei^rht of the fetus, and or, occasionally, the lenj^th of the fetus. A
recent inquiry by WHO revealed considerable variation in the

definitions used in different countries. It has traditionally been
assumed that viability is attained at 28 weeks of o^estation, cor-

responding: to a fetal weicrht of approximately 1000 or. This definition

is based on the observation that infants below this wei^jht have
little chance of survival, while the mortality of infants above
1000 g. declines rapidly. A variety of different types of abortions
is distinguished: early—less than twelve completed weeks of

gestation; late—more than twelve weeks; induced—caused by
deliberate action undertaken with the intention of terminating
pregnancy; spontaneous— all abortions other than induced ones,

even if externally caused, for instance by trauma or treatment of an
independent condition: therapeutic—caused for the treatment of

the pregnant woman. See also stillbirth.

abuse: improper or excessive use of program benefits, resources or

services by either providers or consumers. Abuse can occur, inten-

tionally or unintentionally, when services are used which are exces-

sive or unnecessary; which are not the appropriate treatment for

the patient's condition; when cheaper treatment would be as

effective; or when billing or charging does not conform to require-

ments. It should be distinguished from fraurl, in which deliberate

deceit is used by providers or consumers to obtain payment for

services which were not actually delivered or received, or to claim
program eligibility. Abuse is not necessarily either intentional or

illegal. See also drug dependence.

acceptability: an individual's (or group's) overall assessment of medical
care available to him. The individual appraises such things as the

cost, quality, re^ult^, and convenience of care, and provider attitudes

in determining the acceptability of health services provided. See also

access and availability.

access: an individual's for group's) ability to obtain medical care.

Access has geographic, financial, social, ethnic and psycliic com-
ponents and is thus very difficult to define and measure opera-
tionally. Many government health programs have as their goal

improving access to care for specific groups or equity of access in the

whole population. Access is also a function of the availability of

health services, and their acceptability. In practice access, availability

and acceptability, which collectively describe the things which
determine the care people u.<e, are very hard to differentiate.

(5)
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accident : an imoxpected, unplanned event which may involve injury.

accident and health insurance: insurance under whicli benefits are

payable in case of disease, accidental injury, or, in some cases,

accidental death.

accountable: responsible, liable, explainable. To account means to

furnish a justification or detailed explanation of financial activities

or responsibilities; to furnish substantial reasons or convincing
explanations. Accountability entails an obligation to periodically

disclose in adequate detail and consistent form to all directly and
indirectly responsible or properly interested parties the purposes,
principles, procedures, relationships, results, incomes, and ex-

penditures involved in any activity, enterprise or assignment
so that they can be evaluated by the interested parties. The con-
cept is important in health planning and regulation programs (such
as health systems agencies) which should be accountable to the public
and those they aft'ect for their actions. There is no specific or detailed

agreement on what accountability is or how to assure it. P.L.
93-641, for example, contains a variety of provisions designed
to make the planning conducted under it accountable: agency
governing boards must have a consumer majority; the affected

parties must be represented on agency governing boards; data,

files, and meetings must all be open to the public; and decisions

must be made according to established public procedures and
criteria.

accreditation: the process by which an agency- or organization evalu-

ates and recognizes a program of study or an institution as meeting
certain predetermined standards. The recognition is called accredi-

tation. Similar assessment of individuals is called certification.

Standards are usually defined in terms of: ph^^sical plant, governing
body, administration, medical and other staff, and scope and organi-

zation of services. Accreditation is usually given by a private

organization created for the purpose of assuring the public of the

quality of the accredited (such as the Joint Commission on Accredi-

tation of Hospitals). Accreditation standards and individual per-

formance with respect to such standards are not always available

to the public. In some situations public governments recognize

accreditation in lieu of, accept it as the basis of, or require it as a

condition of licensure. Public or private payment programs often

require accreditation as a condition of payment for covered services.

Accreditation may either be permanent once obtained or for a

specified period of time. Unlike a license, accreditation is not a

condition of lawful practice but is intended as an indication of high

quality practice, although where pa3^ment is effectivel}' conditioned

on accreditation it may have the same effect.

acquisition cost: the immediate cost of selling, underwriting, and

issuing a new insurance policy, including clerical costs, agents'

commissions, advertising, and medical inspection fees. Also refers

to the cost paid by a pharmacist or other retailer to a manufacturer
or wholesaler for a supply of drugs.



actual charge: ilic amoiini a j)li\>i(iaii oi- dtlicr piaciiiioiicr actually

hills a patient for a {)art iciilar medical m'Ia i<c or jjroccdiirc. The
actual chanjt ina\ (lifl'cr I'lom iho custonid/ 1/, jireraiHinj, and or

rtasonahlf cliiinjts under Mtd'icart and other insurance j)r()irranis. See

t\\>o Jracth>nat((Hi.

actuary: in insurducf , a person trained in stali>tics, accountinu', and
niathenuities who determines policy rates, reserres, and divi<U'n<U

hy deciding what assumptions should be made with respect lo each
oi" the li^k factors involved (such as tiie frequency of occurrence of

the jxril, tlie averaij:e benefit that will be payable, the rate of in-

vestment earniniT-s, if any, expenses, and persistency rates), and win;

endeavors to secure as valid statistics as possible on which to base

his assumptions.

acute disease: a distase which is characterized by a sin<rle episode of a

fairly short duration from which the patient returns to his normal or

previous state and level of activity. While acute diseases are fre-

quently distiniruished from chronic diseases, there is no standard
(lefinition or distinction. It is w^ortli notin<r that an acute episode of a

chronic disease (an episode of diabetic coma in a patient with

diabetes) is often treated as an acute disease.

addiction: >ee drug addiction, abuse, and dependence.

adequate and well-controlled studies: the type of investi^rations,

includinir clinical investigations, that must be conducted by a new
drue: sponsor to demonstrate that a neiv drug is efective. As amended
in 19(V2, the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires that

drug sponsors provide substantial evidence of ejfectirejiess and
gives this term a special definition: ''evidence consisting of adequate
and w^ell-controlled investigations, including clinical investigations,

by experts qualified b}' scientific training and experience to evaluate
the effectiveness of the drug involved, on the basis of which it could
fairly and responsibly be concluded b}' such experts that the drug
will have the effect it purports or is represented lo have under the
conditions of use prescribed, recommended, or suggested in the
labeling or proposed labeling thereof" (section 505(d) of the Act).
FDA rubs further delineate the types of studies which must be
conducted to satisfy this requirement, and permit waiver in certain
cases. The study protocol must minimize bias and must assure
comparability between test and control groups. Generally, four
types of control are recognized: comparing treated and untreated
patients^ comparing results of new drug use with a placebo, comparing
results of new drug use with results from a regimen of therapy
known to be effective, and comparing results of new drug use with
experience that is historically derived. The statute and regulations
do not explicitly require thr.t saiety of a new^ drug be established by
adequate and wTll-controlled studies; nor do they set forth explicit

criteria for safety testing.

adjunct disability: in the Veterans Administration health care pro-
gram, a finus(rrice-connected disability associated with or held to be
aggravating a service-connected dijsability.
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administration: tlic iruidancc of an un(l('nakin<: toward the arlii(»ve-

inciit of its |)urj)o^(\ Adinini^tralion and nuinai^cincnt arc so

similar and irrc^rularlv (li>tinirui>lH'(l that \\\v\ may Ix' ronsidcn'd

synonymous, althoiiirli they have Ixhmi di>tinirui>li('d by applyint;

administration to piihlic activities and manatrcmcnt to private, or

by deseribino; one as concerned with the making of broad policy

and the other as concerned with the execution of tiiat poUcy once
formuhited. See also planning, goals and objectives.

admission: the formal acceptance by a hospital or other inpatient

healtli care facility of a patient who is to be provided with room,
board, and continuous nursing service in an area of the hospital or
facility whcrc^ j)atients generally stay at least overnight.

admission certification: a form of medical care review in which an
assessment is made of the uuH['u'd.\ necessity oi a patient's admission
to a hospital or other inpatient institution. Admission certification

seeks to assure that patients requirin^r a hospital level of care, and
only such patients, are admitted to the ho>pital without unnecessary
delay and with proper planning of the hospital stay. Lengths of

stay appropriate for the patient's admitting diagnosis are usually

assigned and certified, and payment by any program requiring

certification for the assigned stay is assured. Certification can be
done before (preadmission) or shortly after {concurrent) admission.

admitted assets: assets of an insurance company recognized by a State

regulatory body or other examining body in determining the com-
pany's financial condition.

admitting physician: the physician responsible for admission of a

patient to a hospital or other inpatient health facility. The physician
may remain responsible for the care of the patient once admitted
(see private patient), or not (the housestaff usually becoming responsi-

ble). Some facilities have all admitting decisions made by a single

physician (typically a rotating responsibility) called an admitting
physician.

admitting privileges: see staff privileges.

advance appropriation: in the Federal budget, an appropriation pro-

vided by the Congress one or more years in advance of the fiscal

year in which the budget authority becomes available for obligation.

Advance appropriations allow State and local governments, and
others sufficient time to develop plans with assurance of future

Federal funding: e.g., the 1976 appropriation for the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority contained in the Department
of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriation Act for

1975. An advance appropriation is sometimes mistakenly referred

to as forward funding, which involves an agency in obligating funds
in the current year for outlay to programs that are to operate in sub-
sequent ^6'ca/ years.
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adverse selection: disproportionate insurance of risk''^ who aro poorer
or more prone to sufier loss or make claims than the average risk.

It ma}^ result from the tendency for poorer risks or less desirable
insureds (sick people) to seek or continue insurance to a greater
extent than do better risks (healthy people), or from the tendency
for the insured to take advantage of favorable options in insurance
contracts. Favorable, as compared to adverse, selection, when in-

tentional, is called skimming.

affiliated hospital: one which is affiliated in some degree with another
health program, usually a medical school. wSome definitions in fact

limit the term to mean hospitals with close or extensive affiliations

with medical schools.

affiliation: an agreement (usually formal) between two or more other-

wise independent programs or individuals which defines how they
will relate to each other. Affiliation agreements may specify:

procedures for referring or transferring jyatients from one facility

to another; joint faculty and/or medical staff appointments; teach-

ing relationships; sharing of records or services; or provision of

consultation between progi'ams. See also affiliated hospital.

aggregate indemnity: the maximum dollar amount payable for any
disability, period of disability, or covered service under an insurance

policy.

alcoholism: a chronic disease manifested by repeated drinking of

alcoholic beverages in excess of the dietary and social uses and norms
of the community and to an extent that interferes with the drinker's

health, or his social or economic functioning. The definition of

alcoholism in both theory and practice is highl}^ variable: sometimes
requiring only excessive drinking or interference with the drinker's

functioning rather than both; sometimes requiring, in addition to

the above, physical signs of drug dependence, or being recognized

as present without either. There are many, variable systems for

separating different t3^pes of alcoholism and grading its severity.

See also drug abuse.

allied health personnel: specially trained and licensed (when neces-

sary) health workers other than physicians, dentists, podiatrists and
nurses. The term has no constant or agreed upon detailed meaning:
sometimes being used synonymously with para-medical personnel:

sometimes meaning all health workers who perform tasks which
must otherwise be performed by a physician; and sometinu^s refer-

ring to health workers who do not usually engage in independent

practice.

allocated benefit provision: a ])r() vision in an insurance policy under
^\llicll |)aym(Mit for certain benefits (such as miscellaneous hospital

and medical services like X-rays, (h-essings and drugs) will be made
at a rate for each specified (scheduled) in the provision. Usually

there is also a maximum that will be paid for all such expenses. An
allocated benefit is one which is subject to such a provision. In an
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iinjillocatcd hciicfil |)r-(>\ i^ion no ^jxMification i-> lmvi'H "f li'>\\ iinicli

will !)(» |)jii(l for oacli l> |k' of ^(M\ ice altlionL''li the |)i(>\ i^ion -«'l-> a

iiiaxiinum payal)l(' for all the li>t<'(l xTviccs.

allopathic physician: usually iix'd in conira^i to ostenjtaffnc and
honifojHithic: a j/fii/sicnui praclicinij a |)liilo>o|)hy of medicine wliirli

views the role of the physician as an active iiiterventioni-;t who
atteinj)ts to counteract the effect of a disea.'^e by usinp: treatments,

surgical or medical, which produce <"ffects opposite to thos(» of the

disease. A homeopathic physician, on the otli<'i- hand, oenorally

uses a druir therapy which roinf()rce> the hody'^ natural self-healing

process. Almost all physicians in the L'nited States woidd be
considered allopathic.

allowable charge: generic term referring to the maximum fee that a

third party will use in reimbursing a provider for a given service.

An allowable charge may not be the same as either a reasonable,

cusitomary or prevailing charge as the terms are u-ed under the

Medicare program.

allowable costs: items or elements of an institution's costs which are

reind)ursable under a payment formula. Both Medicare and Mnlic-
aid reimburse hospitals on the basis of certain costs, but do not

allow reimbursement for all costs. Allow^able costs may exclude,

for example, uncovered services, luxury accommodations, costs

which are not reasonable, expenditures which are unnecessary
in the efficient delivery of health services to persons covered under
the program in (juestion (it would not be allowable to reind)urse

costs under Medicare involved in providing services to newborn
infants), or depreciation on a capital expenditure which was dis-

approved bv a health planning agencv. See also section 223 and
1122.

alternatives to long-term institutional care: the whole range of health,

nulrilional. liou-in^ and -ocial -ervices designed to keep persons,

particularly the aged, disabled and retarded, out of institution^

like skilled nursing facilities which provide care on a long-term
basis. The goal is to provide the range of services necessary to

allow the person to continue to function in the home environment.
Alternatives to long-term care include day-care centers, foster

homes or homemaker services.

ambulatory care: all types of health services which are provided on an
oiitpdtitnt ba^^is, in contrast to services provided in the home or to

persons who are inpatients. While many inpatients may be am-
bulatory, the term ambulatory care usually implies that the

patient has come to a location other than his home to receive services

and ha^ de])arte(l the same day.

amortization: the act or process of extinguishing a debt, usually by
e(|ual j)ayments at regular intervals over a specific period of time.

ancillary expenses: <ee niiscdlam mis fj-jtmses.
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ancillary services: hospital, or other inpatient health prop:rarn, serv-
ices other than room and board, and prqfessionai services. They may
include X-ray, drug, laboratory or other services not separately
itemized, but the specific content is quite variable. See also miscel-

laneous expenses.

annual implementation plan (AIP) : a plan, which the National Health
Planning and Resources Development Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-641)
requires health systems agencies to prepare or update annually,
specifying, describing how to implement, and giving priority to,

short-run objectives which will achieve the long range goals of the
agency, detailed in its health system jdan. Section 1513 of the
PHS Act describes the place of AIP's in the larger context of agency
functioning.

antibiotic: an}- drug containing any quantity of any chemical sub-
stance produced by a microorganism which has the capacity, in

dilute solution, to inhibit the growth of, or to destroy, bacteria and
other microorganisms (or a chemicalh' synthesized equivalent of

such a substance). Antibiotics are used in the treatment of infec-

tious diseases.

antibiotic certification: an FDA i)rogram in which each batch of every
antibiotic drug for human use is certified by FDA as })ossessing the

necessar}' characteristics of identity, strength, quality, and purity
to adequately insure safety and ejffectlveness in use. Before an anti-

biotic is eligible for certification, FDA must approve the drug as

safe and effective under procedures that are substantially equivalent
to those for approving new drugs. Similar procedures exist for batch
certification of insulin. Both antibiotic and insulin certification

services are supported by user fees.

anti-discrimination laws: in insurance, State laws which prohibit

insurers from giving preferential terms or rales, not warranted b}'

the rating of the risks involved.

anti-substitution laws: State laws that require the pharmacist to

"dispense as written." The effect is to prohibit a pharmacist from
substituting a different brand name drug for the one prescribed, or

from substituting a generic equivalent drug in place of a drug pre-

scribed b}' brand name, even if the drug that would be substituted

is considered to be therapeutically equivalent to the drug prescribed

and perhaps is less expensive. Drug reimbursement programs such

as the Maximum Allowable Cost Program, which will limit reimburse-

ment to the lowest cost at which a drug is generally available,

will be more effective if the}' override anti-substitution laws.

appropriate: suitable for a particular person, condition, occasion, or

place; proper; fitting. A term commonly used in making policy,

usually without specific indication of which aspects of the person

or thing to which the term is applied are to be judged appropriate,

or how and by what standard those aspects are to be judged. A
good example occurs in P.L. 93-641, in section 1523(a)(6) which
requires State health planning and development agencies to periodically
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review existing; iftstititturnal health services and make |)iil)lir fiiidin^s

"respoctintr the appropriateness of such serricrs.'' So indiralioii i^

^ivcii in tli<' law or legislative history of what the a<x<'n'i<'^ arc lo find

either approoriatc or inappropriate (the costs or charges, necessity,

quality, staffing, adnii/tistration , or location of the services}, or

what methods and criteria are to he used.

appropriation: in the Fech'ral l)ndLret. an act of ( \)nt]:ress that jx-nnit-^

Fech'ral airencies to incur obliyations and to make payiTients out of

the Treasury for specified purposes. An appropriation usindly follows

enactnuMit of authoriziny leyislation. An appropriation is the mo>t
eonnnon form of hxdyet authority, but in some cases the authorizing

leijislation provides the hud^ret authority. Appropriations are

categorized by their period of availability (one-year, nndtiple-year,

no-year), the timing of Congressional action (current, permanent),
and how the amount of the appropriation is determined (definite,

indefinite).

area health education center (AHEC): an organization or system of

health, educational and service institutions whose policy and
programs are frecpiently under the direction of a medical school or

imiversity liealth science center and whose prime yoals are to

improve the distribution, supply, quality, utilization, and efficiency

of health personnel in relation to specific medically underserved areas.

The primary objectives are to educate and train the health personnel
specifically needed by that underserved community and to decen-
tralize health manpower education, thereby increasing manpower
supplies and providing a linkage between the health and educational
institutions in scarcity areas. In practice, each AHEC has as its

nucleus one or more public or nonprofit hospitals, some distance

away from the medical school or university health science center,

but whose educational efforts are under the effective guidance of

such medical center. The development of AHECs is assisted by
HEW under the HMKIA authority.

areawide comprehensive health planning agency (areawide CHP, or

314(b) agency): a sui)-state (usually nndti-countyj agency a>si>ted

under section 314(b) of the PHS Act, created by the Comprehensive
Health Planning and Public Health Service Amendments of 1966
(P.L. 89-749), and charged with the preparation of regional or local

plans for the coordination and development of existing and new
health services, facilities, and manpower. The agencies were au-

thorized to review and comment upon proposals from hospitals and
other institutions for development of programs and expansion of

facilities, but had no significant powers of enforcement. Up to three

quarters of the operating costs of the 314(b) agencies could be
supported by Federal project grants. The balance of the costs were
obtained from voluntary contributions from any source, including
the health care providers affected by the agencies' plans. Under
the provisions of the new health planning law, P.L. 93-641, existing

314(b) agencies will be replaced by health systems agencies which
will have (\\panded duties and powers.

59-892 O - 76 - 2
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assessment: in insurance, a charge upon carriers to raise funds for a

specific purpose (such as meeting the administrative costs of a
government required program) made by government (usually
State government) or a s])ecial organization authorized by govern-
ment, and i)rovided for in law or regulation. Ai)plied to all carriers

handling a sj)ecific. line of coverage subject to regulation by the
government in question and based upon a formula.

assigned risk: a risk which underwriters do not care to insure (such as

a person with hypertension seeking health insurance) but which,
because of State law or otherwise, must be insured. Insuring
assigned risks is usually handled through a group of insurers (such
as all com]:)anies licensed to issue health insurance in the State)

and individual assigned risks are assigned to the companies in

turn or in proportion to their share of the State's total health
insurance business. Assignment of risks is common in casualty
insurance and less common in health insurance. As an approach to

providing insurance to such risks, it can be contrasted with pooling
of such risks (see insurance pool) in which the losses rather than
the risks are distributed among the group of insurers.

assignment: an agreement in which a patient assigns to another party,

usually a provider, the right to receive payment from a third-party

for the service the patient has received. Assignment is used instead

of a i)atient ])aying directly for the service and then receiving reim-
bursement from public or private insurance programs. In Medicare,
if a ])hysician accepts assignment from the patient, he must agree

to accept the i)rogram ])ayment as payment in fidl (except for

specific coinsurance, copayment and deductible amounts required of

the patient). Assignment, then, protects the patient against liability

for charges which the Medicare program will not recognize as

reasonable. Under some national health insurance proposals physi-

cians must agree to assignment for all of their patients or none of

them; under Medicare, physicians may choose assignment for

some of their patients but not others, and ma}' do so on a claim
by claim basis for some services but not others.

Assisted Health Insurance Plan (AHIP) : one of three parts of the

present administration's proposal for national health insurance,

the Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan. AHIP is designed to

provide health insurance coverage for low income and high medical

risk people. It would be available to anyone electing coverage, at a

premium no greater than 150 percent of the average group premium
for private health insurance in the State. Premiums and cost sharituj

would be indexed to income. AHIP would replace Medicaid and
would be State administered under contract with fiscal inter-

mediaries. Benefits under AHIP would be identical to those under
EHIP and FHIF. The phin would be financed by premiimis, and
subsidized by State and Federal revenues under a matching formula.

associate degree program: a program which educates registered nurses

in a junior college, the associate degree being given upon junior

college graduation. The student's classroom and laboratory teaching
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is principalU provided in the collcLrf and clinical icachiii'j: in an

afflli<lf((/ f((>'<j)i((l/. Sec alx) t/ipIofiKi scltool and hdccd/d ii/< aft (/((/rtc

prixjrain

.

association: in < pi(l< ntiolot/f/, the ijcncral name lor a rclationsiiip

between two variables. Two related variables, such as n^^o and the

incidence of diabetes, iwo said to be 'associated.' Several different

typos of association are recoirni/cd : >\\(\\ as artifact ual, (an>al, and
chance.

assurance: synonymous with i)isiir<u)ce.

at risk: the state of being subject to some uncertain event occurrinor

which connotes loss or difficulty. In the financial sense, this refers

to an individual, oii2:anizati()n (like an HMO) or insurance company
assuminir the chance of loss—through ruiming the risk of havincr to

provide or pay for more services than paid for through premiums
or per cai)ita ])ayments. If j)avments are adjusted after the fact so

that no loss can occur, then there is no risk. In fact, of course,

losses incurred in one year may be made u|) by increases in prem-
iums or per ca])ita i)ayments in the next year, so the "risk" is some-
what tempered. A firm which is at risk for losses also stands to gain
from profits if costs are less than premiums collected. For a consumer
being financially at risk usually means being without insurance or at

risk for substantial out-of-pocket expenses. A second use of the

term relates to the si)ecial vulnerability of certain ])opulations

to certain diseases or conditions; ghetto children are at risk for lead

poisoning or rat bite; workers in coal mines are at risk for black lung
disease.

attending physician: the physician legally responsible for the care

given a patient in a hospital or other health program. Usually the

private physician of a private patient who is also responsible for the

patient's outpatient care. The attending physician for a public

patient is typically chosen by the hospital upon the patient's

admission from among members of its medical staff, or is one of its

teach in g phys ic ian s

.

audiologist: an individual trained in audiology who evaluates hearing
function and performs research related to hearing; and plans,

directs, and conducts habilitatire programs designed to improve the

communication efficiency of individuals with impaired hearing. Ap-
proximately 26,500 persons were employed as speech pathologists

and audiologists in 1973. licensure generally recpiires a masters
degree in audiology. The American Speech and Hearing Association
awards a certificate of clinical competence which requires academic
training at the master's degree level, one year of experience in

the field, and the ))assing of a national examination. At the close of

197.3, 1.313 ])ersons held certificates of clinical competence in

audiology. Nearly half of the ASHA member^ are employed in

elementary or secondary schools and a large majority are engaged
in clinical work—either diagnostic or therai)eutic.
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audiology: the study, examination, appreciation and treatment of

hearing defects, inchiding the use of auditory substitutional devices

(hearino: aids) and other therapy. See also audiologist and pathologist.

authorization or authorizing legislation: in the Pederal budget,
legislation enacted by Congress which sets up or continues the legal

operation of a Federal program or agency indefinitely or for a specific

period of time, often three years in the health area. Such legislation

is a ])rerequisite for subsequent appropriations, or other kinds of

budget authority to be contained in a})propriation acts. It may limit

the amount of budget authority to be provided subsequently oi

may authorize the appropriation of ''such sums as may be neces-

sary"; in a few instances budget authority may be provided in the
authorization (see backdoor authority). The term is often used more
narrowly to refer to annual dollar limits specified in authorizing
legislation on amounts which may be appropriated for the au-
thorized program.

B

autopsy: examination of the bod}^ after death (post mortem, therefore

also called a 'post' or 'post mortem') to determine the cause of

death. The autopsy rate (percentage of deaths receiving autopsies

in a hospital) is sometimes considered a measure of the quality

of a hospital. Consent for an autopsy, except where exception is

made by law, is required from the dead person's survivors.

availability: a measure (in terms of type, volume and location) of the

s>ip2>ly of health resources and services relative to the needs (or

demands) of a given individual or community. Health care is

available to an individual when he can obtain it at the time and
place that he needs it, from appropriate personnel. Availability is a

function of the distribution of appropriate resources and services,

and the willingness of the provider to serve the particular patient

in need. See also access and acceptability.

baccalaureate degree program: a program which educates registered

nurses in a four-year college or universit}', the bachelor of arts or

sciences degree being given upon graduation from the program.
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(Massrooni and laboratory h'acliiniz; i-^ principally pro\-i(l('(l by tli<'

colh'trc (usually by iN nursintj: school) and clinical tcachini^ b\ the

C()llop:c's own or an nfiHiatal hospital. Soe also diploma Hchool and
ass()('/(i(< (l('(jrt( })ro()nim.

backdoor authority: in llic Federal bu(ltj:ct, lc<iishitivc authority for

I he obi Hjat toll of funds outside ihe normal appropriation process.

Sometimes called backdoor speiidintr. The most common forms of

backdoor authority are borrowin<r authority (authority to spend
debt receipts) and contract authority. In other cases, (e.^., interest

on the public debt) a permanent appropriation is pi-ovided that

becomes available without any current action by the Conf^ress.

Entitlement authority is sometimes included as a form of backdoor
authority, since the enactment of the basic benefit legislation may
effectively mandate the subsequent enactment of the appropriations

to pay the statutory l)enefits. Section 401 of the Congressional
Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 specifies certain

limits on the use of backdoor authority. E.xamples of ])rograms

that have backdoor authority are the Environmental Protection
Agency's construction grant program and the social security

trust funds.

bad debts: the amount of income lost to a provider because of failure

of patients to pay amounts owed. The im})act of the loss of revenue
from bad debts may be partially offset for proprietary institutions by
the fact that income tax is not payable on income not received.

They may also be recovered by increasing charges to paying patients

by a proportional amount. Some cost-based reimbursement i)rograms
reimburse certain bad debts (see reasonable cost).

basic health services: the minimum supply of health services which
should be generally and uniformly available in order to assure

adequate health status and i)rotection of the population from
disease, or to meet some other criteria or standards. Given that all

possible services cannot be supplied to the entire population, it is

surprising how little definition or discussion there has been of what
set of services constitutes an appropriate mhiimum and of how to

assure its availability. A beginning has been made in Federal
policy with the definition of required services for Medicaid and basic

health services required of HMO^s for Federal assistance or quali-

fication. These include: physician services, hospital services, medi-
cally necessary emergency care, preventive health services, home health

services, up to 20 visits of outpatient mental health services, medical
treatment and referral services for alcoholism and drug abuse, and
laboratory and rediologic services (section 1802(1) of the PHS
Act). Where a minimum is defined, a higher level of service is

usually also defined (supplemental health and optional services for

HMOs and Medicaid, respectively). It is not clear in either case
whether the higher level is thought of as all other, all other needed,
or all other affordable services.
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bed: literuUy a bed in a hospital or other inpatient health faciUty.

Man}' definitions require that the beds be maintained for continuous
(24 hour) use b}' inpatients. Beds are often used as a measure of

caj)acity (hospital sizes are compared by comparing their number of

beds). Licenses and certijicates-qf-need may be granted for specific

numbers or types of beds: e.g. surgical, pediatric, obstetric, or

extended care. Facilities may have both licensed and unlicensed
beds; and active and licensed but unused beds. Other qualifying
adjectives are frequently used to categorize beds: e.g. available,

occupied, acute care or observation beds.

beneficiary: a person who is eligible to receive, or is receiving, benefits

from an insurance policy (usualh^) or health maintenance organiza-

tion (occasionally, see member). Usuall}' includes both people who
have themselves contracted for benefits and their eligible dependents.

See also subscriber and insured.

benefit: in insurance, a sum of mone}^ provided in an insurance policy

payable for certain types of loss, or for covered services, under the

terms of the policy. The benefits may be paid to the insured or on
his behalf to others. In prepayment programs, like HMOS, benefits

are the services the program will provide a member whenever, and
to the extent needed.

benefit period: the period of time for which pa3'ments for benefits

covered by an insurance policy are available. The availability of

certain benefits may be limited over a specified time period, for

example two well-baby visits during a one-year period. While the

benefit period is usually defined by a set unit of time, such as a year,

benefits may also be tied to a spell of illness.

bioavailability: the extent and rate of absorption of a dose of a given

drug, measured by the time-concentration curve for appearance
of the administered drug in the blood. The concej^t is important
in attempting to determine whether different brand name drugs, a

generic name as opposed to a brand name drug, or, hi some cases,

different batches of the same brand name drug, will produce the

same therapeutic efiect. The same drug made by two different manu-
facturers or different batches of the same drug made by the sanie

manufacturer ma}^ demonstrate differing bioavailability. There is

controvers}^ as to whether such differences are therapeutically

significant. See also Maximum Allowable Cost Program, anti-

substitution, and bioequivalence.

bioequivalence : desciibes drug preparations which have the same
bioavailability. Such drugs are chemically equivalent (indistinguishable

by chemical means) although chemically equivalent i)reparations

are not always bioequivalent. Bioequivalence is a function of

bioavailability and the terms are often used synonymously. Chemi-
cally equivalent drugs which are bioequivalent are therapeutically

equivalent (have the same treatment effect), although therapeu-

tically equivalent preparations need not be either chemically or

bioequivalent.
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biologies: (hioloLricnl |)r()(lii<'l^. l)i()l()^icjiU) any \ iiMi>>, ihcrapciilic

s(Mum. toxin, nnti-toxin, or analotjous product of plant or animal
origin used in {\\o jtrfrtntion, (lUujtiosIs, or treatimut of (liscnse.

Bi()lot2:ics, includiuL'" xacciiu's and l)lood pla^Fua |)rodu('t-. arc

re2:ulatcd by the liurcau of Biol()tric>, a di\i>ion of the Food und
Diup- AiUninislration. They differ from drugs in tliat hioh)gics are

usually derived fiom li\inij: microoriranisms and cannot he synthe-
sized or readily standardized hy chemical or j)hysical means. They
tend to be chemically less stable than druo^s, their safety cannot be
as easily assured and they are ne\er as chemically pure as drugs.

biomedical research: research concerned with hunuin and animal
biology, and disease and its prevention, diagnosis and treatment.

It contrasts with health services research which is concerned with
the organization, effects and other aspects of health services.

birth control: ^qq famihj planning.

birth rate: a fraction, whose numerator is the total niunber of births in

a population during a given period and whose denominator is the

total number of person-years lived by the population during that

period. The latter is generally approximated by the size of the popu-
lation at the mid-point of the period multiplied by the length of the

period in years. The rate is usually stated per 1,000. Like other rates

in which the population at the mid-point of the period is used as the

denominator of the fraction, this is sometimes called the central

birth rate. Where birth rate is used without qualification, the live

birth rate is generally meant and only live births appear in the

numerator. The total birth rate, based on live births and late

fetal deaths, is sometimes calculated. Legitimate birth rates and
illegitimate birth rates, with legitimate and illegitimate births

respectively, are computed; and the illegitimacy ratio, the number
of illegitimate births per LOOO total births, is frequently used. To
compare the fertility of different populations, standardized birth

rates (the definition above being the crude birth rate) are often used
to eliminate the effect on the birth rate of differences in structure

of the population (most commonly the age and sex structure).

black lung: common name for pnemnoconiosis, a chronic severely
(lei)ilitating lung elisease caused by inhaling coal dust and principally

found among coal miners. Certain medical benefits for the victims
of the disease are available under title IV of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safetv Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-17:^), as amended bv
P.L. 92-303.

blanket medical expense: a ])rovisi()n (usually included as an added
feature of a policy primarily ])rovi(ling some other type of coverage,
such as loss of income insurance) which entitles the insured to collect,

up to a maximum established in the policy, for all hospital and
medical expenses incurred, without limitations on individual types
of medical expenses.
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Blue Cross Association (BCA) : the national non-profit organization
to which the 70 Blue Cross plans in the United States voluntarily
belong. BCA administers programs of licensure and approval for

Blue Cross plans, provides specific services related to the writing
and administering of health care benefits across the country, and
represents the Blue Cross plans in national affairs. Under contract
with the Social Security Administration (SSA) , BCA is intermediary
in the Medicare program for 77 percent of the participating providers

(90 percent of the participating hospitals, 50 percent of the partici-

pating skilled nursing Jacilities, and 76 percent of the participating

home health agencies). See also Health Services, Inc. and Blue Shield
Plan.

Blue Cross plan: a nonprofit, tax-exempt health service prepayment
organization providing coverage for health care and related services.

The individual plans should be distinguished from their national
association, the Blue Cross Association. Historically, the plans were
largely the creation of the hospital industry, and designed to pro-
vide hospitals with a stable source of revenues, although formal
association between the Blue Cross and American Hospital Asso-
ciations ended in 1972. A Blue Cross plan must be a nonprofit
community service organization with a governing body with a

membership including a majority of public representatives. Most
plans are regulated by State insurance commissioners under special

enabling legislation. Plans are exempt from Federal income taxes,

and, in most States, from State taxes (both property and premium).
Unlike most private insurance companies, the plans usually provide
service rather than indemnity benefits, and often pay hospitals on
the basis of reasonable costs rather than charges. There are 70 plans

in the United States. See also Health Services, Inc. and Blue Shield

Plan.

Blue Shield plan: a nonprofit, tax-exempt plan of a type originally

established in 1939 which provides coverage of physician's services.

The individual plans should be distinguished from the National

Association of Blue Shield Plans. Blue Shield coverage is commonly
sold in conjunction with Blue Cross coverage, although this is not

always the case. The relationship between Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plans has been a cooperative one; it is not uncommon for the

two organizations to have a common board, one management, and
to be located in the same building. Blue Shield plans cover some
65 million Americans through their group and individual business.

In addition, plan activities affect some 20 million i)ersons through
participation in various government programs, including Medicare

(32 plans act as carriers under ])art B), Medicaid, and CHAMPLS.
Most States have enacted special enabling legislation for the Blue
]3lans. See also Medical Indemnity oj America, Inc.

board certified: describes a physician or other health professional

who has passed an examination given by a medical specialty board

and been certified by that board as a specialist in the subject in ques-

tion. The examination cannot be taken until the professional meets

requirements set by the specialty board for board eligibility. In 1972

there were 131,482 ph^'sicians who were board certified in at least

one of 22 specialty areas.
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board elijjible: describes a physician or other healtli profesHional who
is eh^ible for specialty board examination (inchidin<j: those who
may have faihMi the examination if they remain chj^Mble). Each of

the spccialtj/ hoards has recpni-cnients which nuist be met before the

examination for specialty board certijicati<m. can be taken. These
include ^xraduation from an approved school, training experience

of specifi(Hl type and l(Mi^th. and specified time in practice or on the

job. Tlie minimum time rccpiired after graduation fiom medical
school to become board eligible is generally three to five years.

Government and other types of health programs which define

standards for specialists often accept board elio:il)ility as equivalent

to board certification, since the only difference is that the board
certified professional has passed an examination.

boarding homes: organized or informal facilities which provide room
and board (to those desiring it, often the aged), and, sometimes,
custodial care for a fee. The provision of medical supervision, social

activities or counseling is not normally included. They are not
licensed as health jac Hit ies and usually are not subject to licensure at

all.

borborygmus: a rumbling, gurgling noise in the intestines. See illus-

tration H.

brand name: the registered trademark given to a specific drug product
by its manufacturer. Also knoN\Ti as a traxle name. As an example,
there is a wndely-prescribed broad-spectrum antibiotic with the

generic or established name of tetracycline hydrochloride. Its

chemical name is 4-(limethylamino-l,4,4a,5,5a,6,ll,12a-octaliydro-

3,6,10,12, 12a-pentahy(lroxy-6-methyl-l l-dioxo-2-naphthacenecar-
boxamide hydrochloride. Its chemical formula is C22H24N2OSHCL.
This drug is marketed by Lederle Laboratories under the brand
name "Achromycin", by Bristol-Myers under "Bristacycline", by
Robins as ''Robitet", by Squibb as "Sumycin", and so on. There
are no official rules governing the selection of brand names. Accord-
ing to the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, the objective

is to coin a name wdiich is ''useful, dignified, easily remend^ered, and
individual or proprietary." Drugs are primarily advertised to

practitioners b\^ brand name. When a physician prescribes by
brand name, anti-substitution laws in most States forbid the

pharmacist from substituting either a brand or generic name
equivalent made by a different manufacturer, although either may
be less expensive than the drug prescribed.

brown lung: new popidar name for byssinosis; a chronic, disabling

lung disease caused by chronic inhalation of cotton dust and
prevalent among textile workers. Similar to, but not tlie same as,

black lung. P'ederal benefits, like those available for miners disabled
by black lung, are not available for people with brown lung.

budget: a detailed plan in financial term> for carrying out of a program
of activities in a specified period, usually a A-sca/ gtar. The budget
typically accounts for all the program's proposed income, by
source, and expenses, by purposes such as salaries and capital costs.
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for the year. Expenses are sometimes related to the program's
goals and objectives. See also policy planning, administration, and
Congressional and Presidential budgets.

budget authority (BA): in the Federal budget, authority provided
by law to enter into obligations which will result in immediate or
future outlays of government funds, except that it does not include
the authority to insure or guarantee the repayment of indebtedness
incurred by another person or government. The basic forms of

budget authorit}^ are: appropriations, contract authority, and
borrowing authority. Budget authority is classified by the timing
of Congressional action (current or permanent) ; or by the manner
of determining the amount available (definite or indefinite).

bureaucracy: a government or other organization characterized by
specialization of functions, adherence to fixed rules, and a hierarchy
of authority: a system of administration marked by officialism, red
tape and proliferation. (From Webster's New Collegiate Dic-
tionary.)

Bureau of Health Insurance (BHIj: agency within the Social Security

Administration which administers the Medicare program. Actual
operation of the program is carried out through arrangements with
intermediaries and carriers, who operate under contract with BHI/
SSA and receive all policy guidance from the Bureau. BHI employs
approximately 2,000 individuals.

Bureau of Quality Assurance (BQA) : agency \dthin the Health
Resources Administration in HEW which administers the Pro-
jessional Standards Review Organization program.

capital: fixed or durable non-labor inputs or factors used in the produc-
tion of goods and services, the value of such factors, or money
specifically available for their acquisition or development. This
includes, for example, the buildings, beds, and equipment used in

the provision of hospital services. Capital goods are usually thought
of as permanent and durable (in cases of doubt, those lasting over a

year) and should be distinguished from such things as supplies.

Refers also to investment in self (human capital, for example where
preventive care is purchased because of the positive effect such care

may have on one's ability to sustain future earning capacity). See
also capital depreciation and working capital.

capital depreciation: the decline in value of capital assets (assets of

a permanent or fixed nature, goods and plant) over time with use.

The rate and amount of depreciation is calculated by a variety of

different methods (e.g., straight line, sum of the digits, declining

balance) which often give quite different results. Reimbursement of

health services usually includes an amount intended to be equivalent

to the capital depreciation experienced by the provider of the

services in conjunction with their provision. See also debt service,

section 1122 SLiid funded.
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capital expenditure review iCKRi: review of proposed capital expend-
itures of hospitals jiiul;Or other heallh facihties to determine the

need for, and appropriatejiess of, the proposed expenditures. The
review is (h)ne by a (lesiij:nate(l reijulatory aLjenev such as a State

health planning and dereiopnu nt aiji ncy and has a sanction attachcul

which prevents (see certificati-of-need) or (hscoura^^es (see section

1122) unnee(hHl expenditures.

capitation: a method of payment for health services in which an nidi-

\ idual or institutional provider is paid a fixed, per capita amount
for each person served without reo:ard to the actual number or na-
ture of services provided to each person. Capitation is characteristic

of health maintenance organ i:afi()ns but unusual for physicians (see

fee-for-sernce). Also, a method of Federal sui)port of health pro-

fessional schools authorized by the C()mprehensi\e Health Man-
power Trainin^^: Act of 1971, P.L. 92-157, and the Nurse Training
Act of 1971, P.L. 92-158 (sections 770 and 810 of the PHS Act), in

which each eligible school receives a fixed caj)itation payment from
the Federal government for each student enrolled, called a capita-

tion grant.

carrier: a commercial health insurer, a government agency, or a
Blue Cross or Blue Shield plan which underw7'ites or administers
programs that ])ay for health services. Under the Medicare Fart B
{Supplemental Medical Insurance) Program and the Federal Em-
ployees Health Benefits Frogram, carriers are agencies and organiza-
tions with which the program contracts for administration of various
functions, including payment of claims. See also intermediary and
third party.
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case-control study: an inciuiry in which oroups of individuals are
selected because they do (the cases) or do not (the controls) have
the disease whose cause and other attributes are being studied; the
groups are then compared with respect to their past, existing, or
future characteristics judged hkely to be relevant to the disease
to see which of the characteristics differ, and how, in the cases as
compared to the controls.

case-mix: the diagnosis-specific makeup of a health program's work-
load. Case-mix directly influences the length oj stays in, and in-

tensity, cost and scope of the services provided by a hospital or other
health program.

cases treated: the number of patients cared for by a health program
during a year. Inpatient discharges and outpatient visits can be
combined into an aggregate weighted index of hospital output.

castastrophe policy: see major medical policy.

catastrophic health insurance: health insurance which provides pro-
tection against the high cost of treating severe or lengthy illnesses

or disabilities. Generally such policies cover all or a specified per-

centage of medical expenses above an amount that is the responsi-

bility of the insured himself (or the responsibility of another
insurance i)olic3' up to a maximum limit of liability). Under pending
NHI proposals of this type, protection would typically begin aftei

an individual or famih' unit had incurred medical expenses equal
to a specified dollar amount (e.g., $2,000 within a 12-month
period) or a specified percentage of income (e.g., fifteen percent);

or had been in a medical institution for a specified period (e.g.,

60 days). Individuals would be liable for all costs up to the s})ecified

limits. However, in the absence of any effective prohibition against

doing so, they could be expected to obtain health insurance pro-

tection for costs below the catastrophic limits. Generally there is

no maximum amount of coverage under these plans; however, mam'
include some coinsurance. See also major medical.

catchment area: a geographic area defined and served by a health

program or institution such as a hospital or community mental

health center. Delineated on the basis of such factors as population
distribution, natural geographic boundaries, and transportation

accessibility. Should be contrasted with service, medical market, or

medical trade area. All residents of the area needing the services of

the program are usually eligible for them, although eUgibility may
also depend on additional criteria (age or income). Residents of the

area may or may not be limited to obtaining services from the

program, be known to, or enrolled in the program. The program may
or may not be limited to providing services to residents of the area

or under any obligation to know of, register, or have the capacity

to serve all residents of the area.

categorically needy: persons who are both members of certain cate-

gories of groups eligible to receive public assistance, and economi-

cally needy. As used in Medicaid, this means a person who is aged.
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blind. (li--!il)I(Ml, or ;i mciiihci- of n fniiiilv \\\\\\ cliildicn iindci- Is

(or 21, if in school) where one parent i-- absent, inca[)a(itat<'d oi' un-

einploNod and, in addition, ineets specified Ificotnr and rcsourcfs

ro(|uii'(Mnents which vary by State. In »reneral. cateiroii' ally needy
indivichials are persons recoivin^i: cash assistance under the AFI)('
or SSI proirranis, A State must rover all recipients of AFDC pay-
ments under Medicaid: howevcM*. it is provided certain options

(based, in iarsre measure, on it^ coveraixe lev<>U under tlie old

Federal State welfare ])ro<xranis) in deterFuininsj: the extent of

coverat::e for persons rcM-eiviuir Fed(M-al SSI and or State s)ij>j)/f'-

mentanj SSI payments. In addition, a State may cover additional

specified o:roups, such as foster children, as cate<j:orically needy. A
State may restrict its Medicaid coverage to this crroup or may cover
additional persons who meet tlie catep^orical requirements as

medically needy.

categorically related: in the Medicaid pro^rram. the re(iuir(Muents

(other than income and resources) which an individual must meet in

order to be eligible for Medicaid benefits; also individuals who meet
these requirements. Specifically, any individual eligible for Medicaid
must fall into one of the four main categories of people who are

eligible for welfare cash payments. He must be ''aged", "blind", or

''disabled" (as defined under the Supplemental Security Income
Proyram, title XVI of the Social Security Act) or a member of a
family wnth dependent children wdiere one parent is absent, inca-

pacitated, or unemployed (as defined under the Aid to F'amilies

with Dependent Children Program, title IV of the Social Security
Act). After the determination is made that an individual is categori-

cally related, then income and resources tests are applied to determine
if the individual is poor enough to be eligible for assistance {caie-

yorically needy). As a result of this requirement, single persons and
childless couples who are not aged, blind, or disabled and male-
headed families in States which do not cover such groups under
their AFDC programs cannot receive Medicaid coverage no matter
how poor they are.

categorical program: originally, a health program which concerned
itself with research, education, control \\\\{\ot treatment of only one
or a few specific diseases. Now more generally used for a program
concerned with onl\ a part, instead of all, of the poimlation or

health system. Even more generally used by the ])resei\t adminis-
tration to refer to any existing program which it feels the Federal
government should cease to support.

cause: something that, if prevented, removed or eliminated, will

prevent the occurrence of the event in (piestion, and or. if permitted,
introduced or maintained, will be followed by the event in (question.

A necessary cause is a cause that must exist if a given event is to

occur, but may not itself result in the event. A sufficient cause is

one which is inevitably followed by a given event or the existence

of a given thing.
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Center for Disease Control (CDC) : organization within HEW serving
as a focal point for disease control and public health activities. The
Center provides facilities and services for the investigation, ])re-

vention and control of diseases; supports quarantine and other
activities to prevent introduction of communicable diseases from
foreign countries; conducts research into the epidemiology, labora-
tory diagnosis, prevention and treatment of infectious and other
controllable diseases at the community level; provides grants for

work on venereal disease, immunization against infectious diseases,

and disease control programs; and sets standards for laboratories.

Activities focus on the im]:)rovement of the health care system
through emphasis on prevention and investigations, surveillance and
control operations, including training of State and local health
workers in si)ecific control techniques or methodologies, rather than
through direct treatment.

certificate of insurance: in group insurance, sl statement issued to a

member of a group certifying that an insurance contract covering
the member has been written and containing a summar}^ of the

terms applicable to that member.

certificate-of-need or necessity: a certificate issued by a govern-
mental bod}' to an individual or organization proposing to construct
or modify a health facility, or offer a new or different health service,

which recognizes that such facility or service when available will be
needed by those for whom it is intended. Where a certificate is

required (for instance for all proposals which will involve more
than a minimum capital investment or change bed ca])acity), it is a

condition of licensure of the facilit}^ or service, and is intended to

control expansion of facilities and services in the public interest by
preventing excessive or du])licative development of facilities and
services. An example of capital expenditure review, certificate of

need for construction of new hospitals is a requirement of law in 23

States and the District of Columbia. Under the National Health
Planning and Resources Develo])ment Act of 1974, P.L. 93-641,

all States are required to have the State health planning and develop-

ment agency (designated pursuant to the law) administer a State

certificate of need program, which must ai)ply to all new institu-

tional health services proposed to be offered or developed in the

State. The health systems agencies (local planning bodies under
P.L. 93-641) are required to make recommendations to the State

agencies regarding proposed new institutional health services within

their areas.

certification : the ])rocess by which a governmental or nongovernmental
agency or association evaluates and recognizes an individual, in-

stitution or educational program as meeting i)redetermined stand-

ards. One so recognized is said to be certified. Essentially synony-
mous with accreditation, except that certification is usually api)lied

to individuals and accreditation to institutions. Certification pro-

grams are generally nongovernmental and do not exclude the un-

certified from practice as do licensure programs. In the FSRO and
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othor /'((/ulatorj/ j)r()i:riim>, cert ilicntion of ^(M'\ ices means that llicir

l)i()visi()ii lias ht'tMi approxcd and paynicnl for tlicni i^ a^^nicd (x-c

adntission certijicntlon). Sec al>o ct ittficiitc-oj-need.

chairside: ihc dental e(iuivalenl of Ix'iUidc.

charjjes: |)i'ic(>> a^iirned to nnit> of niedical xTxicc. >\\v\\ as a \i>it to

a phvsician or a dav in a ho^j)ital. ( 'tiai^cc-^ for xMxicos may not he

related to tlu* actual costs of piox idin^j: the services. Further, the

methods by which charii:e> are related to costs vary substantially

from service to service and institution to institution. Difl'erent

third pariy ])ayers nuiy require use of difl'erent methods of deter-

minins^: oither chart!:es or costs. Charges for one serxice j)r()vided

by an institution are often used to subsidize the costs of other

services. Charges to one type or group of ))atients may aUo be used

to subsidize the costs of i)roviding services to other groups. See also

actual, allowable, customary, prevailing, reasonable and usual charge.

charitable immunity: in malpractice, a doctrine in use in a decreasing
number of States that nonprofit, or charitable, hospitals and other

health facilities are not sid)ject to suit for malpractice. The doctrine

of charitable immunity relies on and involves: waiver of the patient's

right to sue for negligence by accepting the charity; the basic un-
fairness, either assumed or stated, of applying a doctrine such as

respondeat superior, which applies to commercial pursuits, to a

nonprofit enterprise; and the increased financial demands upon the
assets of the charity which might result from adverse judgments.
There are exceptions to the rule of charitable innnunity: a charity

may be held liable for the negligence of an agent of the institution;

a charity may be held liable to a stranger, i.e., one who is not a

beneficiary, and, sometimes, a charity may be held liable only to

the extent of its nontrust assets. The trend today is toward abolition

of charitable immunity. This is based on the contention that there

were illogical and conflicting bases upon which the doctrine was
foinuled. the alleged unfairness of forcing the injured party to

contribute indirectly to the charity by refusing him the opportunity
to recover, and the availability of liability insurance. See also

governmental immunity.

chemical equivalents: driuj products from different sources which
contain essentially identical amounts of the identical active ingredi-

ents in identical dosage forms, meet existing physiochemical
standards in official compendia, and are therefore chemically indis-

tinguishable. See also hioequivalence.

chemical name: the exact description of the chemical structure of a
dnig, based on the rules of standard chemical nomenclature, such as

the tranquilizer with the chemical name 2-methyl-2-pr()pyl, 8-pro-
penediol dicarbamate. While long and (innbersome, this name is

also preci.se, serving as a complete^ identification of the compound
to any trained chemist. It is related to the chemical formula of the

particular drug

—
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CH3

H2NCOO—CH?—C—CH^0 0CNH2
I

CH2CH2CH3

This druo- is known generically as meprobamate. It is sold under
various brand names by different firms, such as Miltown, Equanil,
Pathibamate, and SK-Bamate.

chiropodist: ^ee podiatrist.

chiropractor: a practitioner of chiropractic, a system of mechanical
therapeutics based on the principles that the nervous system largely

determines the state of health, and that disease results from abnor-
mal nerve function and conformity. Treatment consists primarily of

the adjustment or manipulation of parts of the body, especially the
spinal column. Some chiropractors also use physiotherapy, nutri-

tional supplementation and other therapeutic modalities; radiog-
raphy is used for diagnosis only. Operations, drugs and immuniza-
tions are usually rejected as violations of the human body. Chiro-
practic was founded in 1895 by D. D. Palmer and had grown by
1971 to 19,151 practitioners with 36 active chiropractic colleges

(requiring four years of post high school education). Chiropractors
are licensed by all States. Their services are covered in 27 State
Medicaid programs. Manual manipulation of the spine is covered
under Medicare when subluxation of the spine is demonstrated on
X-ray.

Christian Science: a religion, and system of healing through prayer
and the control of mind over matter. The services of Christian

Science sanatoria are covered under some health insurance programs
including Medicare and, in some States, Medicaid, often with an
exemption from standards applied by such programs to traditional

medical providers.

chronic disease: diseases which have one or more of the following

characteristics: are permanent; leave residual disability; are caused

by nonreversible pathological alteration; require special training

of the patient for rehabilitation; or may be expected to require a

long period of supervision, observation or care. See also acute

disease.

Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services

(CHAMPUSj : a i)rogram, adnunistered by the Department of De-
fense, without premium but with cost-sharing provisions, which
pays for care delivered by civilian health providers to retired mem-
bers, and dependents of active and retired members, of the seven

uniformed services of the United States (Army, Navy, Air Force,

Marine Corps, Commissioned Cori)s of the Public Health Service,

Coast Guard, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration).

Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Veterans Administration

(CHAMPVA): a program, administered by the Dei)artment of De-
fense for the Veterans Administration, without premium but with
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C(>st-sft(irin(j proxisions, wliirli i)Jiy-> lor licnllli cure proNJdrd hy
civilian proxidcrs lo (Icjx'ndcnls of totally d/sab/td xctnaii^ who
are (*li«ril)lt* for rotircMiicnl i)ay from a uniforiiUMl sorsicc.

claim: a r(M[H('>t to an insurtr hy an msnrnl person kh", on hi> hchalf,

bv the provider of a ser\ ice or <rood ) foi- |)ayinent of hcnelit> under
an insitrance policj/.

claims incurred policy: the con\ cniional form of nid/jj/actice inssurance,

under \\ hi( li I lie insii/K/ '\> covered for any claims arising from an
incident which occiu'red or is alleged to ha\-e occurred (lin-in<z the

policy period, retrardless of when the claim is made. The oidy limiting

factors are the statutes of llmitaiiotis, which vary from State to

State. An altiM'native type of policy is the claims made policy.

claims made policy: a form of malpractice insurance gaining increasing

j)()pularity among insurers because it increases tbe accuracy of rate-

making, in this type of policy the insured is covered for any claim
made, rather than any injury occurring, while the policy is in force.

Claims made after the insurance lapses are not covered as they are

by a claims incurred policy. This type of policy was initially resisted

by providers because of the nature of medical malpractice claims,

which may arise several years after an injury occurs (see discovery

rule). A retired physician, for exami)le. could be sued and not
covered, unless special provisions are made to continue his coverage
beyond his years of practice. There are also retrospective problems
for providers who switch from a conventional ])olicy to a claims
made policy, since the latter i)olicy woidd not cover claims arising

from events occurring diu'ing the years when the conventional
I)olicy was in efYect. Insurers marketing such policies are now-
offering i)roviders the opportunity to purchase insurance for both
contingencies.

claims review: review of claimts by governments, medical foundations,
I\Sli()s, insurers or others responsible for payment to determine
liability and amount of payment. This review may include deter-

mination of the eligibility of the claimant or beneficiary) of the
eligibility of the provider of the benefit; that the benefit for which
payment is claimed is covered; that the benefit is not payable under
another policy (see coordination of benefits); and that the benefit

was necessary and of reasonable cost and quality.

clinic: a facility, or part of one, for diaynosis antl treatment of out-

jHitients. Clinic is irregularly defined, sometimes either including or

excluding physicians' offices, sometimes being limited to facilities

which serve poor or public patients, and sometimes being limited to

facilities in which graduate or undergraduate medical education
is done.

clinical equivalents: >ee therapeutic equivalents and bioequivalence.

clinical privileges: see stafif privileges.

59-892 O - 76 - 3
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clinical psychologist: a health professional specializing: in the evalua-
tion and treatment of mental and behavioral disorders, without
having a deo:ree in medicine, as does a psychiatrist. A clinical psy-
chologist generally has a doctoral degree in psychology, plus clinical

training in treating psychological tlisorders. Clinical psychologists
are licensed by most States for independent professional practice

and their services are reimbursed by many health insurance pro-
grams. They do not treat physical causes of mental illness with
drugs, or other medical or surgical measures 'since they are not
licensed to practice medicine.

cohort study: an inquiry in which a group (the cohort) is chosen for the
presence of a specific characteristic at or during a specified time
(the independent variable, hypertension, for example) and followed

over time for the appearance of particular (presumably) related

characteristics (the dependent variables, heart failure and strokes,

for example).

coinsurance: a cost-sharing requirement imder a health insurance
policy which provides that the insured, will assume a portion or

percentage of the costs of covered services. The health insurance
policy provides that the insurer will reimburse a specified percentage
(usually 80 percent) of all, or certain specified covered medical
expenses in excess of any deductible amounts payable by the insured.

The insured is then liable for the remaining percentage of the costs,

until the maximum amount payable under the insurance policy,

if an}^, is reached.

Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities (CPHA) : a non-
profit, nongovernmental organization in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
established in 1955, which collects, processes, and distributes data
on hospital use for management, evaluation and research purposes.

The two main programs of CPHA are the Professional Activity

Study (PAS) and the Medical Avdit Program (MAP) which represent

a continuing study of hospital practice. More than 1,800 hospitals

throughout the United States, Canada, Venezuela, Saudi Arabia,

and Australia participate in PAS and MAP. PAS hospitals account
for almost 40 percent of all patients discharged from short-term

general hospitals in the United States and Canada. The system
abstracts and classifies information from medical records in a

standard format. The computer-accessible data library at CPHA
now contains information on more than 86,000,000 hospitaliza-

tions—the world's largest collection of such data—and is growing
at the rate of approximately 14,000,000 abstracts annually. CPHA
is sponsored by the American College of Physicians, American
College of Surgeons, American Hospital Association, and South-
western Michigan Hospital Council. See also discharge abstract.

committee report: in Congress, a formal report by a Congressional

committee to the House, Senate or both (see conference) on a pro-

posed law or other matter. The report is part of the legislative history

and includes: a summary of the proposed hiw, recouimendations as

to its passage and amendments, relc^'ant background infonnation.
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a (li^(ii->->i(Hi and (l('IVn--(' of iN j)i-()vi^i(>ii'-, a ddailcd -eel i(»n-l)\ -

scM'tion analysis of iIkmii, a deinonstratioii of the changes it make-.

in oxistini: law, reports on the law fi'oni the adniini-l lal ion, co^t

estimates, and di-^cnlinL!; views from mendxMS of the committee.

community health care: aeti\ilie-- and |)i-()pfram'- inlendecl to im-
j)r()ve the liealt hfidness of, and ;i:<'neral Iwdlth sfa/us in. a specified

ronnnnnity. The term is widely nsed with many difVerent defini-

tions, and tlm^ nm^t he nsed with cant ion. It i> xarionsly defined, a^

ahoN'e. in a mamief ^imilai- to j)uhH(' ladltfi, synonynionsly with

environmental iiealth, as all health serxiees of any kind availahle

to a i^iven eonnnnnity, or even synonymously with a conununity's
anibulitfonj care.

community health center: an ainbiilafory health rare profrram usually

servinLi; a caichinent area with scarce or non-existent health services

or a population with special health needs. Often known as nei<2:hbor-

liood health centers. Grant support for such centers was oriirinally

provided on a research and demonstration basis from the Commu-
nity Action Protrram of the Office of Economic ()pi)ortimity. vSuhse-

quently, the funding authority for these projects shifted to section

314(e) of the Public Health Service Act. Community health cen-

ters attemj^t to coordinate Federal, State, and local resources in

a sintrle oro^anization capable of deliverino: both health care and
related social sei vices to a defined population. Other and)ulatory
centers providing health services in areas of medical ini<ler.sernce

and supported with 314(e) funds include family health centers and
community health networks. P.L. 94-6.S, the Health Revenue Shar-
ing and Health Services Act of 1975, incorporates "neip^hbor-

hood health centers," "family health centers" and ''conniiunity

health networks" under the sino:le term, ''comnuinity health
centers," defined in section 330 of the PHS Act. While such centers

may not directly provide all tyi)es of health care, they usually
take responsibility for arranging for all medical services needed by
their patients.

community health network (CHN): a community (State, county or

city) health system for delivering medical care to the poor. wStarted

by OEO in the early 1970's, the program was transferred to HEW
and has now become part of the community health center program.
A (UN usually consisted of several, centrally managed cojnmunlty
or ne'iyhborhood health centers with necessary back-up hosj)ital care.

community medicine: vaiiou^ly defined synonymously with com-
munity health care, public health, preventive medicine, or primary
care.

community mental health center (CMHC): an entity which provides
eom{)i-elien^ive, j)iinfipally (Unhulatory, mental health services, pri-

maril\' to individuals residing or employed in a defined catchment
area. The term is defined in the Connnunity Mental Health Centers
Act (section 201) which specifies the services to be provided and
requirements for the governance, organization and operation of the

centers. The CMHC Act provides for Federal financial assistance
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foi- the construction, (lc\-clo[)in('nt and initial opcr-ntion of ('MIK^s,
and, on an onii^oinu: ha^i--, for tlic co-^t-- of llicir CDiisnlhil ,(,n (ind

education s( rrnu s.

community ratinjj: a method of c>tal)h->hin<r p/nnim/is for hcahh
i}isur(in('( in which the })r(Mniuni is based on the averatre cost of

actual or antici])ate(l hc^dth car(» used hy all suhscribrrs in a spocifi(t

p^eot^raphic area or induslrv and does not varv for dilferent L'rou|)>

or sul)t2,rou|)s of subscribers or with such vai"ial)les as the group's
r/«/w.s' expcM'ienco, a,2:o, sex, or health status. The flMO Act (section

l,S()2(S) of the PUS Act) defines connnunily ratintr as a system of

tixini:: rates of payments for health s(M-vices which may be determined
on a per person or per family basis "and nuiy vary with the number
of persons in a family, but must be ecpnvalent for all individuals

and for all families with similar composition." The intent of com-
munity rating is to si)read the cost of illness evenly over all s^ib-

scribers (the whole community) rather than charging the sick more
than the healthy for health insurance, (,'omnumity rating is the
exceptional means of establishing health insurance ])remiums in the
Ignited States today. The Federal Employee's Health Benefits /Vo-
(jram for example is experience rated, not community rated.

comparability provision: a provision in Medicare specifying that the

reasonable charge for a service may not be higher than charges pay-
able for comparable services insured under comparable circum-
stances bv a carrier for its non-Medicare beneficiaries (see section

lS42(b)(3)(B) of the Social Security Act).

compendium: a collection of information about drugs. Under the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, standards for strength,

quality, and purity of drugs are those which are set forth in one
of the three official compendia: the United States Pharmacopeia,
the Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of the United States, the National
Formulary, or any su]:)i)lement to any of them. Since the mid-
1960"s, ])ublication by the FDA of a compendium has been pro-

posed which would compile the labeling of all marketed drugs, to

improve the amount and quality (^f information on drugs that is

available to ])hysicians or ])haimacists as an aid in prescribing or

dispensing. The com})endium would consist of one or more volumes
and would ])robably resemble an expanded version of the ])opular

Physicians' Desk Rejerence, a private comj^endium in which drug
manufacturers must ])urchase space and which does not provide
information on all drugs. See a\>o formulary.

Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan (CHIP): the present admin-
istration's nufioNdl hfulfh insurancd jM'oposal submitted in 1974 to

Congress and introduced as H.R. 12H.S4. The proposal was not
resubmitted in 1975 because of the President's moratorium on new
spending programs. The plan would provide all citizens with iden-

tical benefits but does so through three separate plans with varying
administration, hmuu'ing and cost sharing: the Employee, Assisted
and Federal Iluilth Insurance Flans.
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comprehensive health planning (CHP) : health planning which encom-
passes all factors and programs which impact on people's health.

Federally assisted CHP was done on a geographic basis by areawide
and State CHP agencies which had authorit}^ to concern themselves
with environmental and occupational health, health education, and
personal health behavior as well as medical resources and services.

CHP was initiated by the Comprehensive Health Planning and
Public Health Services Amendments of 19(36, P.L. 89-749, and
replaced bv the National Health Planning and Resources Develop-
ment Act of 1974, P.L. 93-641. CHP was also noteworthy for the
fact that the planning was guided by a council—a majority of whose
members were health services consumers.

compulsory: used in connection with coverage under proposed national

health insurance or other health insurance plans which require cover-

age to be offered or taken. A plan ma}^ be compulsory only for an
emplo3^er (coverage must be offered to employees and a specified

portion of the premium paid, if they opt to take it) or for individuals
as well. Any universal public plan is necessarily compulsory in that

the payment of taxes to support the plan is not optional with the

individual.

concurrent resolution on the budget: in the Federal budget, a reso-

lution passed by both Houses of Congress, but not requiring the

signature of the President, setting forth, reaffirming, or revising

the Congressional budget for the United States government for a

Jiscal year. There are two such resolutions that must be completed
each yesir: the first concurrent resolution by May 15, and the

second concurrent resolution by September 15.

concurrent review: review of the medical necessity of hospital or

other health facility admissions upon or within a short period follow-

ing an admission and the periodic review of services provided
during the course of treatment. The initial review usually assigns

an appropriate length of stay to the admission (using diagnosis

specific criteria) which may also be reassessed periodically. Where
concurrent review is required, payment for unneeded hospitaliza-

tions or services is usually denied. HEW recently issued utilization

review rules which would have required concurrent review (defined

as review within one working day of admission) of all Medicare
and Medicaid cases after July 1, 1975. Admissions which were
found unnecessary would not have been reimbursed under either

Medicare or Medicaid beyond three days after this fmding. As a

result of suit b}^ the AMA against implementation of certain

portions of these regulations, particularly the concurrent review

requirement, implementation of the re(purements was enjoined by
temporary injunction. HEW is rewriting the regulations. Under the

enjoined regidations, review was to be conducted by a physician

member or by a qualified nonphysician member of the connnittee

or group assigned the utilization review responsibility in each

hospital. Such individual was to be appropriately trained and
qualified to perform the assigned review functions, and the review
was to use criteria selected or developed by the hospital utilization

review committee or grouj). Concurrent review shoidd be contrasted
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with a rotrospoctivo medical audit , which is (1(>fi(' for qualif}/ pinpo^cs
and (h)('s not rohitc to payincMit. and chii/ns reriew, which occurs

after tho hospitaH/alion i-> onci-.

conditions of participation: ilic vai'ioiis condition^ which a liror'aler

(o.^. hospital, skdhd uiu'shkj fac'dity) or suj>jdifr of services de-

siring to participate in the Mfdicare program is re(iuired to meet
before participation is permitted. These conchtions are specified in

the statute and regulatimis and inchide compHance with tith' VI
of the Civil Rights Act, signing an agreement to participate accept-

able to the Secretary of HEW, meeting the definition of the

particular institution or facility contained in the law (e.g., in order

to particij)ate as a hospital an institution nnist be a hospital

within the meaning of section ISGKe) of the Social Security Act
and nni>t further meet standards for health and safety specified in

regulations), conformity with State and local laws, having an
acceptable utilization review plan, and meeting appropriate PSRO
requirements. Investigations to determine whether or not health

care facilities meet or continue to meet conditions of participation

are nnide by the appropriate State health agency, which is respon-

sible for certifying tliat the conditions ha\e been met and that the

provider or suppli(M- is eligible to participate.

conference: in Congress, a formal meeting of representatives of the

Plouse and Senate at whicli the differences between House and
Senate versions of a single piece of legislation or policy are resolved.

The members of the House and Senate chosen to conduct the

conference are called managers and together form the conference
committee. They jointly recommend a com])romise version of the

legislation, the te.xt of which is the conference report. With the

iei)ort comes an explanation of how the differences were resolved

(the equivalent of a committee report^ called the joint statement of

managers) which becomes part of the legislative history. Since the
comi)r{)mise version is different from those originally ])assed, the

conference rei)ort must be enacted by both the House and Senate
before being sent for Piesidential signature.

confidential: private or secret information, practices, or procedures.

Confidentiality, as of a medical record, refers to the degree and
circumstances in which information in such a record is private or

secret. Information which is held confidential may include medical,
financial or other information about patients obtained in the

course of medical practice, and information about the cost, quality

and nature of the practice of individual and institutional providers

obtained through payment and regulation programs. Confidentiality
is in practice very hard to protect and various detailed efforts to do
so in the health field have already been written into law, see section

333 of the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Preven-
tion, Treatment and Rehabilitation Act of 1970 and title XI,
part B of tlie Social Security Act. The circumstances under which
information should be confidential are often controversial since

confidentiality may well keep secret inappropriate acts by patients
or pro\i(iers, but its absence may well limit the freedom and
confidence with which medicine is practiced or expose providers
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and patients to unnecessary embarrassment. See also Hippocrates oj

Cos.

Congressional budget: in the Federal budget, the budget as set forth

by Congress in a concurrent resolution on the budget. These resolu-

tions shall include: the approjmate level of total V)udtret outlays and
of total new budget antkority, an estimate of budget outlays and new
budget autliority for each major functional category, for con-
tingencies, and for undistributed intra-governmental transactions

(based on allocations of the appropriate level of total budget outlays
and of total new budget authority) ; the amount, if any, of the surplus

or deficit in the budget; the recommended level of Federal revenues;
and the ap])ropriate level of the public debt.

consultation: in medical or dental practice, the act of requesting
advice from another provider, usuall}^ a specialist, regarding the

diagnosis and/or treatment of a patient. The consultant usualh'
reviews the history, examines the patient, and then provides his

written or oral opinion to the requesting practitioner. Referral for

consultation should be distinguished from referral for services,

because lesponsibility for patient care is not usually delegated to

the consultant. This definition distinguishes a consultation between
providers from an encounter or visit between a provider and con-

sumer.

consultation and education services: services required of each commu-
nity mental health center (CMHC) by section 201 of the CMHC Act
which consist of consultation with, and education for, the staffs

of programs and institutions in the CMHC's community which
are likely to be responsible for or come in contact with peoi)le with
mental illness (such as schools, prisons, bars and courts). Such
services are specially subsidized by section 204 of the CMHC Act
because they are high priority preventive care, not usuall}^ reim-

bursed by the recipient institutions, and not covered under health

insurance (which rarely covers services not directly delivered to

insured individuals).

consumer: one who may receive or is receiving health services. While
all people at times consume health services, a consumer as the term is

used in health legislation and programs is usually someone who is

never a provider, i.e., is not associated in any direct or indirect way
with the provision of health services. The distinction has become im-

portant in programs where a consumer majority on the governing
body is required, as is the case with community health centers and
health systems agencies assisted under the FHS Act. See also patient.

Consumer Price Index (CPI): an economic index prepared by the

Bin-eau of I^abor Statistics of the U.S. DepartnuMit of Labor. It

measures the change in average prices of the goods and services

purchased by urban wage earners and clerical workers and their

families. It is widely used as an indicator of changes in the cost

of living, as a measure of inflation (and deflation, if any) in the

economy, and as a means for studying trends in prices of various
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<2;()()(ls and xM'vicc^. 'V\\o (MM i-- inndc iij) of -^cNrr'al coniponciiN
wliich ni(>!i>ur(' prices in diflVrcnl scctoi's of the cconoFny. One of

th('S(\ [he iiUMlicjil can* coinpoiicnl , <:i\('s (tcikU in medical care

chonjes based on specific indicators of hos|)ital, medical, dcFital and
druii: prices. Tin* medical cai'e com|)on<Mif of itie ('PI cliaiartn-i^li-

cally ri^es fa-;lei- than the ('PI itself a^ do ^ome othef ^eF-\ ire com-
ponents of the index. Howexer, since the (MM niea>nre> chai-<;es,

which ar(* not always related to costs, the (M-^l may fail to accurately

r(Ml(»ct chanii-es in nuMlical care costs.

contingency fees: fcn^s hascvl or conditioned on future occurrences

or conclusions, or on the results of s(M'\'ices to be performed. ( 'on-

tint2:ency fcM^s arc^ us(>d by lawyers rej)re<entin,i!; j)atients a^ plaintiffs

in malpractice cases and are usiudly a set fraction (conunonly a

tbird) of any settlement awarded tlie patient. If no settlement is

awarded, the lawyer is not paid. Such fec^s are said to tj^ive the lawyer
incentives to try the case with full viji^or, choose only cases wbicb
are likely to succcmmI, choose only eases wbicb will bave larcirc settle-

ments, and incr(nise tbe amount of settlements sou^i^bt. See also

New Jersey rule.

contingency reserves: reserres set aside* by an itisurancc com])any for

unforescHMi or nn])lannable circumstances and e.xpenses other than
tb(* normal losses incurred by the risks insured.

continued stay review: review during a patient's bospitalization to

determine tbe medical necessity and appropriateness of continua-
tion of tbe patient's stay at a bospital level of care. It may also

include assessment of tbe quality of care bein^; provided. Occasionally
used for similar review of patients in other health facilities, see

medical review, l^sed in tbe PSRO and Medicare pro^rrams where it

is sometimes called ext(Mi(l(Ml dm-ation review. See also concurrent

review.

continuing education: formal education ()l)tained by a health profes-

sional after completing bis degree and post-graduate training. vSiich

education is usually intended to improve or maintain tbe profes-

sional's competence. For pbysicians, some, but not all. States re-

quire a specified nund)er of boiu"s of recognized continuing education
per year as a condition of continued licensure. MMie AM A conducts
a voluntary program of recognition for pbysicians completing re-

quired amounts of recognized continuing education.

continuing resolution: in tbe Federal budget, legislation enacted by
the ( 'ongre>- to provide budget authority for specific ongoing activi-

ties in 11 fiscal year in cases where tbe regidar apj)ropriation for such

activities has not been enacted by tbe beginning of tbe fiscal year.

Tbe continuing resolution usually specifies a maximum rate at wbicb
tbe agency may obligate funds, based on tbe rate of tbe |)rior year,

the President's budget request, or an appropriation bill j)i(*viously

passed by eitber He use of tbe Congress.
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contributory insurance: (/roup insurance in which all or part of the

premium is paid by the emplo3^ee, the remainder, if any, being
paid by the employer or imion. In this context, noncontribiitor}-

insurance is insurance in which the employer pa^'s all the premium.
80 called because the risk, or employee, contributes to the cost of

the insurance as well as the insured. See also enrollment period.

contributory tax : see payroll tax.

controllability: in the Federal budget, the ability of the Congress or

the President under existing law to control outlays during a given

fiscal year. Uncontrollable and relatively uncontrollable describe

outla3^s, and the programs (such as Medicare) in which they occur,

that cannot be increased or decreased without changes in existing

substantive law. Such spending is usually the result of open-ended
programs and fixed costs, like social security and veterans benefits,

and payments due under obligations incurred or commitments made
during prior years.

conversion privilege: in group health insurance, the right given the
insured to change his group insurance to some form of individual
insurance, without medical examination, upon termination of his

group insurance (usualh' upon termination of employment or other
source of membership in the group). Group insurance does not
always offer a conversion privilege and, when it does, the available

individual insurance is generally not of comparable scope of benefits

or cost (usually being more expensive).

Cooperative Health Statistics System (CHSS): a program of the Na-
tional Center for Health Statistics in which Federal, State, and local

governments cooperate in collecting health statistics, so that any par-

ticular item of data is collected b}^ that level which is best equipped
to collect and distribute it to all levels. When in full operation,

CHSS will collect data in the following seven subject areas: health

manpower (inventories and surveys), health facilities (inventories

and surve3's), hospital care, household interviews, ambulatory
care, long-term care, and vital statistics. I^egislative authoritv for

the CHSS is found in section 306(e) of the FHS Act.

Coordinated Transfer Application System (COTRANS) : a system
begun in 1970 by the American Association of Medical Colleges in

which the AAMC evaluates U.S. citizens receiving undergraduate

medical education outside the United States and sponsors those it

deems qualified for part one of the national board examinations.

Students who take and ])ass the boards with this sponsorship mav
then appl}' to a U.S. medical school for completion of their training

with advanced standing. Some students obtain si)onsorship for the

boards from an individual school without using (X)TRANS.

Coordinating Council on Medical Education (CCME): a supervisory
body estal)hsh(>(l in 1972 to coordinate^ jxtlicg matters and accredita-

tion at all levels of medical education. Among its organizational mem-
bers are the AMA, the American Board of Medical Specialties, the

AAMC, the AHA, and the Council of Medical Specialty Societies.
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It also liji^ |)nl)lic and I'^'dtMal mrml)ri>. Sec aUo /,////.st)// ( Ommiilees

on Midtcal hjlucdtion and (inidinitf Mai teal l\<l ncdtion.

coordination of benefits <('()B): provisions and prorcdnn's nscd hy
iiisi/rns lo avoid duplicate [)aynu'nt foi" /ossts injured under more
than one Insurance ])olicy. For example, -^ome pe(>ple liave a du plica-

tion of ben ("titX, for their medical costs ari^inir from an automobile
accident, in their automohile and health iii->uiaiice poiicic-. A
coordination of benefits or antiduplication clause in one or the

other j)()licy will prevent dotible payment for the expenses by makin<:

one of the insurers the prlnuiry /)at/ir, and assurimr that no more
than 100 percent of (he costs are covered. There are standard rules

for determining: which of two or more plans, each havinir ('OB
provi--ion<. pay> its b(Mi(*fits in full and which pays a ^ufhcientK
nnluced benefit to ])revenl the claimant fr( rn makinir a profit.

copayment : a type of ro.sY sharinci wliereby insured or covered persons

j)ay a specified flat amount |)er tmit of service or unit of time (e.^., $2
per visit, 810 pcM* inpatient ho>pital day), their insure/- payin<; the

rest of the rost. The copayment is incurred at the time the service is

used. The amount paid does not vary with the cost of the service

(unlike coinsurance, which is j)a\-ment of some percentaire of the

cost).

cosmetic surgery: any operation directed at improvinir appearance,
e\((>pi when refpiired for the prompt repair of accidental injury

or for the improvement of tlie functionin^r of a malformed body
member. The term woidd not apply to surgery in connection with
treatment of severe burns or repair of the face following a serious

automobile accident, or to surgery for therapeutic purposes which
coincidentally serves some cosmetic purpose, but uould include

reshaping an ngly nose. Most health insurance plans and programs
do not cover cosmetic surgery.

cost center: accounting device whereby all related costs attributabh^ to

some "center" within an institution, such as an activity, department,
or i)rogram (e.g., a hospital burn center), are segregated for account-
ing or reimbursement purposes. Contrasts witli segregating costs of

different types, such as jntrsing, druijs or laundry, regardless of

which ''center" incurred them.

cost of insurance: the amount which a policyholder })ays to the

insurer minus what he gets back from it. This should be distiniruished

from the rate for a given unit of insurance ($10 for a $1000 life

insurance policy). Such costs, which may be diflicult to o})tain

and are rarely compared, are roiighl\- a[)pr()ximate(l by the loadiiKj

or the ratio of amounts paid in beiu'fits lo income produced from
premiums. .S(>(' also expenses.

cost-related or cost-based reimbursement: one method of payment of

medical care programs by third j)arties, typically Blue C'ross plans
or government agencies, for services delivered to patients. In
cost-related systems, the amoimt of the payment is based on the
costs to the provider of delivering the service. The actual payment
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may be b«se(i on any one of several different formulae, such as full

cost, full cost plus an additional percentage, allowable costs, or a
fraction of costs. Other reimbursement schemes are based on the
charges for the services delivered, or on budgeted or anticipated
costs for a future time period {prospective reimbursement). Medicare,
Medicaid, and some Blue Cross plans reimburse hospitals on the

basis of costs; most private insurance plans pay charges.

costs: expenses incurred in the provision of services or goods. Many
different kinds of costs are defined and uped (see actual, allowable,

direct, indirect, life, marginal and opportunity costs). Charges, the

price of a service or amount billed an individual or third party,

may or may not be the same as, or based on, costs. Hospitals often

charge more for a given service than it actuall}" costs in order to

recoup losses from providing other services where costs exceed
feasible charges. Despite the terminology, cost control programs
are often directed to controlling increases in charges rather than in

real costs.

cost sharing: provisions of a health insurance policy which require the

insured or otherwise covered individual to pay some portion of his

covered medical expenses. Several forms of cost-sharing are em-
ployed, particularly deductibles, coinsurance and copayrttents. A
deductible is a set amount which a person must pay before any
payment of benefits occurs. A copayment is usually a fixed amount
to be paid with each service. Coinsurance is payment of a set

portion of the cost of each service. Cost-sharing does not refer to

or include the amounts paid in premiums for the coverage. The
amount of the premium is directly related to the benefits provided
and hence reflects the amount of cost-sharing required. For a ^iven

set of benefits, premiums increase as cost-sharing requirements
decrease. In addition to being used to reduce premiums, cost sharing

is used to control utilization of covered services, for example, by
requiring: a large copa3^ment for a service which is likely to be
overused.

coverage: the guarantee against specific losses provided under the

terms of an insurance policy. Frequently used interchangeably

with benefits or protection. The extent of the insurance afforded

by a policy. Often used to mean insurance or an insurance contract.

creaming: see skimming.

credentialing: the recognition of professional or technical competence.
The credentialing process may hiclude regiMration, certification,

licensure, professional association membership, or the award of a

degree in the field. Certification and licensure affect the supply of

health manpower by controlling entrance into practice, and in-

fluence the stability of the labor force by affecting geographic

distribution, mobility, and retention of workers. Credentialing also

determines the quality of personnel by providing standards for

evahuuiiig competence, and defining the scope of functions and how
personnel ma}^ be used.
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criteria: pre-determined elements of health care aojainst which the

necessity, appropriateness or quality of health services may be
compared. For example, criteria for appropriate diagnosis of a

urinary tract infection may be performance of a urine culture and
urinalysis. Often used synonymously with sruidelin(*<.

crock: deprecating housestajf term for a patient who.se illness the

housestaff (but not the patient) feels is unreal, nonphysical or

insio^iiificant. Use of the term should be discouraged since it often

blinds the user to real patient needs, whether or not correctly per-

ceived by the patient.

Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) : a system of terminology and
coding developed by the American Medical Association that

is used for describing, coding and reporting medical services and
procedures.

current services budget: in the Federal budget a budget that projects

estimated budget authority and 0}itlays for the upcoming fiscal

year based on the continuance of existing programs without jxdicy

changes at the same levels of service as the fiscal year in progress.

The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974
requires that the President submit a current services budget
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to the Congress by November 10 of each year. To the extent
mandated by existing law, estimates take into account anticipated
changes in economic conditions (such as unemployment or inflation)

,

different caseloads, pay increases, and benefit changes.

custodial care: board, room, and other personal assistance services

generally' provided on a long-term basis, wliich do not include a

medical component. Such services are generally not paid for under
private or public health insurance or medical care programs,
except as incidental to medical care which a hospital or nursing
home inpatient receives. See also boarding homes.

customary charge: generally, the amount which a physician normally
or usually cha/-(j(s the majority of his patients. Under Medicare, it

is the median charge used by a particular physician for a specified

type of service during the calendar year preceding the fiscal year

in which a claim is processed. There is therefore, an average delay of

a year and a half in recognizing any increase in actual charges.

Customary charges in addition to actual and prevailing charges are

taken into account in determining reasonable charges under
Medicare.

d

data set: a minimum aggregation of uniformily defined and classified

statistics that describe an element, episode or aspect of health care,

e.g. Si hos\)\tii\ admission {^ee discharge abstract) , Q.mh\\\iitor\ encounter,

or a physician or hospital. Such data sets are used for evaluation,

research and similar purposes.

death: a permanent cessation of all vital functions; the end of life

(often called mortality). A simple concept whose actual occurrence
medicine has made very difficult to define and measure. A con-

census appears to be forming that death occurs when all measurable
or identifiable brain functioning (electrical or any other kind) is

absent for over 24 hours. See also hospice and euthanasia.

debt service: the payment of matured interest on and principal of

debts; the amount needed, supplied, or accrued for meeting such
payments during any given accounting period; a budget or operating

statement heading for such items.

deductible: the amount of loss or expense that must be incurred by an
insured or otherwise covered individual before an insurer will

assume any liability for all or part of the remaining cost of covered

services. Deductibles may be either fixed dollar amounts or the

value of specified services (such as two days of hospital care or one
l)hysician visit). Deductibles are usually tied to some reference

])eriod over which they must be incurred, e.g. $100 ])er calendar year,

benefit period, or spell of illness. Deductibles in existing policies are

generall}' of two types: (1) static deductibles which are fixed dollar

amounts, and (2) d^'-namic deductibles which are adjusted from time

to time to reflect increasing medical prices. A third type of deducti-

ble is proposed in some national health insurance plans: a sliding

scale deductible, in which the deductible is related to income and
increases as income increases.
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defensive medicine: altciatioii of rnodos of medical /tract ict, irnlncc'd

by the tlircal of liability, for the principal puiposcs of forestalling;

the possibility of malpractice suits by patients and j)rovi<lin£: a orood

leijal defense in tlie event of sucb lawsuit^. VVbile surveys liave

sbown tbat ')() to 70 peicent of pbysician^ ^ay tbey practice de-

fensive* medicine, it is difficult to define and measm-e specifically

and. except for increasinir the costs of care, unclear what effects it

has.

deferral of budget authority: in tli<' Federal bmhjet, any action or

inaction of the executive branch, includinij the establishment of

reserves imdor the Antideficiency Act, which temporarily with-
holds, delays, or effectively precludes the ohl'i(jat i on or expenditure
of bwhjet authority. I'nder section 1013 of the ('on^ressional Budofet

and Impoundment Control Act of 1974. the President is recpiired

to report each proposed deferral to the Congress in a special message.
Deferrals may not extend beyond the end of a fiscal year and may
be overturned by the passage of an impoundment resolution by
either House of Congress. See also rescis^sion.

deficiency disease: any si)ecific disea.^e or pathological state, with
characteristic clinical signs, that is due to an insufficient intake of

energy or essential nutrients; it is usually of dietary origin and can
often be prevented or cured by bringing the intake up to an adequate
level or otherwise changing the diet.

delegation: in the PSRO program, the formal process by which a

PSKO, based upon an assessment of the willingness and capability

of a hospital or other health program to effectively perform PSRO
review functions, assigns the performance of some (partial delega-

tion) or all (full delegation) PSRO review functions to the program.
Delegation must be agreed upon in a written memorandum of

understanding signed by both the PSRO and the program. The
PSRO monitors the program's performance of the delegatecl func-
tions without itself conducting them, and retains responsibility for

the effectiveness of the review.

demand or demand schedule: in health economics, the varying
amount of a good or service sought at varying prices, given con-
stant income and other factors. Demand must be distinguished from
utilization (the amount of services actually used), and need (for

various reasons services are often sought which either the consumer
or provider feel are unneeded). It is not always translated into use,

particularly when queues develop. vSee also supply, and elasticity of
demand.

dental assistant: an individual who assists a tlentis;f at the chairsldr

in a dental operatory, performs reception and clerical fimctions, and
carries out dental radiography and selected dental laboratory work.
The actual number of active dental assistants is not known since

most dentists train and employ dental assistants who are neither
certified nor reyiMered as members of an official organization. How-
ever, it i> estimated that 1 IH.OOO persons were employed as dental
assistants in 1972. Dental assistants who have completed accredited
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educational prop^rams are eligible for national certification examina-
tions conducted by the Certifying Board of the American Dental
Assistants Association. In 1972, there were 12,000 dental assistants

maintaining current certifications. An accredited dental assistant

program is usually conducted in a community college or vocational-
teclmical school and must provide at least one year of academic
training.

dental health: a state of complete normality- and functional efficiency

of the teeth and supporting structures, the surrounding parts of the

oral cavit}^, and the various structures related to mastication and
the maxillo-facial complex.

dental health services: all services designed or intended to promote,
maintain or restore dental health including educational, preventive,

and therapeutic services.

dental hygienist: a specially trained individual who works under the

supervision of a dentist in providing services to dental patients:

such as performing complete oral prophylaxis, applying medication,
performing dental radiography, and providing dental education
services both for chairside patients and in community health
projects. Dental hygienists are required to obtain a license in all

States. An estimated 21,000 were in practice in 1972. Dental hygiene
programs are either 2- or 4-year programs at the college level.

dental laboratory technician: see dental technician.

dental technician: an individual who makes complete and partial

dentures, orthodontic appliances, bridgework, crowns, and other

dental restorations and appliances, as prescribed by dentists. There
were an estimated 32,000 dental technicians in 1972. Most dental

technicians work in commercial dental laboratories. However,
increasing numbers are employed by private dental practitioners

and by Federal, State, and private institutions. Traditionally,

dental technicians have been trained on the job, but the predomi-
nant method of training now is through formal programs offered

by two-year post-secondary educational institutions. Upon comple-
tion of an aggregate of five years in dental technology training and
experience, technicians are eligible to apply for examination and
certification by the National Board for Certification in Dental
Laboratorv Technoloffv. See also denturist.

'toJ

dentist: a professional person qualified by education and authorized

by law (usually by having obtained a license) to practice dentistry:

the promotion, maintenance and restoration of individual dental

health, and treatment of diseases of the teeth and oral cavity.

denturist: a dental technician who provides dentures for patients

without benefit of a dentist's professional services. Denturists

are rareh' found in the United States and their practice is illegal

in many States. They are increasingly common in Canada, par-

ticularly in Ontario where the provincial government has proposed

legalizing their practice.
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department: a functional or adinmixtratni ilivi^ion of a hosjtital,

lifjilili {)roi;rain or j^ovcrnnu'iit aj^encv. Sonu'tiiiics aUo known as a

.serrice. A (Imparl incnl within a hospital or nu'dical school i^ typically

headed hy a resp()n>il)le individual, cither a chairnum or director,

has it> own bmhjtt and admits ils own patients^ but is not a separate

le^al entity. They are freciuently <>r<^anize(l l^y medical sjjedalfy, i.e.,

a pediatric. radioK.iry, or >ur^er\ depai'tnient . 'I'hcrc i> no standard
d(>parlnienlal ori;:ani/ation for heallli proLrrani>.

dependence: see drui, dt j)( nd( net.

dependent: an individual who relies upon another individual foi' a

>iirnili( ant portion of his support. In addition to the requirement
for financial support there is often a requirement for a blood rela-

tionship. The Internal Revenue Code defines as dependents for

tlie purposes of tax deductions any of the followin^r over half of

whose support for the calendar year was received from the tax-

payer; children (biologic or adopted), grandchildren, etc.; step-

children; brothers and sisters; stepbrothers and stepsisters; half

brothers and half sisters; parents, grandparents, greatgrand-
parents, etc.; stepparents; nephews and nieces; uncles and aunts;

iidaws (father, mother, son, daughter, brother or sister) ; nonrelatives

living as members of the taxpayer's household ; and a descendant of a

brother or sister of the father or mother of the taxpayer who is

receiving institutional care and who, before receiving such care,

was a member of the taxpayer's household. The IRS Code provides
that if the support of a dependent was furnished by several persons,

one may claim the dependency deduction, if the others agree. The
gross income of a taxpayer's dependent must be less than $750,
unless he is the taxpayer's child under 19 years of age, or taxpayer's
child who is a student, and the taxpayer still furnishes the child's

chief support. In insurance and other programs the specific definition

is (^uite variable, often being limited to the individual's spouse and
children. Other dependents of the kinds recognized by the IRS
are sometimes known as sponsored dependents.

depreciation: see capital depreciation.

detail person: a sales representative of a pharmaceutical manufacturer
who promotes prescription drugs for use by physicians, dentists,

and pharmacists. Such detailing includes personal presentations,
advertising, and provision of drug samples and educational ma-
terials prepared b}' the manufacturers to proffs.^iounJ.^ in ilieir ofTiees.

Many detail persons are now pharmacists.

developmental disability (DD;: a di.^abHity which; originate.-- before

age 1^: can be expected to continue indefinitely; constitutes a

sidjstantial handicap to the disabled's ability to function normally
in society; and is attributable to rnental retardation, cerebral palsy,

ej)ilepsy, autism, any other condition closely related to mental
retardation because it results in similar impairment of general
intellectiuil fimctioning or adaptive behavior or requires similar

treatment and services, or dyslexia residtin^i from one of the

conditions just listed. The term is defined in the Developmental

59-892 O - 76
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Disa])ilitios Sorviros and Facilities Construction Act (section

102(7)) which authorizes Federal assistance for services and facili-

ties for the developmentally disabled. See also rehabilitation.

device: an item or piece of equipment used in the healing arts that is

not a drug. Device is defined in the Federal Food, Drup^, and Cos-
metic Act as including instnunents, apparatus and contrivances,
including their components, parts and accessories, intended : for
use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of

disease in man or other animals; or to affect the structure or any
function of the body of man or other animals. Among the products
that are regulated as devices are crutches, bandages, wheelchairs,

artificial heart valves, cardiac pacemakers, intrauterine devices,

63^6 glasses, hearing aids, and prostheses. The term device will be
broadened and clarified in legislation that is now pending in Con-
gress. The ])roposed definition of device will still make it clear that
what distinguishes a device from a drug is that a device does not
achieve any of its princii)al intended purposes through chemical
action within or on the body and is not dependent on being metab-
olized for the achievement of an}' of its principal intended purposes.
The proposed legislation will also provide new detailed authority
for regulation of the marketing of devices which, properly used, will

assure that devices are safe and effective. See also pre-market
approval.

diagnosis: the art and science of determining the nature and cause of

a disease, and of differentiating among diseases.

dictionary: a malevolent literary device for cramping the growth of

language. This dictionar}', however, is a most useful work. (From
The Devil's Dictionary.)

diploma school: a program which educates registered nurses in a

hospital, the diploma being given upon completion of the program
and licensure as a registered nurse. Classroom and laboratory

teaching ma}' be given under an arrangement with a college, but
are the responsibility of the hospital and no college level degree is

given (see associate degree and baccalaureate programs).

diplomate: somebody who has a diploma; sometimes used to describe

a board certified i)hysician, because a diploma is given with certifica-

tion, and in other similar situations.

direct cost: a cost which is identifiable directly with a })articular

activity, service or product of the program experiencing the cost.

See also indirect cost.

disability: any limitation of physical, mental, or social activity of an

individual as compared witli other individuals of similar age, sex, and
occuj)ation. P>equently refers to limitation of the usual or nuijor

activities, most connnonly vocational. There are varying types

(functional, vocational, learning), degrees (partial, total), and dura-

tions (temporary, permanent) of disability. Benefits for disability
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are oftoii oiiIn avnilahlc for >|)(Miiic (lisal)iliti('s, such iis total and
porniaiUMit (tho rccininMiKMit foi- xx-ial ^cciii-ity and Mdl'icarc). See
also rthah'ditation.

disability income insurance: a form of hcaliii insurance that provides
periodic payments to icplace inannc when the insured is unahle to

work as a I'oult of injunj or distasc. See also worktaen' s compensation.

discharge abstract: a summary de^ciiplion of an (idimssion prepared
ui)on a patient's dischart]:e from a hospital or other health facility.

The ahstract records selected data about tiu» patient's stay in the

hospital, including]; diagnoses, services leceived, lenfjth of staij,

source of payment and demoirraphic information. The information
is usually obtained from the patient's medical record and al)>tracted

in standard, coded form. See also I'niform Hospital l)ischir(jc Data
Set.

discovery rule: in malpractice, a rule in use in some jurisdictions

under which the statute of limitations does not conunence to run
until the w ron^rful act is discovered or, with reasonable dilitjence,

should have b(»en discovered. The statute of Umilations is the period
of tinu\ ordinarily be^innimr with the wront^ful act, dining which
an injured party may sue for recovery of damages arising from the

act. In some jurisdictions application of the discovery rule is

limited to cases involving a foreign object left in the body of a

patient. Some States have adopted statutory rules in malpractice
cases which im])()se double time limits within which an action for

malpractice may be brought. Typically these statutes provide that

the action must be brought w ithin a limited time after its discovery
as well as within a limited time from the date the negligent act

occurred.

disease: literally 'Svithout ease", may be defined as a failure of

the adaptive mechanisms of an organism to counteract adequately,
normally or appropriately the stimidi and stresses to which it is

subject, resulting in a disturbance in the function or structure of

some part of the organism. This defhiition emphasizes that disease is

midti-factorial and may be prevented or treated by changing any of

the factors. Disease is a very elusive and difficult concept to define,

being largely socially defined. Thus, criminality and drug dependence
presently tend to be seen as diseases, when they were previously'

considered to be moral or legal problems. See also health, injury,

acute, chronic and illness.

dispensing fee: a f"e charged by a pharmacist for fdling a prescription.

One of two w ays that jdiarmacists charge for the service of filling a

prescription, the other being a standard percentage markup on the

acquisition co.^t of the drucf involved. A dispensing fee is the .same for

all prescriptions, thus representing a larger mark-up on the cost of

an inexpensive drug or a small prescription than on an e.xpensive

drug or large prescription. However, it reflects the fact that a

j)harmacist's service is the same whatever the cost of the drug. Some
pharmacists combine the two approaches, using a percentage
mark-up with a minimum fee.
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doctor: usually used synonymously with physician, but actuall}'-

means any person with a doctoral degree.

double blind technique: a method of studying a drug, or other medical
procedure in which both subjects and investigators are kept un-
aware of (blind to) who is actually getting which specific treatment.

The method is one of the few ways of eliminating bias, conscious or
unconscious, in both subjects and investigators. Classically, in

drug studies the method involves the use of a look-alike placebo.

In "triple blind" studies the people analyzing the data are also

unaware of the treatment used.

dread disease insurance: see specific disease insurance.

drug: any substance intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,

treatment or prevention of disease, or intended to affect the struc-

ture or function of the body (not including food), or components of

these substances. Substances recognized in the official U.S. Pharma-
copeia, the official Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of the U.S., or the
official National Formulary are drugs. See also device and biologic,

safe and elective, compendium and formulary, new and not new
(and "me too'^), over-the-counter and prescription, labeling and package
insert, established and brand, NDA and MAC, DESI and IND, and
drug monograph and drug dependence.

drug abuse: persistent or sporadic drug use inconsistent with or un-
related to acceptable medical or cultural practice. The definition of

drug abuse is highl}^ variable, sometimes also requiring excessive

use of a drug, unnecessary^ use (thus incorporating recreational use),

drug dependence, or that the use be illegal. See also alcoholism.

drug addiction: generally used sAHonymously with drug dependence,

sometimes used to mean physical drug dependence, often wrongly
assumed to be synonymous with drug abuse, and ver}^ irregular in

meaning.

drug compendium : see compendium.

drug dependence: a state, psychic and sometimes also physical,

resulting from the interaction between a person and a drug, charac-

terized b}^ behavioral and other responses that alwavs include a

compulsion to take the drug on a continuous or periodic basis in

order to experience its ps3^chic effects, and sometimes to avoid the

discomfort and other physical effects of its withdrawal or absence.

Tolerance for the drug may or may not be present. A person may be

dependent on more than one drug. Its characteristics will vary with

the agent involved, and this must be made clear by designating

the particular type of drug dependence in each specific case—for
example, drug dependence of narcotic type, of cannabis type, of

barbiturate type, of amphetamine type, etc. As defined here drug
dependence may or may not be dangerous to the dependent
individual or the public, severe, or illegal. Psychic and physical

dependence arc sometimes separated, although this is difficult
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definitionally and in practice. Psychic dependence is sometimes

called habituation and physical dependence called addiction, but

both terms are irregularly used, as are all terms in this area. See also

drug abuse and alchoholism.

Drug Efficacy Study Implementation (DESI) : the plan of the Food and
Drug Administration for implementing the evaluations and recom-
mendations of the Drug Efficacy Study Group of the National
Academ}' of Science—National Research Council respecting the
ejfectiveness of drugs marketed prior to 1962 under approved new
drug a])jplications. The Drug Efficacy Study was undertaken in 1966
to evaluate all of the drugs the FDA had approved as safe prior

to 1962, when Congress first required that drugs also be proved
effective before marketing. The Drug Efficac}^ Study Group evalu-

ated nearly 4,000 individual drug products, finding many of them
ineffective or of only possible or probable effectiveness. The FDA
is still in the process of implementing those judgments b3^ removing
some of the drugs from the market.

druggist: somebody who operates a drug store. Sometimes considered
synonymous \vith pharmacist, but is not always limited to people
with a pharmacy degree (or even to operators of drug stores in

which prescription drugs are dispensed) and is usually applied only
to pharmacists who operate, or at least work in, drug stores.

drug habituation: generally used synonymously with drug dependence,
sometimes used to mean psychic drug dependence, often wrongly
assumed to be synonymous with drug abuse, and very irregular in

meaning.
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drug monograph: a rule which prescribes, for a drug or class of related

drugs, the kinds and amounts of ingredients which it may contain,

the conditions for which it may be offered, and directions for use,

warnings and other information which its labeling must bear. Drug
monographs established by FDA state conditions under which
drugs may be marketed as safe and effective and not adulterated or

misbranded, and thus without an approved new drug application.

FDA is establishing monographs for non-prescription (over-the-

counter) drugs and in the future plans to develop monographs for

certain established prescription drugs. Special statutory provisions

already authorize use of monographs for antibiotic drugs. Once a

monograph is promulgated, anyone who meets its requirements can
market the product (absent patent protection) without seeking
approval of a new drug application.

dual choice: the practice of giving people a choice of more than
one health insurance or health program to pay for or provide
their health services. Usually done by employers who offer em-
ployees more than one group health insurance program, or a health
insurance program and a prepaid group practice to choose from as a

benefit of their employment. Characteristic of the Federal Employees
Health Benefits Program. Required by the HMO Act, P.L. 93-222,
of employers with respect to qualified HMOs (section 1310 of the
PHS Act).

duplication of benefits: occurs when a person covered under more than
one health or accident insurance policy collects, or may collect, pay-
ments for the same hospital or medical expenses from more than one
insurer. Individual health insurance policies, under State laws, some-
times include antiduplication clauses against overinsurance due to

two similar policies issued by the same insurer; loss-of-time coverage
in excess of the insured's monthly earnings; and duplicate coverage
with other insurers, if the insurer has not been given written notice

of such duplicate coverage prior to the date of loss. Because of

this notice limitation, many individual insurance policies do not
include antidupUcation clauses. Since the limitation does not apply
to group insurance, it usually does contain such clauses, especially

in major medical policies. However, most States will not allow group
policies to apph- such clauses to individual insurance. Where
duplication exists with a group antiduplication clause, the group
insurer responsible for paying its benefits first is the primary payer.

See also coordination oj benefits.

Early and Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment Program
(EPSDT) : a program mandated by law as part of the Medicaid
program. The law (section 1905(a)(4)(B) of the Social Security

Act) requires that by July 1 , 1969, all States have in effect a program
for eligible children under age 21 "to ascertain their physical or

mental defects, and such health care, treatment, and other measures
to correct or ameliorate defects and chronic conditions discovered
thereby, as may be provided in regulations of the Secretar}'."
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Issuance of reo;ulations implementing the program was delayed until

November, 1971, and States were allowed to phase in their programs
by age groups until July 1, 1973. By law (section 403(g) of the Social

Security Act), States which do not have a program in effect in any
fiscal quarter after June 30, 1974, for all cliildren in families receiv-

ing AFDC payments are subject to a financial penalty. The State

programs are not just to pay for services but also to have an active

outreach component to inform eligible persons of the benefits

available to them, actively to bring them into care so that they can
be screened, and, if necessary, to assist them in obtaining appropri-

ate treatment. EPSDT should properly refer only to programs which
have all of these elements.

ecological fallacy: the common erroneous assumption that because
two things are associated one must be caused by the other. See also

Hawthorne and Halo efects.

Economic Stabilization Program (ESP): a Federal program estab-

lished to control wages and prices. On August 15, 1971, all wages
and prices were frozen for a period of ninety days. During that

period a system of wage and price controls administered through
a Cost of Li\'ing Council was implemented. Controls continued, with
periodic changes in the flexibility and the intensity with which they
were enforced until their legislative authority ultimately expired in

April, 1974. Wages and prices in the health care industry were con-

trolled through a specialized series of regulations. The 32}^ months
the controls were in effect is the only period in which medical care

price increases have slowed markedly- since the enactment of Medi-
care and Medicaid; during that period increases in medical care

prices were limited to 4.3 percent.

economies of scale: cost savings resulting from aggregation of re-

sources and /or mass production. In particular, it refers to decreases

in average cost when all factors of production are expanded propor-
tionately. For example, hospital costs for a unit of service are

generally less in 300 than 30 bed hospitals. (There is some evidence
that they ma}- be greater in 1,000 bed than 300 bed hospitals, a

diseconomy of scale.) Frequenth' used, less accurately, to refer to

savings achieved when underused resources are used more efficiently.

For example when many individuals use the same product, or

when health care facilities share in the costs and use of expensive
equipment (e.g., automated laboratory equipment) or otherwise
underused and highly trained personnel (e.g., open-heart surgery
teams)

.

Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates (ECFMG):
an organization sponsored by the AMA, AHA, AAMC, xissociation

for Hospital Medical Education, and Federation of State Medical
Boards of the U.S. which operates a progiam of educating, testing

and evaluating /or^/^n medical gi ad nates who seek internships and
residencies in the U.S. The ECFMG was formed in 1974 by merger
of the Educational Council for Foreign Medical Graduates, in-

corporated ill 1956, and the Commission for Foreign Medical
Graduates. Certification of FMGs is granted by the ECFMG after
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receiving doniinentation of their education, and passage of an
examination of their medical competence and comprehension of

spoken English. Such certification is necessary for full licensure of

FMGs in 47 ^States and territories. See also Federation Licensing
Examination.

eflfectiveness: the degree to which diagnostic, preventive, thera-

peutic or other action or actions achieves the intended result. Effec-

tiveness requires a consideration of outcomes to measure. It does not
require consideration of the cost of the action, although one way of

comparing the effectiveness of actions with the same or similar in-

tended results is to compare the ratios of their effectiveness to their

costs. The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires prior

demonstration of effectiveness for most drugs marketed for human
use. No similar requirement exists for most other medical action
paid for or regulated under Federal or State law. Usuall}' sA^nony-

mous with efficacy in common use. See also safety, quality, efficiency

and DESI

eflBcacy: commonly used synonymously with effiectiveness , but may use-

fulh'' be distinguished from it by using efficacy for the results of

actions undertaken under ideal circumstances and effectiveness for

their results under usual or normal circumstances. Actions can thus
be efficacious and effective, or efficacious and ineffective, but not the

reverse.

efficiency: the relationship between the quantit}- of inputs or resources

used in the production of medical services and the quantity of

outputs produced. Efficiency has three components: input produc-
tivity (technical efficiency), input mix (economic efficiency), and
the scale of operation. Efficiency is usually measured by indicators

such as output per man hour or cost per unit of output. However,
such indicators fail to account for the numerous relevant dimensions
(such as quality) of both inputs and outputs and are, therefore, only
partial measuies. Colloquially, efficiency measures the "bang for

the buck" but, as the above suggests, it is a difficult concept to

define and quantify. Ultimatel}', efficiency should probably be meas-
ured in terms of the costs of achieving various health outcomes:
defining it in terms of productivity assumes thai what is produced
is efficacious and used in an effective manner.

elasticity of demand: in health economics, a measure of the sensitivity

of demand for a product or service to changes in its price (price

elasticity) or the income of the people demanding the product or

service (income elasticity). Price elasticit}' is the ratio of the re-

sulting percentage change in demand to a given percentage change
in price. Price elasticity of demand for health services allows one to

predict the effect on demand of different cost sharing provisions in

proposed NHI programs and thus aids in predicting the differing

stress their enactment would place on the health system.
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elective surgery: surgery which need not be performed on an emerofency
basis, because reasonable dehiys will not affect the outcome of surgery
unfavorably. It should be understood that such surgery is usually

necessary and may be major.

elephant policy: see trolley car policy.

emergency care: care for patients with severe, life-threatening, or
potentially disabling conditions that require intervention within
minutes or hours. Most hospitals and programs providing emergency
care are also asked to provide care for man}' conditions which
providers would not consider as emergencies, suggesting that
consumers define the term more nearly synonymously with primary
care and use such programs as screening clinics. See also emergency
medical service system.

emergency medical service system (EMSS): an integrated system
of appropriate health manpower, facilities and equipment which
provides all necessary emergency care in a defined geographic area.

The development of such systems is Federal!}' assisted under the
Emergency Medical Services Systems Act of 1973, P.I.. 93-154, in

which the term is defined and the necessary components of the

system listed (sections 1201 and 1206 of the PHS Act). Prototype
systems are found in the State of Illinois and Jacksonville, Florida.

One characteristic of such a system would be a central communica-
tions facility using the universal emergency telephone number, 911,
and having direct communications wath all parts of the system
with planned dispatching of cases to properly categorized facilities.

Employee Health Insurance Plan (EHIP): one of the three parts of

the present administration's national health insurance proposal,

the Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan, providing health insurance
for full time employees and their dependents. The plan would
operate by requiring employers to offer comprehensive health
insurance with cost sharing and pay 75 percent of the premium
cost (65 percent for the first three years). The benejits would be
underwTitten by private insurers and financed entirely by premiums.
Premiums could be experience rated for large employers (over 50
employees), but would have to be community rated for small
employers.

encounter: a contact between a patient and health professional in

which care is given. Some definitions exclude either telephone
contacts or home visits. An encounter form records selected demo-
graphic, diagnostic and related information describing an encounter.

endorsement: recognition by a State of a license given by another
State, when the qualifications and standards required by the
original licensing State are equivalent to or higher than those of

the endorsing State. The licensee is relieved by endorsement of the
full burden of obtaining a license in the endorsing State. There is

not necessarily any reciprocity between the two States.
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enroll: to agree to participate in a contract for benefits from an in-

surance company or health maintenance organization. A person
who enrolls is an enrollee or subscriber (see also member and bene-

ficiary). The number of people (and their dependents) enrolled ^^'ith

an insurance company or HMO is its enrollment. See also open
enrollment.

enrollment period: period during which individuals may enroll for

insurance or health maintenance organization benefits. There are two
kinds of enrollment periods, for example, for supplementary medical
insurance of Medicare: the initial enrollment period (the seven
months beginning three months before and ending three months
after the month a person first becomes eligible, usually by turning

65) ; and the general enrollment period (the first three months of

each year). Most contributory group insurance has an annual
enrollment period when members of the group may elect to begin
contributing and become covered. See also open enrollment.

entitlement authority: in the Federal budget, legislation that requires

the payment of benefits or entitlements to any person or government
meeting the requirements established by such law. Mandatory
entitlements include social securit}' benefits and veterans' pensions.

Section 401 of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control
Act of 1974 places restrictions on the enactment of new entitlement
authority.

epidemiology: the study of the nature, cause, control, and deter-

minants of the frequency and distribution of diseases and disability

in human populations. This involves characterizing the distribution

of health status, diseases or other health problems in terms of age,

sex, race, geography, etc.; explaining the distribution of a disease

or health problem in terms of its causal factors; and assessing and
explaining the impact of control measures, clinical intervention and
health services on diseases and other problems. The epidemiology of a

disease is the description of its presence in a population and the

factors controlling its presence or absence. See also incidence, prev-

alence, morbidity and mortality.

equivalency testing: testing intended to equate an individual's

knowledge, experience and skill, however acquired, ^nth the

knowledge, experience and skill acquired by formal education or

training. Successful completion of equivalency tests may be used
to obtain course credits toward an academic degree without taking

the courses, or a license which requires academic training without
having the training. See also proficiency testing.

established name: name given to a drug or pharmaceutical product

by the United States Ado])ted Names Council (USAN). This name
is usually shorter and simpler than the chemical name, and is the one
most commonly used in the scientific literature. It is the name by
which most physicians and pharmacists learn about a particular drug
product in their i)rofessional training. An example would be peni-

cillin, a well-known antibiotic. Also known as the generic name or

official name. An established name for drugs is required by section

502(e) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
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ethical drug: a drug which is advertised only to physicians and other
prescribing health professionals. Drug manufacturers which make
only or prinuirily such drugs are referred to as the ethical drug
industry. S\'nonymous with prescription drug.

etiology: see cause.

euthanasia: the act or practice of killing individuals (active) or

allowing them to die without giving all possible treatment for their

disease (passive), because they are hopelessly sick or injured, for

reasons of mercy. See also hospice and death.

evidence of insurability: any statement or proof of a person's physical
condition or occupation affecting his acceptability for insurance.

excise tax: a single-stage commodity tax (i.e. a tax levied on a com-
modity only once as it passes through the production process to

the final consumer). An excise tax is narrowly based; enabling
legislation specifies precise^ which products are taxed, as well as

the tax rate. wSales taxes are more broadly based; their tax base
comprises many commodities and legislation designates those com-
modities not subject to tax. Excise taxes are commonly assessed on
automobiles, cigarettes, liquor or gasoline. They are sometimes
levied in hopes of discouraging the use of the product taxed. Reve-
nues from such taxes may also be set aside from general revenues
and used for some purpose related to the taxed product. For ex-

ample, an excise tax on cigarettes might discourage smoking by
raising its cost and revenues from it might be used to fund cancer
screening programs.

exclusions : specific hazards, perils or conditions listed in an insurance or

medical care coverage policy for which the policy wdll not provide
benefit payments. Common exclusions ma}' include preexisting

conditions, such as heart disease, diabetes, hypertension or a preg-

nancy which began before the policy was in effect. Because of such
exclusions, persons who have a serious condition or disease are often
unable to secure insurance coverage, either for the particular disease

or in general. Sometimes excluded conditions are excluded only for

a defined period after coverage begins, such as nine months for

pregnancy or one year for all exclusions. Exclusions are often per-
manent in individual health insurance, temporary (e.g., one year)
for small groups in group insurance, and uncommon for large groups
capable of absorbing the extra risk involved.

executive session: a mark-up which is closed to the general public,

being open only to the committee members, their staff and others
specifically invited. Sometimes used synonymously with mark-up,
especially in the House of Representatives where mark-ups are now
rarely held in private.

expenses: in insurance, the cost to the insurer of conducting its busi-
ness other than paying losses, including acquisition and administra-
tive costs. Expenses are included in the loading.
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experience rating: a method of establishing premiums for health in-

surance in which the premium is based on the average cost of actual
or anticipated health care used by various groups and subgroups of

subscribers and thus varies with the health experience of groups and
subgroups or with such variables as age, sex, or health status. It is

the most common method of establishing premiums for health in-

surance in private programs. See also community rating.

experimental health service delivery system (EHSDS): a system
developed under a program supported by the Health Services and
Mental Health Administration under general health services research
authorities to develop, test and evaluate the organization and
operation of coordinated, community-wide health service manage-
ment systems (EHSDS) in various kinds and sizes of communities.
EHSDS sought to improve access to services, moderate their costs

and improve their quality. The EHSDS program is now being
gradually terminated under the requirements of P.L. 93-694.

experimental medical care review organization (EMCRO): an
organization assisted by a program initiated in 1970 b}^ the Na-
tional Center for Health Services Research and Development (now
the NCHSR). The program, a forerunner of the PSRO program,
was set up to help medical societies in creating formal organizations

and procedures for reviewing the quality and use of medical care

in hospitals, nursing homes, and offices throughout a defined com-
munity. The use of explicit criteria and standard definitions were
required of all EMCROs but the particular approach to organizing
the review was determined by the individual organization. Ten
such organizations were initial^ supported (only some of which
actually reviewed services) and the program was phased out after

enactment of the PSRO program.

extended care facility (ECF) : previously used in Medicare to mean a

skilled nursing facility which qualified for participation in Medicare.
In 1972, the law was amended to use the more generic term skilled

nursing facility for both Medicare and Medicaid. Medicare coverage

is limited to 100 days of post hospital extended care services during

any spell of illness; thus Medicare coverage in a skilled nursing
facility is limited in duration, must follow a hospital stay, and must
be for services related to the cause of the hospital stay. These
conditions do not apply to skilled nursing facility benefits under
Medicaid. Thus, the continued use of the term ''extended care

facility benefits" is a kind of shorthand to refer to the benefit

limitations on skilled nursing facility care under Medicare.

extended care services: as used in Medicare, services in a skilled

nursing facility provided for a limited duration (up to 100 days
during a spell of illness) after a hospital stay, and for the same
condition as the hospital stay was for. As defined under Medicare,
the following items and services furnished to an inpatient of a

skilled nursing facility are included: nursing care provided or

supervised by a registered professional nurse; bed and board associ-

ated with the nursing care; phijsical, occupational, or speech therapy
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furnished by the skilled nursing facility or by others under arrange-

ments with the facility; medical social services; such drugs, bio-

logicals, supplies, appliances and equipment as are ordinarily used
in care and treatment in the skilled nursing facihty ; medical services

provided by an intern or resident of a hospital with which the facility

has a transfer agreement; and other services as are necessary to the
health of the patients.

extended duration review: see continued stay review.

externality: in health economics, something that results from an
encounter between a consumer and provider, which confers benefits

or imposes costs on others, and is not considered in making the

transaction (its value, the external cost, not being reflected m any
charge for the transaction). Pollution is the classic example. In
health, an externality of immunizations is the protection that they
give the unimmunized, since that protection is not considered when
an individual immunization is obtained or priced.

extra cash policy: an insurance policy which pays cash benefits to

hospitalized individuals in fixed amounts unrelated to the individ-

ual's medical expenses or income. Such policies are usually sold to

individuals separately from whatever other health insurance they
have, and typically have high loadings.

facilities: buildings, including physical plant, equipment, and sup-
plies, used in providing health services. They are one major type
of health resource and include hospitals, nursing homes, and ambula-
tory care centers. Usually it is not intended to include the offices of

individual practitioners.

factoring: the practice of one individual or organization selling its

accounts receivable (unpaid bills) to a second at a discount. The
latter organization, called the 'factor,' usually, but not always,
assumes full risk of loss if the accounts prove uncollectible. In
health services delivery, the expression generally refers to a hospital's

or physician's sale of unpaid bills to a collection agent. Factoring
has sometimes been used in Medicaid because of the delays that
hospitals and physicians experience collecting from the State
Medicaid agency. In these cases, the improved cash flow is worth
the discount in the amount received by the provider. Because factor-

ing is subject to fraud and abuse, Congress has sought to prohibit
some of its uses.

false negative: a person wrongly diagnosed as not having a disease

or condition which in fact he does have. See also false positive.

false positive: a person wrongly diagnosed as having a disease or

condition when in fact he does not. When assessing a medical
screening or other diagnostic procedure it is important to know
both how many false positives and false negatives the procedure
gives in normal use. See also sensitivity and specificity.
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family: for U.S. census purposes, a group of two or more persons
related by blood, marriage, or adoption who are living together
in the same household. Group insurance and some national health

insurance proposals offer coverage for eligible individuals and
their families. In this context family usually refers to an individual
and his dependents, which, since dependents do not necessarily
have to be related to or living with the individual, is quite a

different definition. In fact the specific or detailed meaning is

quite variable.

family ganging: the practice of requiring or encouraging a patient to

return for care to a health program with his whole family, even if

the rest of the family does not need care, so that the program can
charge the patient's third-party for care given to each member of

the family. The practice and term originated and is most common
in Medicaid mills, which frequently have the mother of a sick chil d
bring in all her other children for care whether or not they need it

.

family physician: a physician who assumes continuing responsibility

for supervising the health and coordinating the care of all family
members, regardless of age. Often viewed as low-level generalists,

such physicians are now trained as specialists whose work demands
specific skills. These skills include functioning as medical managers,
advocates, educators and counselors for their patients. See also

personal physician, primary care, and general practitioner.

family planning: the use of a range of methods of fertility regulation

to help individuals or couples to avoid unwanted births; bring about
wanted births; produce a change in the number of children born;
regulate the intervals between pregnancies; and control the time at

which births occur in relation to the age of parents. It may include

an array of activities ranging from birth planning, the use of contra-

ception and the management of infertility to sex education, marital

counselling and even genetic counselling. Family planning has suc-

ceeded the older term, birth control, which is now felt to be too

negative and restrictive in meaning. Birth control can be separately

defined as the prevention of pregnane}' by contraception, abortion,

sterilization or abstinence from coitus.

favorable selection : see skimming.

Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) : the group
health insurance program for Federal employees; the largest

employer-sponsored contributory health insurance program in the

world. It is voluntary for the employees; about 80 percent of those

eligible being covered. At present it covers 8.8 million persons—2.8

million Federal employees and annuitants and their 6 million

dependents. It was established under the Federal Emplovees Health
Benefits Act of 1959 (P.L. 86-382, codified in chapter 89, title V,

U.S. Code), began operation in eTuly, 1960, and is administered by
the United States Civil wService Commission. Every employee may
choose between tw^o government-w^de plans: a service benefit plan

administered by Blue Cross and Blue Shield, and an indemnity
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benefit plan offered by the insurance industry through the Aetna
Life Insurance Company. In addition to the two governnient-vvide

plans, there are fifteen eni])loyee organizations offering indemnity
type plans to their members. An additional choice is available to

employees residing in certain geographic areas where jyrejjaid group
practice plans are in operation. There are now seven Individual

practice plans and nineteen group practice plans participating in the

program. One of the various different types of plans operating as a

part of the FEHB Program is referred to as a FEHB Plan.

Federal Health Insurance Plan (FHIP) : one of three health insurance
plans making up the present administration's 1974 proposal for

national health insurance, the Comprehensive Health Insurance
Plan. This plan would replace Medicare and provide health insurance
coverage for persons 65 and older. Although many of the features

of FHIP are the same as Medicare, there were changes made in

the benefits structure and cost sharing provisions. Among the more
significant changes are combining the hospital and medical portions
of the benefits package, and adding drugs as covered service.

Federal Register: an official, daih^ publication of the Federal govern-
ment providing a uniform system for making available to the public
proposed and final rules, legal notices, and similar proclamations,
orders and documents having general applicability and legal effect.

The Register pubHshes material from all Federal agencies.

Federation Licensing Examination (FLEX) : a standardized licensure

test for physicians developed by the Federation of State Medical
Boards of the U.S. for potential use on a nationwide basis. In
fact, some 48 States now use the FLEX as their test for licensure,

although they vary in the score required for licensure. The FLEX
exam is based on test material developed b}^ the National Board of
Medical Examiners. See also national board examinations.

fee for service: method of charging whereby a physician or other prac-
titioner bills for each encounter or service rendered. This is the

usual method of billing by the majority of the country's physicians.

Under a fee for service payment system, expenditures increase
not only if the fees themselves increase but also if more units of

service are charged for, or more expensive services are substituted for

less expensive ones. This system contrasts with salary, per capita
or prepayment systems, where the payment is not changed with
the number of services actually used or if none are used. While the

fee-for-service system is now generally limited to physicians, den-
tists, podiatrists and optometrists, a number of other practitioners,

such as physician assistants, have sought reimbursement on a fee

for service basis. See also Jee schedule, fractionation and capitation.

fee schedule: a listing of accepted charges or established allowances for

specified medical or dental procedures. It usually represents either a
physician's or third party's standard or maximum charges for the
listed procedures. See also relative value scale.

fetal death: see stillbirth.
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fiduciary: relating to or founded upon a trust or confidence. A fiduci-

ary relation exists where an individual or organization has an
expHcit or implicit obligation to act in behalf of another person's or
organization's interests in matters which affect the other person or
organization. A physician has such a relation w^th his patient and
a hospital trustee with a hospital. Because a fiduciary relationship
with a provider obligates one to act in the interests of the provider,
people with such relationships are defined as providers by P.L.
93-641, rather than as consumers, for such purposes as determining
whether a health systems agency governing board has a consumer
majority.

fifth pathway: one of the several ways that an individual who obtains
all or part of his undergraduate medical education abroad can enter
graduate medical education in the United States. The fifth pathway
provides a period of supervised clinical training to students who
obtained their premedical education in the United States, received

undergraduate medical education abroad, and pass a screening ex-

amination approved by the CCME. When these students success-

fully complete a year of clinical training sponsored by a U.S. medical
school they then become eligible for an AMA approved internship

or residency.

first-dollar coverage: coverage under an insurance policy which begins
with the first dollar of expense incurred by the insured for the cov-
ered benefits. Such coverage, therefore, has no deductibles although
it may have copayments or coinsurance. See also last dollar coverage.

fiscal agent or intermediary: a contractor that processes and pays
provider claims on behalf of a State Medicaid agency. Fiscal agents

are rarely at risk, but rather serve as an administrative unit for the

State, handling the payment of bills. Fiscal agents may be insurance
companies, management firms, or other private contractors. Medi-
caid fiscal agents are sometimes also Medicare carriers or inter-

mediaries.

fiscal year: any twelve month period for which annual accounts are kept.

Sometimes, but by no means necessarily, the same as a calendar

year. The Federal government's fiscal year has been from July 1

to the following June 30 for years, but will change in 1976 to be
from October 1 to the following September 30.

flat maternity: a single inclusive maternity benefit for all charges

incurred as a result of pregnancy, childbirth, and complications
arising therefrom. A limit (such as $1,000) may be applied per

pregnancy or per year. See also switch and swap maternity.

fluoridation: the addition of controlled, small amounts of fluoride to

public water supplies for the purpose of reducing the incidence of

dental cavities in the public using the water.
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foreign medical graduate (FMG) : a physician who graduated from
a medical school outside of the United States and, usually, Canada.
U.S. citizens who go to medical school outside this country are

classified as foreign medical graduates (sometimes distinguished as

USFMGs), just as are foreign-born persons who are not trained in

a medical school in this country, although native Americans repre-
sent only a small portion of the group. As of 1972 there were more
than 63,000 graduates of foreign medical schools in the United
States, constituting more than 20 percent of active physicians in

this country. The term is occasionally defined as, and nearly
synonymous with, any graduate of a school not accredited by the

LOME. See also COTRANS, ECFMG, fifth pathway, J visa, '^ labor

certification, and schedule A.

formula grant: a grant of Federal funds, usually to States but some-
times to other governmental units or private organizations, au-
thorized b}' law for specified purposes in which the amount of the

grant is based on a formula which divides the total funds avail-

able among the eligible recipients according to such factors as the

number and average income of the population to be served.

formulary: a listing of drugs, usually by their generic names, A formu-
lary is intended to include a sufficient range of medicines to enable

physicians or dentists to prescribe medically appropriate treatment
for all reasonably common illnesses. A hospital formulary normalh^
lists all the drugs routinely stocked by the hospital pharmacy.
Substitution of a chemically equivalent drug in filling a prescription

by brand name for a drug in the formulary is often permitted. A
formulary may also be used to list drugs ifor which a third party

will or will not pay, or drugs which are considered appropriate for

treating specified illnesses. See also compendium.

forward funding: see advance appropriation.

foundation for medical care (FMC): see medical foundation.

fractionation: the practice of charging separately for several services

or components of a service which were previously subject to a

single charge or not charged for at all. The usual effect is that the

total charge is increased. The i)ractice is most commonly seen as a

response to limiting increases in the charge which is fractionated.

fraud: intentional misrepresentation by either providers or con-

sumers to obtain services, obtain payment for services, or claim

program eligibility. Fraud may include the receipt of services which
are obtained through deliberate misrepresentation of need or

ehgibility
;
providing false information concerning costs or conditions

to obtain reimbursement or certification; or churning payment for

services which were never delivered or received. Fraud is illegal and
carries a penalty when proven. See also abuse.

free clinics: neighborhood clinics or health programs which provide

medical services in relatively informal settings and styles to, gen-

erally, students, transient youth, and minority groups. Care is given
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at no or nominal charge by predominantly volunteer staffs. The first

such clinic is considered to be the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic,

organized in San Francisco in the summer of 1967 by David Smith.
There are now estimated to be 175-200 such clinics around the

country.

function or functional classification: in the Federal budget, a means of

presenting budget authority, outlay, and tax expenditure data in terms
of the principal purposes which Federal programs are intended to

serve. Each specific account is generally placed in the single function
(e.g., national defense, health) that best represents its major purpose,
regardless of the agency administering the program. The Congres-
sional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 requires the

Congress to estimate outlays, budget authority, and tax expendi-
tures for each function. Functions are subdivided into narrower
categories called subfunctions.

funded: in insurance, having sufficient funds to meet future liabilities.

Can also be used in speaking of trust funds for social insurance
programs. Capital depreciation is said to be funded if the amounts
included in an institution's reimbursements for capital depreciation
are set aside in a fund used for capital purposes rather than being
spent on current operating costs. Few third party payers which
reimburse capital depreciation require that it be funded as a con-
dition of reimbursing it.

g

Galen [Plaudius Galenus] (130-200 A.D.) : a celebrated Greek physi-
cian and medical writer, born at Pergamum (Asia Minor) ; latterly he
practiced in Rome, where he became physician to the Emperor,
Marcus Aurelius. Although he did not dissect the human cadaver,
he made many valuable anatomical and physiological observations
on animals, and his writings on these and other subjects are ex-

tensive. His influence on medicine was profound for many cen-
turies—his teleology (''nature does nothing in vain") being particu-
larly attractive to the medieval mind, although it was stultifying

to advances in medical thought and practice.

generally recognized as effective (GRAE): one of the conditions
which a drug must fulfill if it is not to be considered a new drug, and
thus not subject to the pre-market approval requirements of the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. To be generally recognized
as effective, the drug must be so considered by ''experts qualified

by scientific training and experience to evaluate the safety and
effectiveness of drugs" and have been "used to a material extent or
for a material time." FDA determines that a drug is GRAE, subject
to judicial reversal if its determination is arbitrary or capricious. The
Supreme Court has held that for a drug to be generally recognized
as effective, its sponsor must supply the FDA with the same kind
of evidence consisting of adequate and well-controlled investigations by
qualified experts that the law requires in order to secure approval of

a new drug application. See also generally recognized as safe.
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generally recognized as safe (GRAS); one of the conditions which a
drug must fulfill if it is not to be considered as a new drug: or a food
must fulfill if it is not to be considered as a food additive. A drug
which is GRAS and GRAEhqqA not go through the pre-market ap-
proval procedures prescribed in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cos-
metic Act for new drugs. General recognition of safety of a drug
must be "among experts qualified by scientific training and ex-
perience to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of drugs", and to

acquire general recognition of safety and effectiveness a drug must be
''used to a material extent or for a material time."

general practitioner (GP) : a practicing physician who does not
specialize in any particular field of medicine (e.g. is not a specialist).

Should be contrasted with a jamily physician who has specialized

(not all do), and is subject to specialty hoard examination, in the
care of families, and a primary care physician who may be a specialist

in any of several specialties.

general revenue: government revenues raised without regard to the
specific purpose for which they might be used. Federal general
revenues come principally from personal and corporate income
taxes and some excise taxes. State general revenues come primarily
from personal income and sales taxes. Most proposed national

health insurance programs would be financed in part from general
revenues in addition to whatever financing might be obtained from
premiums, cost-sharing ^ and payroll taxes whose revenues are used
only for the program. The expenditure of general revenues is

determined by legislative authorizations and appropriations.

generic equivalents: drug products with the same active chemical
ingredients sold under the same generic name but often with different

brand names. Generic equivalents are often assumed to be, but are

not necessarily, therapeutic equivalents. The term has such incon-

sistent meaning that it must be used with care or avoided.

generic name: the established, official, or non-proprietary, name by
which a drug is known as an isolated substance, irrespective of its

manufacturer. Each drug is licensed under a generic name, and also

may be given a brand name by its manufacturer. The generic name is

assigned by the United States Adopted Names Council (USAN),
a private group of representatives of the American Medical Associa-

tion, American Pharmaceutical Association, United States Pharma-
copeia and Food and Drug Administration, plus one public member.
There have been recent attempts to encourage physiciajis to

prescribe drugs by generic names whenever possible instead of by
brand names. This is said to allow considerable cost savings. Con-
siderable controversy has arisen over whether drugs sold by generic

name are in fact therapeutically equivalent to their brand-name
counterparts. In some cases two versions of the same drug, manu-
factured by the same or different manufacturers, may not, usiuilly

for reasons of bioavailability, be therapeutically equivalent. Ad-
vocates of generic prescribing cpiestion whether such differences

are universal or always significant. See also Maximum Allowable

Cost Program and antisubstitution.
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goal: in health plamiing, a quantified statement of a desired future

state or condition, such as an infant niortaUty of loss than 20 per

thousand live births, a physician to population ratio tj:rcatcr than foin*

per thousand, or anavcra<j:e acc(»ss time for ciner<jjency medical services

less than 20 minutes. Health })lanning fornndates o^oals and seeks to

achieve them. A fjoal difiers from an objective h\ lackin^!; a deadline,

and usually by being long range (five to ten years) rather than short

(one to two years).

gork: originally an acronym for ''God only really knows," and then
used b}' housestaf iov patients whose problems were so mysterious as

to defy diagnosis. It has now lost all connection with its original

meaning and is used offensively to describe patients who are, and are

likely to remain, comatose.

governmental immunity: in malpractice, a doctrine providing that,

despite the general proposition that a negligent act gives rise to

tort liability for that act, the government, subject to certain qualifi-

cations, cannot be sued for the negligent acts of its officers, agents,

or employees unless it consents to such a suit. This concept of

governmental immunit}' had its origin in ancient common law doc-
trine and the principle has been firmly established that a State
cannot be sued without its consent. As with charitable immunity,
the trend is towards an increasing willingness of the courts to impose
liability as the States and the Federal government enact statutes

to waive their innnunity in tort suits.

grace period: a specified period, after a premium payment is due on
an insurance policy, in w^hich the policyholder may make such
payment, and during w^hich the protection of the policy continues.

graduate medical education: medical education given after receipt of

the M.D. or equivalent degree, including the education received as

an intern, resident or fellow, and ccntinuing education. This use
contrasts with that in general education where graduate education
refers to graduate school education leading to a masters, doctoral or

equivalent degree (called undergraduate medical education in med-
icine). It is sometimes limited to education required for specialty
board certification. Education at this level usualh^ includes super-
vised practice, research and even teaching, as well as didactic
learning.

grandfather clause or provision: a clause or provision of law that
permits continued eligibility or coverage for individuals or organiza-
tions receiving program benefits \mder the law despite a change
in the law which would otherwise make them ineligible; or in some
other manner exempts a person, organization or thing from a
change in law^ which would otherwise effect it. For example, the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act exempts certain drugs from
the Act's pre-market approval requirements on the basis of their

longstanding use.
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group: in group insurance, a body of subscribers eligible for group
insurance by virtue of some common identifying attribute, such as

common employment by an employer, or membersliip in a union,
association or other organization. Groups considered for insurance
are usually larger than nine persons.

group insurance: any insurance plan by which a number of employees
of an employer (and their dependents), or members of a similar

homogeneous group, are insured under a single policy, issued to

their employer or the group with individual certificates of insurance
given to each insured individual or family. Individual employees
may be insured automatically by virtue of employment, only on
meeting certain conditions (employment for over a month), or only
when they elect to be insured (and usually to make a contribution
to the cost of the insurance). Group health insurance is usually

experience rated (except for small groups, all of which insured by an
individual company in the same area are given the same rate by
that company) and less expensive for the insured than comparable
individual insurance (partly because an employed population is

generally healthier than the general population, and partly because
of lower administrative costs, especially in marketing and billing).

Note that the policyholder or insured is the employer not the

employees. See also contributory insurance.

group practice: a formal association of three or more physicians or

other health professionals providing services with income from medi-
cal practice pooled and redistributed to the members of the group
according to some prearranged plan (often, but not necessarily,

through partnership). By 1969, 12.8 percent of all physicians in the

U.S. were practicing in groups, mostly in groups of one medical
specialty, and this number is apparentl}^ growing rapidly. Multi-
specialty groups offer advantages to the patienthy their ability to pro-

vide several kinds of services on an integrated basis. Groups vary a

great deal in size, composition and financial arrangements. See also

solo, private and prepaid group practice.

guidelines: see criteria and policy.

habilitation : see rehabilitation.

habituation: see drug habituation, abuse and dependence.

halo effect: the effect (usually beneficial) which the manner, attention

and caring of a provider have on a patient during a medical encounter

regardless of what medical procedures or services the encounter
actually involves. See also Hawthorne efect and placebo.

Harvey, William (1578-1657): a celebrated English physician whose
brilliant inductive reasoning and experiments, described in his

Be motu cordis (1628), establish him as the true discoverer of the

circulation of the blood. He was also one of the hrst to doubt the

doctrine of preformation of the fetus.
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Hawthorne effect: the effect (often beneficial, almost always present)

which an encounter with a provider, health program or other part

of the health system has on a patient which is independent of the

medical content of the encounter. The Hawthorne effect is similar

to the placebo eft'ect. but is not obtained intentionally and is the

effect of the encounter with a provider or program on the patient

rather than of what they do for him. The effect may be changed
(intentionally or not) by changing the provider or program (for

instance by painting a clinic or changing its appointments system).

Since health services research usually changes the services being
studied simply by being done or in unintentional ways, the resulting

change in the Hawthorne effect may well confound the results of the

research. The name comes from classic industrial management ex-

periments at the Hawthorne plant of the Western Electric Company.

hazard: a situation or event which introduces, or increases the prob-
ability of, occurrence of a loss arising from a j^^f'H, or that increases

the extent of a loss; such as slippery floors, unsanitary conditions,

or congested traffic.

health: defined by the World Health Organization as ''a state of

complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the

absence of disease or infirmity." Experts recognize, however, that

health has many dimensions (anatomical, ph3'siological, and
mental) and is largely culturally defined. The relative importance
of various disabilities will differ depending upon the cultural milieu

and the role of the affected individual in that culture. Most attempts
at measurement have taken a negative approach in that the degree
of ill health has been assessed in terms of morbidity and mortality.

In general, the detection of changes in health status is easier than
the definition and measurement of the absolute level of health.

health card: an identification card, similar to a credit card, proposed
in several national health insurance bills, which would be issued

to each covered individual or family unit. This card would be
presented at the time services were rendered in lieu of an}' cash pay-
ment. The individual would subsequently receive a bill for an}' cost-

sharing not covered under the insurance plan. Health cards, it is

said, would simplify eligibility determination, billing and account-
ing, and the stud}' of use of services. The idea presents interesting

confidentiality problems, particularly under the Federal Credit
Disclosure Act.

health care corporation (HCC): an organization proposed by the
American Hospital Association in its XHI proposal which would
assume overall management responsibility for providing all needed
personal health services in a defined catchment area.

health facilities: collectively, all buildings and facilities used in the
provision of health services. Usually limited to facilities which were
built for the purpose of providing health care, such as hospitals and
nursing homes, and, thus, does not include an office building which
includes a physician's office. Health facilities, with health man-
power are the principal health resources used in producing health
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services. See also beds, boarding homes, capital, capital depreciation,

certificate-oj-need, clinic, Hill-Burton, institutional health services,

institutional licensure, JCAH, Inpatient, length of stay, Lije

Safety Code, modernization, outpatient, per diem cost, proprietary
hospital.

health insurance: insurance against loss b}^ disease or accidental
bodily injury. Such insurance usually covers some of the medical
costs of treating the disease or injury, may cover other losses

(such as loss of present or future earnings) associated with them and
may be either individual or group insurance.

Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council (HIBAC): an advisory
council to HEW whose primary role, pursuant to section 1867 of the
Social Security Act and as detailed in its charter, is to pro\ade ad\dce
and recommendations on matters of general policy in the adminis-
tration of Medicare and Medicaid. This role was reaffirmed after

Departmental review, and the Council was rechartered on Decem-
ber 13, 1974, to continue the provision of such advice to the Secre-

tary for two additional years. The Council consists of nineteen
non-governmental experts in health related fields who are selected

by the Secretar}^ and hold office for terms of four years. In recogni-

tion of the broad impact of Medicare and Medicaid on health care
delivery throughout the countr}^, the management and staff support
for the Council has been transferred to the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Health. Organizationally, this is said to enable
information on policy issues to be more directly channeled to

the Council and provides the Assistant Secretary for Health
ready access to, and anal3^sis of, HIBAC issues.

Health Insurance for the Aged and Disabled: the social insurance
program authorized by title XVIII of the Social Security Act and
known as Medicare.

health maintenance organization (HMO) : an entity with four essen-

tial attributes:

(1) an organized system for providing health care in a geographic
area, which entity accepts the responsibility to provide or otherwise
assure the delivery of

(2) an agreed upon set of basic and supplemental health main-
tenance and treatment services to

(3) a voluntarily enrolled group of persons, and
(4) for which services the HMO is reimbursed through a pre-

determined, fixed, periodic prepayment made by or on behalf of

each person or family unit enrolled in the HMO without regard to

the amounts of actual services provided. (From the report of the

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on the HMO Act
of 1973, P.L. 93-222, in which the term is legallv defined, section

1301 of the PHS Act.) The HMO is responsible for providing mosi
health and medical care services required by enrolled individuals

or families. These services are specified in the contract between the

HMO and the enroUees. The HMO must employ or contract with

health care providers who undertake a continuing responsibility to
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provide services to its onrollees. The prototype HMO is the Kaiser-

Pcrnuiniente system, a prepaid group practice located on the West
Coast. However, medical foundatlotis sponsored by g:roiips of

physicians are included under the definition. HMOs are of public

policy interest because the prototypes appear to have demonstrated

the potential for providing high quality medical services for less

money than the rest of the medical system. Specifically, rates of

hospitalization and surgery are considerably less in HMOs than

occurs in the system outside such prepaid groups, although some feel

that earlier care, skimping or skimming may be better explanations.

See also prepaid health plans (PHPs), individual practice associa-

tions, qualijied and group practice.

H

health manpower: collectiveh', all men and women working in the

provision of health services whether as individual practitioners or

employees of health institutions and programs; whether or not
professionally trained; and whether or not subject to public regula-

tion. Facilities and manpower are the principal health resources

used in producing health services. In 1973 there were over four

million people working in over 200 health occupations. Some of

these are sho\\Ti in the following table. It is often difficult to agree

on which occupations are health occupations, but the table does
suggest the variety of possibilities. See also capitation, CCME, FMG,
graduate and undergraduate medical education, professional, practice,

credentialing, internship and residency, and proficiency and equiva-

lency testing.
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Estimated persons employed in selected occupations within each health field: 1973

Health field and occupation Actiit u-orkers

Total 1 4, 403, 450-4, 448, 250

Administration of health services 48, 200

Health department and public health administrator 5, 200
Hospital administrator and assistant 17, 000
Nursing home administrator and assistant ^ IQ, 000
Voluntary health agency administrator and program

representative ^ 10, 000

Anthropology and sociologj" -1, 600

Anthropologist—cultural and phj'sical 700
Sociologist—medical 900

Automatic data processing in the health field 4, 000
Systems analyst and programer 4, 000

Basic sciences in the health field ^ 60, 000
Research scientist (other than phvsician, dentist, veteri-

narian) 60,000

Biomedical engineering 11, 500

Biomedical engineer 4, 000
Biomedical engineering technician 7, 500

Chiropractic 15, 500
Chiropractor 15, 500

Clinical laboratory services 162, 800

Clinical laboratory scientist 5, 500
Clinical laboratory technologist 90, 300
Clinical laboratory technician and assistant 67, 000

Dentistry and allied services 274, 400

Dentist 105,400
Dental hygienist 21, 000
Dental assistant 116, 000
Dental laboratory technician 32, 000

Dietetic and nutritional services 68, 000

Dietitian and nutritionist 45, 000
Dietetic technician and food service supervisor 23, 000

Economic research in the health field - 400
Economist—health 400

Environmental sanitation 17, 000-20, 000

Sanitarian ' 12, 000-15, 000
Technician and aide •'>, 000

See footnotes at end of table.
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Estimated persons employed in selected occ\ipntions within each health field:

1973—Coniimwd

Health field and occupation Active workers

Food and drug protective services 44, 400

Insi)ect()r (health, food and drug, other) l"j, 000
Food and drug chemist, microbiologist 1, 000
Food technologist 25, 000
Food technician 3, 400

Funeral directors and embalmers 50, 000
Funeral director and embalmer 50, 000

Health and vital statistics * 1, 350

Health statistician 1, 100
Vital record registrar 150
Demographer 100

Health education 22, 500-23, 000

Public health educator 2, 500-3, 000
School health educator, coordinator - 20, 000

Health information and communication 6, 700-9, 300

Biomedical photographer - 2, 000
Health information specialist and science writer 2, 000-4, 000
Medical writer 1, 200
Technical writer and editor 1, 000-1, 500
Medical illustrator 2 dOO-GOO

Librarj' services in the health field ^7, 900

Medical librarian 3, 800
Medical library technician and clerk 4, 100

Medical records 54, 000

Registered record administrator 9, 000
Accredited record technician 45, 000

Medicine and osteopathy 345, 300

Physician (M.D.) 333, 300
Physician (D.O.) 2 12, OOO

Midwifery 4, 200

Lay midwife 2, 900
Nurse midwife 1, 300

Nursing and related services 2, 207, 000-2, 212, 000

Registered nurse 815, 000
Practical nurse 459, 000
Nursing aide, orderly, attendant 910, 000
Home health aide_ _ 1 . 23, 000-28, 000

See footnotes at end of table.
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Estimated persons employed in selected occupations within each health field:

7575—Continued

Health field and occupation Active workers

Occupational therapy 13, 200-14, 200

Oc cupational therapist 7, 700
Occupational therapy technician, assistant 2 5^ 50O-6, 500

Opticianry 11, 000
Dispensing optician 11, 000

Optometry 25, 100-25, 300

Optometrist 19, 300
Optometric assistant ^ o, 000
Optometric technician 2 goo-l, 000

Orthotic and prosthetic technology 2, 500-3, 500
Orthotist and prosthetist 2, 500-3, 500

Pharmacy 132, 900
Pharmacist 132,900

Physical therapy 24, 600

Physical therapist 16, 500
Phj^sical therapy technician, assistant 8, 100

Pediatric medicine 2710O
Podiatrist 7, 100

Psychology 27, 000
Psychologist 27, 000

Radiologic technologj' 100, 000
Radiologic (X-ray) technologist, technician, assistant 100, 000

Respiratory therapv 11, 000-12, 000
Respiratory therapist 11, 000-12, 000

Secretarial and office services in the health field 2 275, 000-300, 000
Receptionist, secretary, assistant, aide 275, 000-300, 000

Social work 33,800

Social worker—medical and psychiatric 29, 500
Social work assistant and aide *4, 300

Specialized rehabilitation services - 11, 050

Corrective therapist 1, 100

Educational therapist 350
Manual arts therapist 900
Music therapist 2, 200
Therapeutic recreational specialist 6, 000
Home economist in rehabilitation 500

Speech pathology and audiology 26. 500
Speech pathologist and audiologist 26, 500

Sec footnotes at ond of tabic.
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Estimated persons employed in selected occupations within each health field;

i575—Continued

Health field and occupation Active workers

Veterinarv medicine 26, 900
Veterinarian. . _ 1 26, 900

Vocational rehabilitation counseling 17, 000
Vocational rehabilitation counselor 17, 000

Miscellaneous health services 252, 950-258, 450

Ambulance attendant 207, 000
Animal technician 5, 000
Electrocardiograph technician 29^ 500
Electroencephalograph technician 3, 500-4, 000
Operating room technician 11, 400
Ophthalmic assistant ^ 15, 000-20, 000
Orthoptist - 450
Physician's assistant 900
Surgeon's assistant 200

' Each occupation is counted only once. For example, all physicians are in medicine and osteopathy.
- Previous estimate repeated in absence of sufficient information on which to base revision,
s Statistics are not available on what percentage of the estimated 250,000 physical scientists are employed

in the health field.

* 1968 estimate repeated in absence of sufficient Information on which to base revision.

Source: National Center for Health Statistics.—//^a/^A Resources Statistics: Health Manpower and Health
Facilities, 197^. 1974. Health Resources Administration. U.S.P.H.S., H.E.W., pp. 9-12.

health manpower education initiative award (HMEIA) : a grant or

contract under ^oction 774 of the FHS Act (added by the Compre-
hensive Health Manpower Trainmg Act of 1971, P.L. 92-157)
which authorizes awards to health or educational entities for health

manpower programs which will improve the distribution, supply,
quality, utilization, and efficiency of health personnel and the health
services delivery system. Support has been provided for the develop-
ment of area health education centers (AHECs), the training of

physician assistants, and the identification and encouragement of

disadvantaged students w^th a potential for training in the health
professions, among other activities. In fiscal 1975, funding w^as at

the level of $12 million for AHECs, $8 million for physician assistant

training, $6.7 million for career opportunity grants (disadvantaged
students), and $19.5 milhon for other manpower initiatives.

health planning: planning concerned ^Wth improving health, whether
undertaken comprehensively for a whole community (see CHP) or
for a particular population, type of health service, or health program
Some definitions clearly include all activities undertaken for the
purpose of improving health (such as education, traffic and environ-
mental control and nutrition) within the scope of responsibility of

the planning process; others are limited to including conventional
health services and programs, public health, or personal health services.

See also goals and objectives. State health planning and decelopmeni
agency and health systems agency, and p^olicy, management and budget.
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health professional: see professional.

health resources: resources (human, monetary or material) used in

producing health care and services. They include money, health

manpower, health Jacilities, equipment and supplies. Resources,
available or used, can be measured and described for an
area (see medically underserved and catchment area), population
(see medically underserved population), or an individual program
(an HMO) or service.

health service area: a geographic area appropriate for the effective

planning and development of health services. Section 1511 of

the PHS Act requires that health service areas be delineated
throughout the United States. The governors of the various States
designate the areas using requirements specified in the law respecting
geography, political boundaries, population, health resources and co-

ordination with areas defined for other purposes. See also catchment
area and locality.

Health Service, Inc. (HSI) : a stock insurance company organized in

Illinois by Blue Cross plans to serve as a national enrollment
agency, to assist individual plans in negotiating contracts, and to

serve large national accounts in which two or more plans are in-

volved. While HSI and Medical Indemnity of America are separate
companies with separate boards of directors, they have an inte-

grated administration and a common president.

health services research: research concerned with the organization,

financing, administration, effects, or other aspects of health services;

rather than with human biology, and disease and its prevention,

diagnosis and treatment. In a sense, health services research

concerns itself with the form, and biomedical research with the

content of medicine.

health status: the state of health of a specified individual, group or

population (such as Ohioans, an HMO membership, or an employer's
employees). It is as difficult to describe or measure as the health

of an individual and may be measured with people's subjective

assessment of their health, or with one or more indicators of

mortality and morbidity in the population, such as longevity,

maternal and infant mortality, and the incidence or prevalence of

major diseases (communicable, coronary, malignant, nutritional,

etc.). These are, of course, measures of disease status, but have to

be used as proxies in the absence of measures of either objective or

subjective health. Health status conceptually is the proper outcome

measure for the effectiveness of the specific population's medical
care system, although attempts to relate variations in health status

and the effects of available medical care have proved difficult and
generally unsuccessful. It cannot be measured with measures of

available health resources or services (such as physician to population

ratios) which, in this context, would be process measures. See also

vital statistics and National Health Survey.
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health survey: a proo;raiu for studying: a frroiip or population, in order

to assess its health status, the conditions influencing or influenced

by its health, and the health services and medical care available to

and used by it. See also National Health Survey.

health systems agency (HSA) : a health planning and resources

devclopnuMil auoiK y desiiiiuited under the terms of the National

Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 1974, P.L.

9.S-641. P.]^. 93-641 requires the designation of an USA in each

of the health service areas in the United States. IlSAs are to be non-
profit private corporations, public regional planning bodies, or single

units of local government, and are charged with performing the

health planning and resources development functions listed in

section 151o of the PHS Aci. The legal structure, size, composition
and operation of IISAs are specified in section 1512 of the Act.

USA functions include preparation of a health system plan (HSP)
and an annual implementation plan (AIP), the issuance of grants

and contracts, the review and approval or disapproval of proposed
uses of a wide range of Federal funds in the agency's health service

area, and review of proposed new and existing institutional health

services and making of recommendations respecting them to State

health planning and development agencies. HSAs will replace existing

areawide CHP agencies but with expanded duties and powers.

health system plan (HSP): a long range health plan prepared by a

health systems agency for its health service area specifying the health

goals considered appropriate by the agency for the area. The HSPs
are to be prepared after consideration of national guidelines issued

by HEW and study of the characteristics, resources and special

needs of the health service area. Section 1513 of the PHS Act
requires and specifies the nature of an HSP. See also annual imple-

mentation plan.

high option: in a Federal Employees Health Benefits Plan, and some
other insurance policies, denotes one of two or more levels of in-

surance which ma}' be chosen by the subscriber. Under such options
the benefits covered are usually essentially the same except that the

high option provides lowTr deductibles and other cost-sharing

requirements and more generous time or quantity limits than the
low option. The preinium for the high option is higher than the low
option to reflect the more generous coverage.

Hill-Burton: legislation, and the programs operated under that legis-

lation, for Federal support of construction and modernization of

hospitals and other health facilities, beginning with P.L. 79-725,
the Hospital Survey and Construction Act of 1946. The original

law, which has been amended frequently, provided for surveying
State needs, developing plans for construction of hospitals and
public health centers, and assisting in constructing and equipping
them. Until the late 1960s, most of the amendments expanded the
program in dollar amounts and scope. More recently, the adminis-
tration has attempted to terminate the program while the Congress
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has sought to restructure it toward support of outpatient facilities,

facilities to serve areas deficient in health services, and training
facihties for health and alHed health professions. Under P.L.
93-641, the National Health Planning and Resources Development
Act of 1974, the Hill-Burton program will be administered by the
State health planning and development agency. The purpose of the
existing Hill-Burton programs was modified by P.L. 93-641 to

allow assistance in the form of grants, loans or loan guarantees for

the following purposes onh^: modernization of health facilities;

construction of outpatient health facilities; construction of inpatient
facilities in areas which have experienced recent rapid population
growth; and conversion of existing medical facilities for the provision
of new health services.

Hippocrates of Cos (late 5th century B.C.) : a famous Greek physician
who is generally regarded as the father of medicine. Man}' of the
writings of Hippocrates and his school have survived, the so-called

Corpus Hippocraticum, but it is not certain which were ^vritten by
Hippocrates himself. These Avritings are usually characterized by
the stress laid on treatment and prognosis. An oath which appears
in the body of work attributed to Hippocrates and his school, and
known as the Hippocratic oath, has been the ethical guide of the

medical profession since those days. It is as follows:

I swear by Apollo the physician, by ^Esculapius, Hygeia and Panacea, and
I take to witness all the gods, and all the goddesses, to keep according to my
ability and my judgment the following Oath:
To consider dear to me as my parents him who taught me this art ; to live in

common with him and if necessary to share my goods with him; to look upon
his children as my own brothers, to teach them this art if they so desire without
fee or written promise; to impart to my sons and the sons of the master who
taught me and the disciples who have enrolled themselves and have agreed
to the rules of the profession, but to these alone, the precepts and the instruc-

tion. I will prescribe regimen for the good of my patients according to my
ability and my judgment and never do harm to anyone. To please no one will

I prescribe a deadly drug, nor give advice which may cause his death. Nor will

I give a woman a pessary to procure abortion. But I will preserve the purity
of my life and my art. I will not cut for stone, even for patients in whom the
disease is manifest; I will leave this operation to be performed by practitioners

(specialists in this art). In every house where I come I will enter only for the
good of my patients, keeping myself far from all intentional ill-doing and all

seduction, and especially from the pleasures of love with women or with men,
be they free or slaves. All that may come to my knowledge in the exercise of

my profession or outside of my profession or in daily commerce with men, which
ought not to be spread abroad, I will keep secret and will never reveal. If I

keep this oath faithfully, may I enjoy my life and practice my art, respected
by all men and in all times; but if I swerve from it or violate it, may the reverse

be my lot.

Hippocratic Oath: see Hippocrates of Cos.

hold harmless provision: a provision of law that prevents a govern-
mental entity, institution or other party from suffering additional

expenses or loss of benefits as a result of a change in a statute or

regulations. Without such a provision such an entity or institution

would be responsible for expenses not previously anticipated due to

an expanded caseload, more generous coverage provisions, or both.

On the other hand, the use of hold harmless provisions often creates

substantial confusion, heterogeneity and inequity in eligibility,
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coverage and responsibilities under a statute. In insurance, a

provision offering the insured protection in disputes i)etween the

insurer and the provider of a covered service.

home health agency: an agency which provick^s home health care. To
be certified under Medicare an agency nnist provick' skilled nursing
services and at least one additional therapeutic service {physical,

speech or occupational therapy, medical social services, or home
health aide services) in the home.

home health care: health services rendered to an individual as needed

in the home. Such services are provided to aged, disabled, or sick

or convalescent individuals who do not need institutional care. The
services may be provided by a visiting nurse association (VNA),
home health agency, hospital or other organized community group.
They may be quite specialized or comprehensive (nursing services,

speech, physical, occupational and rehabilitation therapy, home-
maker services, and social services). Under Medicare, such services

must be provided by a home health agency. Under Medicaid, States

may, but do not have to, restrict coverage of home health care to

services provided by home health agencies.

homemaker services: non-medical support services (e.g., food prep-
aration, bathing) given a homebound individual who is unable to

perform these tasks himself. Such services are not covered under
the Medicare and Medicaid programs, or most other health insurance
programs, but may be included in the social service programs
developed by the States under title XX of the Social Security Act.
Homemaker services are intended to preserve independent living

and normal family life for the aged, disabled, sick or convalescent.
See also alternatives to long term institutional care.

Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of the U.S.: one of the three official

compendia in the United States recognized in the Federal Food,
Drus: and Cosmetic Act.'&

homeopathy: a system of medicine expounded b}' Samuel Hahnemann
based on the simile phenomenon {similia similibus curantur). Cure
of disease was said to be effected b}' minute doses of drugs which
produce the same signs and symptoms in a healthy person as are

present in the disease for which they are administered. This was
said to stimulate bodily defenses against the signs and symptoms.
This sA'stem of medicine is no longer practiced in the United States.

The Hahnemann Medical College now trains allopathic physicians.
See also osteopathy.

hometown medical and dental care: in the Veterans Administration
health care program, outpatient medical or dental treatment paid
for by the program and provided eligible veterans in their own com-
munities by VA approved doctors or dentists of their own choice.

Such treatment is furnished when the care cannot be given by VA
clinic facilities, or when the health of the patient or distance to be
traveled gives sufficient justification.

59-892 O - 76
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home visit: see housecall and visit.

hospice: a program which provides palUative and supportive care
for terminally ill patients and their families , either directly or on a

consulting basis with the patient's physician or another community
agency such as a visiting nurse association. Originally a medieval
name for a way station for crusaders where the}" could be replen-
ished, refreshed and cared for; used here for an organized program
of care for people going through life's last station. The whole
family is considered the unit of care and care extends through the
mourning process. Emphasis is placed on symptom control and
preparation for and support before and after death. Hospices origi-

nated in England (where there are about 25) and are now appearing
in the U.S. As one example of their human and cost-saving effects,

61 percent of one hospice's patients died at home (compared wdth
the 2 percent of all American deaths which occur at home). Some
would consider the hospice as an alternative to euthanasia.

hospital: an institution whose primary function is to provide inpatient

services, diagnostic and therapeutic, for a variet}' of medical condi-
tions, both surgical and nonsurgical. In addition, most hospitals

provide some outpatient services, particular^ emergency care.

Hospitals are classified by length oj stay (short-term or long-term)

;

as teaching or nonteaching; by major type of service (psychiatric,

tuberculosis, general and other specialties, such as maternity,
childrens' or ear, nose and throat) ; and by control (government,
Federal, State or local, iov-projit (or proprietary), and non-profit).

The hospital system is dominated by the short-term, general, non-
profit community hospital, often called a voluntary hospital.

hospital-based physician: a physician who spends the predominant
part of his practice time within one or more hospitals instead of

in an office setting, or providing services to one or more hospitals or

their patients. Such physicians sometimes have a special financial

arrangement with the hospital (salary or percentage of fees col-

lected), and include directors of medical education, pathologists,

anesthesiologists and radiologists, as well as ph^^sicians who staff

emergency rooms and outpatient departments.

Hospital Insurance Program (Part A, HI): the compulsory portion of

Medicare which automatically enrolls all persons aged 65 and over,

entitled to benefits under OASDHI or railroad retirement, persons

under 65 who have been eligible for disability for over two years,

and insured workers (and their dependents) requiring renal dial^^sis

or kidney transplantation. The program pays, after various cost-

sharing requirements are met, for inpatient hospital care and care

in skilled nursing jacilities and home health agencies following a

period of hospitalization. The program is financed from a separate

trust fund funded with a contributory tax {payroll tax) levied on
employers, employees and the self-emplo^'ed. In 1976 the tax is

0.9 percent of the first $15,300 of covered yearly earnings. Under
the program each hospital nominates an intermediary which reviews

and pays claims from that hospital for the program.
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I

Hospital International Classification of Diseases Adapted for use in

the United States (H-ICDA) : see International Classification oj

Diseases, Adapted Jor use in the United States.

hospital privileges: see sta^ privileges.

housecall: a visit by a physician or other provider to a patient's home.
Now considered by some to be an obsolete practice with respect

to physicians.

house officers : see housestajf.

housestaff: generally, the physician staff in training at a hospital,

principally comprised of the hospital's interns, residents and fellows.

Members of the housestaff are called houseofficers. Occasionall}'

also applies to physicians salaried by a hospital who are not receiving

any graduate medical education.

humanistic medicine: medical practice and culture which respects and
incorporates the concepts that: the jmtient is more than his disease,

the professional more than a scientifically trained mind using tech-

nical skills, both are whole human beings interacting in the healing
effort: a person is more than his body, he is a unique, interdependent
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relationship of body, mind, emotions, culture and spirit; each
person has the capacity to define and be increasingly responsible

for himself, the j)rofessional seeks to assist the patient in taking
and fulfilUng his responsibility for himself; health and disease are

not matters of the moment but have an intricate past, present and
future; ph^'sical disease, pain, suffering, aging and even death
can frequently be valuable, meaningful events in an individual's

life; and effective practice requires not just conventional skills

but also effective development and use of human qualities such as

intuition, inventiveness and empathy.

i

iatrogenic: resulting from the activity of a physician. Originally

applied to disorders induced in the patient by autosuggestion based
on the physician's examination, manner or discussion (see halo

effect). It is now applied to an}' condition in a patient occurring as a

result of treatment by a physician or surgeon, such as a drug reaction.

illness: usually used synonymously mth disease. Can be differen-

tially defined by saying illness is present when an individual per-

ceives himself as diseased and disease is present when identifiable

by objective, external criteria.

impoundment: in the Federal budget, any executive branch action

or inaction that precludes the obligation or expenditure of budget

authority provided by the Congress. An impoundment resolution

is a resolution of the House of Representatives or the Senate which
expresses its disapproval of a proposed deferral of budget authority
set forth in a special message ordinarily transmitted by the Presi-

dent. Passage of an impoundment resolution by either House of

Congress has the effect of overturning the proposed deferral and
requires that such budget authority be made available for obli-

gation. See also rescission.

incidence: in epidemiology, the number of cases of disease, infection, or

some other event having their onset during a prescribed period of

time in relation to the unit of population in which they occur. It

measures morbidity or other events as they happen over a period of

time: the number of accidents occurring in a manufacturing phint

during a year in relation to the number of employees in the plant

:

or the number of cases of mumps occurring in a school during a

month in relation to the pupils enrolled in the school. Usuallv refers

onh' to the number of new cases, particularly of chronic diseases.

The incidence of common colds is high relative to their prevalence.

In health economics, the distribution of a tax among groups, usually

income groups, in the population. Nominal incidence is the distribu-

tion mandated by law, such as a specified division of a payroll tax

between employers and employees. Ultimate incidence is the dis-

tribution after the income effects of the tax are allowed for. For
example, most economists feel that the emplo3^er's share of a

payroll tax is ultimately borne by the employees in lower wages or

consumers in higher prices.
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income: the return, usi c. v measured in money, from one's business,

lahoi', or capitdl in .. d. As one cxainplc of I lie (•oinj)l('\ily of

defining income in oporatjonal terms the l.K.S. 1040 shouhl bo con-

sidered as a specfic definition of income. Welfare programs attempt
to distinguish earned income (wages or net earnings from employ-
ment) and unearned income (support or maintenance furnished in

kind or cash; annuities, pensions, retirements or disabiUt}' benefits;

prizes, gifts, and awards; proceeds from insurance policies, support
and alimony payments; inheritances; and rents, dividends, interest

and royalties). Note that fringe benefits of employment (such as the

employer's contribution to the cost of health insurance) are often

not considered as income for tax purposes thus enhancing their real

value (and creating, for example, an indirect Federal subsidy of

group health insurance). See also resources.

incur: in insurance, to become liable for a loss, claim or expense.

Cases or losses incurred are those occurring within a fixed period

for which an insurance plan becomes liable whether or not reported,

adjusted and paid.

indemnity, indemnity benefits: under health insurance policies,

benefits in the form of cash payments rather than services. The
indemnity insurance contract usually defines the maximum amounts
which will be paid for the covered services. In most cases, after

the provider of service has billed the patient in the usual way, the

insured person submits to the insurance company proof that he has
paid the bills and is then reimbursed by the company in the amount
of the covered costs, making up the difference himself. In some
instances, the provider of service may complete the necessary forms
and submit them to the insurance company directly for reim-
bursement, billing the patient for costs which are not covered.
Indemnity benefits are contrasted with service benefits.

independent professional review (IPR) : another name for medical
review required by Medicaid for inpatients in long-term care facilities.

indexed: describes an amount which is regularly adjusted in propor-
tion to changes in some index, e.g. social security payments are

now indexed to (or adjusted to reflect changes in) the Consumer
Price Index. Some proposed XHI plans index premiums, cost-

sharing, catastrophic thresholds, income levels, or reimbursement
rates to the CPI.

Indian Health Service: the bureau in HEW which is responsible for

delivering public health and medical services to Indians throughout
the country. The Federal government has variable but direct and
permanent legal obligations to provide health services to most
Indian peoples undertaken in treaties written with the Indian
Nations in the last two centuries. The Indian Health Service is

responsible for trying to fulfill these obligations wdthin its very
severe budgetary restrictions.
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indirect cost: a cost which cannot be identified directly with a partic-

ular activity service or product of the proo:ram experiencino^ the
cost. Indirect costs are usually apportioned among the program's
ser\dces in proportion to each service's share of direct costs.

individual health insurance: health insurance covering an individual
(and usually his dependents) rather than a group. Individual insur-

ance usually offers indemnity benefits and has higher loadings than
group insurance,

individual insurance: insurance policies which provide protection to

the policyholder and/or \\\^ family (as distinct from group Insurance)

.

Sometimes called personal insurance.

individual practice: see solo practice.

individual practice association (IPA): a partnership, corporation,
association, or other legal entity which has entered into an arrange-
ment for provision of their services with persons who are licensed

to practice medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, or with other health

manpower (a majority of whom are licensed to practice medicine
or osteopathy), which arrangement provides: that such persons
provide their professional services in accordance with a compensa-
tion arrangement established b}^ the entity; and to the extent
feasible (i) that such persons use such additional professional

personnel, allied health professions personnel, and other health
personnel as are available and appropriate for the effective and
efficient deliver}^ of the services, (ii) for the sharing b}^ such persons
of medical and other records, equipment, and professional, technical

and administrative staff, and (iii) for the arrangement and encoiu'-

agement of the continuing education of such persons in the field of

clinical medicine and related areas. The term originated and is

defined in the Health Maintenance Organization Act of 1973,

P.L. 93-222, section 1302(5) of the PHS Act. IPAs are one source

of professional services for HAlOs and are modeled after medical
foundations. See also individual practice plan.

individual practice plan : usually synonymous with a medical founda-
tion. Sometimes used to refer specifically to a health maintenance
organization which obtains its professional services from an indi-

vidual practice association.

industrial health services: health services provided by physicians,

dentists, nurses, or other health personnel in an industrial setting

for the appraisal, protection, and promotion of the health of em-
ployees while on the job. Occupational health services is now the

preferred term.

infant mortality: the death (mortality) of live-born children who have
not reached their first birthday, usually measured as a rate: number
of infant deaths per 1,000 live births in a given area or program
and time ])eriod. The infant mortality rate is one common measure
of health status. Infant mortaUty varies among countries at least

partly because the definition is somewhat variable. See also neonatal

and perinatal mortality.
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informed consent: consent, preferably in writinfi:, obtained from a

patient for ])erf()rinance on tlie patient of s])e('ifi(' medical, suri^ical

or research procedures after the proposed procedure and risks

involved have been fully explained in non-technical terms and
understood. If the patient is a minor, or is incapable of under-
standinf^: or comnumicating, such consent must be obtained from a

close adult relative or legal guardian.

injury: traumatic (in insturance) or iatrogenic (in malpractice) damage
to the body, of external origin, unexpected and undesigned, by the

injured person.

inpatient: a patient who has been admitted at least overnight to a

hospital or other health facility (which is therefore responsible

for his room and board) for the purpose of receiving diagnostic,

treatment or other health services. Inpatient care means the care

given ini)atients.

input measure: a measure of the (luality of services based on the num-
ber, type and quality of resources used in the production of the
services. Medical services are often evaluated by measuring the

education and training level of the provider, the reputation and
accreditation of the institution, the number of health personnel
involved, or the number of dollars spent, as proxy measures for the

quality of the service. Input measures are generally recognized as

inferior to process and outcome measures because they are indirect

measures of quality and do not consider the actual results, or

outcomes, of services. They are often used nonetheless because
people are accustomed to their use, and they are easily obtained.
See also output measure.

institutional health services: health services delivered on an inpatient

basis in hospitals, nursing homes, or other inpatient institutions,

and by health maintenance organizations; but may also refer to

services delivered on an outpatient basis by departments or other
organizational units of or sponsored by such institutions. The
National Health Plannins: and Resoiu-ces Development Act of 1974,
P.L. 93-t)41 (section 1531(5) of the PTIS Act) defines them as

services and facilities subject under HEIW rules to section 1122
review, and requires that all institutional, but not non-institutional,

health services be subject to cert ificate-oj-need review and periodic
review for appropriateness.

institutional licensure: a proposed licensure system (not presently in

u>c in any State) under wliich medical care institutions would be
generally licensed by the State and would then be free to hire and use
personnel as each saw fit, whether or not they met usual, individual
licensure requirements. Using this system, formal education would
become only one of numy criteria used in assigning employees to par-
ticular position;. Institutional licensure is a suggested remedy to the
alleged rigidities of the individual personnel licensing and certifi-

cation programs presently in use in the health field. Other criteria

could include job experience, and in-service training. Arguments
in its favor are that it would allow increased job mobility within
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the health care field, and ojreater institutional efficienc3^ It would
perhaps also foster teamwork, and require only one licensing body
at the State level rather than the many health licensing agencies
present^ functioning in each State. Such a system would not end
the need for separate licensure of independent practitioners, assumes
that licensure can assure the quality of an institution's services,

deprives the patient of any assurance that the individual serving
him has met individual licensure requirements, and indentures
individuals providing care to the institutions through which they
are licensed.

insurable risk: a risk which has the following attributes: it is one of

a large homogeneous group of similar risks; the loss produced by
the risk is definable and quantifiable; the occurence of loss in

individual cases is accidental or fortuitous; the potential loss is

large enough to cause hardship ; the cost of insuring is economically
feasible; the chance of loss is calculable; and it is sufficiently un-
likely that loss will occur in many individual cases at the same time.

insurance: the contractual relationship which exists when one party,

for a consideration, agrees to reimburse another for loss to a person
or thing caused by designated contingencies. The first party is

the insurer; the second, the insured] the contract, the insurance
policy, the consideration, the premium] the person or thing, the

risk] and the contingency, the hazard or peril. Generally, a formal
social device for reducing the risk of losses for individuals by
spreading the risk over groups. Insurance characteristically, but
not necessarily, involves equitable contributions by the insured,

pooling of risks, and the transfer of risks by contract. Insurance
may be offered on either a profit or nonprofit basis, to groups or

individuals. See also social insurance and prepayment.

insurance clause: the clause which indicates the parties to a health
or other insurance contract, sets forth the type of losses, benefits

or services covered, and defines the benefits to be paid.

insurance commissioner: the State official charged with the enforce-

ment of laws pertaining to insurance in the respective States. The
commissioner's title, status in government and responsibilities

differ somewhat from State to State but all States have an official

having such responsibilities regardless of his title. Sometimes
called superintendent or director.

insurance policy: a written contract of insurance.

insurance pool: an organization of insurers or reinsurers through
which particular types of risks are shared or pooled. The risk of

high loss by any particular insurance company is transferred to

the group as a whole (the insurance pool) with premiums, losses,

and expenses shared in agreed amounts. The advantage of a pool

is that the size of expected losses can be predicted for the pool

with much more certainty than for any individual party to it.

Pooling arrangements are often used for catastrophic coverage or
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for certain high risk popiihitioiis like the disabled. Pooling may
also be clone within a r-ingh' company by pooling the risks insured

under various dilierent policies so that high losses incurred by one
policy are shares 1 with ()ther>. See also annujiitd risk'.

insured: the individual or organization protected in case of loss

under the terms of an insurance policy. The insured is not neces-

sarily the risk, the person whose risk of loss from accident or sickness

is protected against. In fjroup insurance the employer is the insured,

the employees are the risks.

insurer: the party to an insurance policy who contracts to pay losses

or render services.

intensity of service: the quantities of services provided to patients

in a hospital or some other identifiable setting. Intensity can be
expressed in terms of a weighted index of services provided, or in

terms of a set of statistics indicating the average number of labora-

tory tests, surgical procediu'es, X-rays, etc., provided per patient

or per patient day. Intensity is a function of the type of program
and its case-mi.r.

intensive care unit: a specialized nursing unit which concentrates in

one area within a hospital seriously ill patients needing constant
nursing care and observation. Some intensive care units limit their

services to certain types of patients such as coronary care, surgi-

cal intensive care, and newborn intensive care units. See also pro-

gressive patieiit care.

intermediary: a pubUc or private agency or organization selected by
providers of health care which enters into an agreement with the

Secretary of HEW under the Hospital Insurance Program (Part A)
of Medicare, to pay claims and perform other functions for the
Secretary with respect to such providers. Usually, but not neces-

sarily, a Blue Cross plan or private insurance company. See also

carrier and fiscal agent.

intermediary letter (IL) : a letter from the Bureau of Health Insurance
to the intermediaries in the Medicare program which provides them
with administrative direction or policy. These letters form a numbered
series in which the Social Security Administration has made much
of the policy for the Medicare program over the last decade.

intermediate care facility (ICFj: an institution recognized under the
Medicaid program which is licensed under State law to provide,
on a regular basis, health-related care and services to individuals
who do not require the degree of care or treatment which a hospital

or skilled nursing facility is designed to provide, but who because
of their mental or physical condition require care and services

(above the level of room and board; which can be made available

to them only through institutional facilities. Public institutions for

care of the mentally retarded or people with related conditions are

also included. The distinction between ''health-related care and
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services" and "room and board" has often proven difficult to make
but is important because ICFs are subject to quite different regu-

lation and coverage than institutions which do not provide health-
rehated care and services. An ICF/MR is an ICF which cares solely

or particularly for the mentalh' retarded.

International Classification of Disease, Adapted for use in the United
States (ICDA) : a USFHS official adaptation of a s^'stem for classi-

fying diseases and operations for the purpose of indexing hospital
records developed by the World Health Organization. Diseases are

grouped according to the problems the}^ present. For example, the
major infective and parasitic diseases are listed in one section and
all malignant neoplasms in another section. A three digit numerical
code is used to number the major disease categories. Subdivisions
within categories are numbered with a four digit code. The ICDA
is revised every ten years. The eighth version (known as ICDA-8)
is now in use and ICDA-9 in preparation. A further revised and
expanded version of ICDA-8, known as Hospital-ICDA, was de-
veloped by CHPA and is widel}^ used in hospitals and the Profes-

sional Activity Study. This version is now in its second edition,

H-ICDA-2.

internship: any period of on the job training which is part of a larger

educational program. In medicine, dentistry, podiatry and some other
health professions, a one year program of graduate medical education

practically always coming in the yeav after graduation. Practically

all physicians take internships although the}^ are required for

licensure in only 39 of the 55 licensing jurisdictions. An internship

usually is required for granting of stajf privileges. Residencies are

increasing!}^ beginning in the first 3^ear after graduation, gradual!}'

eliminating internships.

investigational new drug (IND) : a drug available solely for experi-

mental purposes intended to determine its safety and effectiveness

and not yet approved by the FDA for marketing to the general

public. Prescription of the drug is limited to those experts qualified

by training and experience to investigate its safety and effectiveness.

Use of the drug in humans requires approval by the FDA of an
IND application which provides reports of animal toxicity tests, a

description of proposed clinical trials, and a list of the names and
qualifications of the investigators. See also new drug application,

and new drug.

3

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH): a private,

non-profit organization whose purpose is to encourage the attain-

ment of uniformly high standards of institutional medical care.

Comprised of representatives of the American Hospital Association,

American Medical Association, American College of Physicians, and
American College of Surgeons, the organization establishes guide-

lines for tlie operation of hospitals and other health facilities and
conducts survey and accreditation programs. A stajf of medical

inspectors will visit liospitals by invitation and examine the opera-

tion of the hospital, the organization of its medical staff and its
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patient records. Hospitals with 25 or inoro bods arc clip^iblc for

review. On the basis of inspection reports, the liospital may be

granted ''full accreditation" (for three years), "provisional ac-

cnMlilation" (oiu^ year), or none. AccrcMhlation has bccMi used by, or

adopted as a rcMiinrenient of specific })ubhc pro^rrains and fiiiuhnij:

agencies, e.^-./ liospitals participating in the Medicare program arc

deemed to have m(M most condiflons of part ic'ipaf ion if they are

accredited by the JCAil.

joint purchasing; agreement: a formal agreement among two or more
hialiJi facilities or i)r()grams to purchase i)r()fessional services,

(equipment or sup])lies. The agreements simpUfy i)urchasing or

result in economies oj scale intcMided to lower costs to the programs.
The i)urchased services or sui)j)lies may be shared or simply distrib-

uted among the programs.

joint underwriting association (JUA): an association coiisisting of all

insiire/s authorized by a State to write a certain kind of insiuance,

usually some form of liability insurance such as malpractice insur-

ance. Such associations may be required or voluntarily agree to

write malpractice insurance on a self-supporting basis. 'I hey may
write such insurance on an exclusive basis, which means individual
carriers cannot write such insurance, or on a non-exclusive basis.

The JUA approach has been used in State legislation to assure the
availability of mnlprartice insurance. Examples of the powers
given to such associations are included in the medical malpractice
insurance legislation recently enacted in New York. There, the JUA
can issue policies, develop rates, employ a service company to

handle the insuiance (including claims adjustment), assume re-

insuranct from its members, and cede reinsurance.

J visa: a special visa category authorized by the U.S. Information and
Educational Exchange (Smith-Minult) Act of 194S. It is a jM'oduct

of the concept of the educational exchange initiated by the Fulbright
program. Individuals with J visas may be admitted to the United
States for the purpose of pursuing a full-time program of study (such
as residency)^ but must be absent from the United States for two
years after their studies have ended before they can reenter as an im-
migrant. In 1970 legislation was passed which eliminated this re-

([uirement for Joreign medical gradjiates coming to the United States
on private funds as long as they were not from a country where their

special skills were in short suppl}'. However, waivers may be
obtained by those physicians who are from countries where their

skills are in short supph' if the home country- has not objected to

their innnigration to the United States. Waivers are rarel}^, if ever,

denied, primarily for lack of objection from lionu^ countries. See also

labor certification and schedule A.

Keogh Act plan: a plan, available since 1963, under the Self-Employed
Individual's Tax Retirement Act (Keogh Act), which permits a

self-employed individual (such as a private physician) to establish

a formal retirement plan including himself and to obtain tax
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advantages similar to those available for qualified corporate
pension plans. Self-employed individuals can annually set aside up
to fifteen percent of earned income or $7,500, whichever is less,

and take a tax deduction for it.

Kerr -Mills : popular name for the Social Security Amendments of

1960 which expanded and modified the Federal government's
existing responsibiUty for assisting the States in paying for medical
care for the aged poor. The Act liberalized Federal sharing in

vendor payments for medical care under the Federal/State old-age
cash assistance program. It also created a new public assistance

category—Medical Assistance for the Aged (MAA). The medically
indigent eligible for assistance under this program were persons
age 65 or over whose incomes w^ere high enough that they were not
eligible for Old Age Assistance but who needed help Li meeting the
costs of their medical care. The Federal share of medical payments
ranged between 50 and 80 percent depending on the per capita
income of the States with no limitation on the maximum amount of

payment. The Social Security Amendments of 1965 established

the Medicaid program, which substituted a single program of Federal
assistance for medical vendor payments under the categorical cash
assistance and MAA programs. The concept of medical indigency
was extended to needy disabled, blind, and dependent children

and their families. In July, 1970, Federal sharing in vendor paj^ments
became available only under Medicaid.

kiting: increasing the quantity of a drug ordered by a prescription.

Either the patient or pharmacist may kite the quantity of the

original prescription, for example, by adding zeros to the number
shown on a prescription. When done by a pharmacist, he then pro-

vides the patient with the quantity originally prescribed but bills

a third party, such as Medicaid, for the larger quantity. When
done by a patient, it is usually because the patient is dependent
upon the drug in question. See also shorting smd fraud.

1

abeling: all labels and other written, printed, or graphic matter upon
or accompanying a food, drug, device, or cosmetic, or any of their

containers or wrappers (section 201 (m) of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act). Labeling for all of these products is regulated by
the FDA, while advertising for these products (with the exception of

prescription drugs) is regulated by the Federal Trade Commission.
Labeling cannot contain any false or misleading statements and
must include adequate directions for use, unless exempt b}^ regula-

tion. Courts have taken a broad view of the term labeling in FDA
cases: it includes all written material that is associated with a prod-
uct (including leaflets, books, and reprints of journal articles or

materials that explain or are designed to be used with the product),

and point-of-purchase display material (such as placards and signs).

Written material need not have been provided to the purchaser at

the same time as the product to be considered labeling. See also

package insert, Physicians^ Desk Reference and compendium.
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labor certification: certification by the U.S. Department of Labor
which certain aUens (such as foreign medical graduates) seek-
ing to immigrate to the United States in order to work must ob-
tain before they may obtain a visa. People in occupations which the
Department of Labor feels are in short supply throughout the
country (such as physicians and nurses but not dentists) are given
such certification after review of the applicant's qualifications (such
as ECFMG certification). See also schedule A and J visa.

lapsed funds: in the Federal budget, unobligated budget authority that

by law has ceased to be available for obligation because of the ex-

piration of the period for which it was available.

last dollar coverage: insurance coverage without upper limits or

maximums no matter how great the benefits payable. See also

first dollar coverage.

legend: the statement, ''Caution: Federal law prohibits dispensing

without prescription," required by section 50.3(b)(4) of the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act as a part of the labeling of all pre-

scription drugs (and only such drugs). Legend drug is thus synony-
mous with prescription drug.

legislative history: the ^v^itten record of the \\Titing of an Act of

Congress. It may be used in writing rides or by courts in iiiterpreting

the law, to ascertain or detail the intent of the Congress if the Act is

ambiguous or lacking in detail. The legislative history is listed in

the slip law and consists of the House, Senate and conference

committee reports (if any), and the House and Senate floor debates
on the law. The history, particularly the committee reports, often

contains the onh^ available complete explanation of the meaning
and intent of the law.

length of stay (LOS) : the length of an inpatients stay in a hospital

or other health facility. It is one measure of use of health facilities,

reported as an average number of days spent in a facility per
admission or discharge. It is calculated as follows: total number of

days in the facility for all discharges and deaths occurring during a

period divided by the number of discharges and deaths during the

same period. In concurrent review an appropriate length of stay may
be assigned each patient upon admission. Average lengths of sta}'

vary and are measured for people with various ages, specific diag-

noses, or sources of pa3^ment.

liability: something one is bound to do, or an obligation one is bound
to fulfill, by law and justice. A liability may be enforced in court.

Liabilities are usually financial or can be expressed in financial

terms. Also, the probably cost of meeting such an obligation.

Liaison Committee on Graduate Medical Education (LCGME)

:

a subgroup of the Coordinating Council on Medical Education
intended to serve as the accrediting agency for graduate medical
education; application to be officially designated in this role is ex-

pected to be submitted to the U.S. Oflftce of p]ducation. The com-
mittee includes representatives of the American Board of Medical
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Specialties. Amoriran Hospital Association, American Medical As-

sociation, Association of American Medical (\)lle2:es, and Council

on Medical Specialty Societies.

Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME): a joint committee
of the American Medical Association and the Association of Ameri-
can Medical CoUecres responsible for accrediting medical schools.

Established in 1942, the LCME is recoscnized for this j)urpose by
the U.S. Commis>ioner of P^diication and the National Commission
on Accredit incr- The committee is made up of six representatives of

the AMA Council on Medical Education, six re{)resentatives of the

AAMC Executive Council, two re[)resentatives of the public, and
one representative of the Federal government. While all medical
schools are now accredited, there are different types and grades of

accreditation which are not constant among schools. In addition to

accreditation the LCME and the two councils it represents have
also been performing advisory functions for the medical schools

with respect to their programs. See also LCGME, CCME, and
ECFMG.

license: a permission granted to an individual or organization by
competent authority, usually public, to engage in a practice, oc-

cupation or activity otherwise unlawful. licensure is the process by
which the license is granted. Since a license is needed to begin
lawful practice, it is usually granted on the basis of examina-
tion and or proof of education rather then measures of performance.
License when given is usually permanent but may be conditioned on
annual payment of a fee, proof of continuing education, or proof of

competence. Common grounds for revocation of a license include
incompetence, commission of a crime (whether or not related to the
licensed practice^ or moral turpitude. Possession of a medical license

from one State may {reciprocity) or may not suffice to obtain a

license from another. There is no national licensure system for

health professionals , although requirements are often so nearly
standardized as to constitute a national system; see national boards

and Federation Licensing Examination. See also accreditation, certifi-

cation, and institutional licensure.

licensed practical nurse (LPN): a nurse who has practical experience
in the provision of nursing care but is not a graduate of a formal
program of nursing education (see e.g., diploma school). The educa-
tion, required experience, licensure and job responsibilities of LPXs
are fairly variable.

licensed vocational nurse (LVN); see licensed practical nurse.

life costs: mortality, morbidity and suffering associated with a given
medical procedure or disease. Life costs of diagnosis and therapy
may be contrasted wuth their financial costs, the money required for

their provision. Life costs of treating a disease can be compared
with the mortality, morbidity and suffering (life costs) resulting
from the untreated disease, while financial costs are compared with
the various monetary costs of not treating the disease. Use of life

costs in assessing the costs of medical procedures avoids the need for

assigning dollar values to mortality and morbidity.
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Life Safety Code: a fire safety code prepared by the National Fire
Protection Association. The provisions of this Code (NFPA, 21st
edition, 1967) relating to hospitals and nursino: facilities must (ex-

cept in instances where a waiver is granted) be met by facilities

certified for participation under Medicare and Medicaid. The Secre-
tary of HEW may accept a State's fire and safety code, in lieu of

the 1967 edition of the Life Safety Code, if he finds that it is im-
posed by law and will provide adequate protection for inpatients of

nursing facilities. The code is based on the Southern Standard
Building Code which contains optimum (not minimum) standards.

life table: in insurance, a tabulated statement presenting mortality

and survivor characteristics of a given population (employed
men aged 20-25, for example). Used in underwriting to calculate
risks.

lifetime reserve: in the hospital insurance program of Medicare, a

reserve of 60 days of inpatient hospital care available over an
individual's lifetime that the individual may use after he has used
the maximum 90 days allowed in a single benefit period. See also

spell oj illness.

limits on liability: in insurance, limits on dollar coverage contained in

an insurance policy. Malpractice insurance geneiall}' contains such
limits on the amounts pavable for an individual claim, or in the policy

year, e.g. $100,000 to $200,000, and $300,000 to $600,000, respective-

ly. Excess coverage describes insurance with limits higher than
these conventional amounts. It may also be used to refer to limits

on professional liability imposed by law. Several states have enacted
legislation, for example, which would place a limit of $500,000 on
any malpractice award. Such laws are being challenged as to their

legality and, in some instances, have been ruled unconstitutional.

Lister, Baron Joseph (1827-1912) : the last and greatest of an interest-

ing line of English Quaker physicians, and the father of modern
antiseptic surgery. He applied Pasteur's germ theories of disease

to surgery, showing that sterile conditions prevented surgical

infections.

live birth: the complete expulsion or extraction from its mother of a

product of conception, irrespective of the duration of the pregnancy,
which, after such separation, breathes or shows any other evidence

of life, such as beating of the heart, pulsation of the umbilical cord

or definite movement of voluntary muscles, whether or not the

umbilical cord has been cut or the placenta is attached; each product

of such a birth is considered live born. It should be noted that this

definition includes no requirement that the product of conception

be viable or capable of independent life and thus includes ver}^

early and patently non-viable fetuses. This has meant that the

definition is often not strictly applied and suggests the need for the

addition of a viability criteria or the use of a difierent term (e.g.

viable birth) which includes such a criteria.
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loading: in inf^uranccy the aniouiil addf^l to the actuai-ial value of

tlio coverage (expoctod or avcM-aixe ainounls payable to the iiisii/ud)

to cover the expense to the insurer of seciiriiii^ and niaintainint^ llie

business, i.e. the amount added to the pun* premium needed to me(^t

anticipated liabilities for ex])enses, contin<i:encies, profits or special

situations. Loadinti: costs U)v group healtii insurance niiv^o from .") to

25 percent of premiums; for individual health insurance they !»,(-> as

high as 40 to 60 percent.

lobbying: efforts by the j)rovision of information, arirument or other

means by anybody, other than a citizen actinij in his own behalf,

to influence a <rovernmental oflicial in the j^erformance of his duty.
Federal lep^islation irovernin": lobbyin^i: activities (title III of the

Leofislative Reorganization Act of 1946) does not define the terms
lobbying or lobbyist. The Act requires registration by any person
"who, by himself or through any agent or employee or other persons
in any manner whatsoever, directly or indirectly, solicits, collects,

or receives money or any other thing of value to be used principal

W

to aid or the principle purpose of which person is to aid . . . the

passage or defeat of any legislation by the Congress." Paid lobbyists

are required to register with the Clerk of the House and the Secretary
of the Senate and to file ciuarterly financial reports with the House
Clerk. The Act has been subject to considerable criticism for

apparent loopholes which allow many interests to avoid registering.

The term derives from the frecpient presence of lobbyists in the

lobbies of Congressional and other governmental chambers.

locality: in Medicare, the geographic area from which a carrier derives
prevailing charges for the purpose of making reasonable charge

determinations. Usually, a locality is a political or economic sub-
division of a State and should include a cross-section of the popula-
tion with respect to economic and other characteristics. See also

catchment and health service areas.

locality rule: in malpractice, a rule which bases the standard of care a
physician owes a patient on the standard of care generally attained
in a specific locality. The most restrictive form of the rule is that the

measure of a physician's duty of care to a patient is that degree of

care, skill, and diligence used by physicians, generally, in the same
locality or community. A less restrictive form holds that a physician
owes that degree of care to a patient which is exercised by physicians,
generally, in the same or similar localities or communities. The
rationale for the more expansive rule, being applied more widely
by courts today, is that the earlier emphasis on locality is no longer
appropriate in light of better communications, and the standardiza-
tion of hospital procedures and ph\'sician licensure brought about
by State statutes and regulations.

long-term care: health and or personal care services required by
persons who are chronically ill, aged, disabled, or retarded, in an
institution or at home, on a long-term basis. The term is often used
more narrowly to refer only to long-term institutional care such as
that provided in 7iursing homes, homes for the retarded and mental

59-892 O - 76 - 7
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hospitals. Ambulatory services, like home health care, which also can
be provided on a long-term basis, are seen as alternatives to long-

term institutional care.

loss: in insurance, the basis for a claim under the terms of an insurance
policy. An}' diminution of quantity, quality or value of property,
resulting from the occurrence of some peril or hazard.

low option: see high option.

m

mail-order insurance: health and other disability insurance secured
in response to public or personal solicitation by mail and advertising.

It usually requires no physical examination, but rather a statement
of health completed by the insured, and becomes effective upon
return of the application by mail and approval by the mail-order
insurer. The scant health information required, the complexities

of medical histories, and the relative difficulty of excluding pre-

existing conditions have contributed to relatively high premiums and
loadings, and low rates of claims recovery from mail-order insurance.

major medical: insurance designed to offset the heavy medical expenses
resulting from catastrophic or prolonged illness or injuries. Gener-
ally, such policies do not provide ^rs^ dollar coverage, but do provide
benefit payments of 75 to 80 percent of all types of medical expenses
above a certain base amount paid by the insured. Most major
medical policies sold as private insurance contain maximums on the

total amount that will be paid (such as $50,000) ; thus, the}' do not
provide last dollar coverage or complete protection against catas-

trophic costs. However, there is a trend toward $250,000 limits or

even unlimited plans. In addition, benefit payments are often 100

percent of expenses after the individual has incurred some large

amount ($500 to $2,000) of out-oj-pocket expenses.

major surgery: surgery^ in which the operative procedure is hazardous.
Major surgery is irregularly distinguished from minor surgery

according to whether or not it requires a general anesthetic, involves

an amputation above the ankle or wrist, or includes entering one of

the body cavities (abdomen, chest or head).

malingering: the willful, deliberate, and fraudulent feigning or exag-

geration of the symptoms of illness or injury, done for the purpose
of a consciously desired end such as collecting insurance or some
other benefits.

malpractice: professional misconduct or lack of ordinary skill in the

performance of a professional act. A practitioner is liable for damages
or injuries caused by malpractice. Such liability, for some pro-

fessions like medicine, can be covered by malpractice insurance

against the costs of defending suits instituted against the pro-

fessional and/or any damages assessed by the court, usually up to a

maximum limit. Malpractice requires that the patient demonstrate
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some injury and that the injury be ne^lit^ently caused. See al>o pro-

fessional liability, charitable and (jorernmental immunity, claims in-

curred and made policies, continyency fees, defensive medicine, dis-

covery, New Jersey and locality rules, joint underwritiny association,

limits on liability, res ipsa loquiter, respondeat superior, screening

panels, sponsored malpractice insurance, and warranty.

malpractice insurance: insurance against the risk of suffering financial

damage because of malpractice.

management: the organization and control of human activity chrected

toward specilic ends. See admtni.stration for further discussion of

these two closely rehited terms. Different kinds of management are

sometimes described: e.g. b}' exception, in which onl}' exceptions
from defined policy are reported and acted on; and by objective, in

which clearly stated objectives are used to guide the management
process.

management information system: a system (frequently automated or

computer basedj which j)roduces the necessar\' information in

proper form and at appropriate intervals for the management of a

program or other activity. The system should measure program
progress toward objectives and report costs and problems needing
attention. Special efforts have been made in the Medicaid program
to develop information systems for each State program.

marginal cost: in health economics, the change in the total cost of

producing services which results from a small or unit change in the

quantity of serWces being produced. Marginal cost is the appro-
priate cost concept to consider when contemplating program
expansion or contraction. Economies of scale will result from the

expansion of a program when marginal cost is less than average or

unit cost.

marginal tax rate: the tax rate, or percentage, which is applied on the

last increment of income for purposes of computing Federal or other
income taxes. For example, in 1974 a single individual with an ad-
justed gross income of $3,000 would pay Federal income tax of $310
plus 19% of the excess over $2,000 (19% being the marginal tax
rate). An individual with an income of $16,500 would pay $3,S30
plus 34% of the excess over $16,000 (34% being the marginal tax
rate). In addition to income, the apj)licable marginal tax rate on a

specific level of adjusted gross income may vary with a taxpayer's
filing status. For example, on an adjusted grosr^ income of $12,000-
$14,000 in 1974 a single taxpayer would pav $2,630 plus 29% of the

excess over $12,000; married taxpayers filing joint returns would
pay $2,260 plus 25% of the excess over $12,000; married taxpayers
filing separate returns would pay $2,830 plus 36% of the excess over
$12,000; and unmarried heads of households would i)ay $2,440 plus

27% of the excess over $12,000. The marginal tax rate increases

with income for progressive taxes and decreases for regressive taxes.

The marginal tax rate is often referred to as an individual'^ tax
bracket.
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mark-up: in Congress, a meeting of a Congressional committee at
which the committee itself ^vTites law to recommend to the full

Congress, makes decisions on appropriations, or otherwise makes
policy. Usually takes place after public hearings on the subject
matter. See also executive session.

maternal and child health services (MCH) : organized health and
social services for mothers (particularly as they need family plan-
ning and pregnancy related services), their children, and (rarely)

fathers. \Iothers and children are often considered particularly

vulnerable populations with special health needs; their health to be
a matter of high public priorit}'; and particularly benefited by
preventive medicine. Therefore such services are sometimes separately
organized and funded from other health services. One example is

the Maternal and Child Health Program operated by the Federal
Government under the authoritv of title V of the Social Security
Act.

maternity benefits: coverage under insurance for the costs of preg-

nancy, labor and delivery, and, in some cases, fatnily planning,

post-partum care and complications of pregnancy. Health insurance
policies take different approaches and apply different conditions

to maternity benefits. See also exclusions, and flat, swap and switch

maternity.

Maximum Allowable Cost Program (MAC) : a Federal program which
will limit reimbursement for prescription drugs under the Medicare
and Medicaid programs, and Public Health Service projects to the

lowest cost at which the drug is generally available. wSpecifically, the

program limits reimbursement for drugs under programs admin-
istered by HEW to the lowest of the maximum allowable cost

(MAC) of the drug, if any, plus a reasonable dispensing fee, the

acquisition cost of the drug plus a dispensing fee, or the providers'

usual and customary charge to the general public for the drug. The
MAC is the lowest unit price at which a drug available from several

sources or manufacturers can be purchased on a national basis.

McCarran -Ferguson Act: the act of March 9, 1945, (15 U.S.C. 1011-

15) which declares a general policy that Federal laws which regulate

or affect business and commerce are not to be interpreted as affecting

the insurance business unless specifically provided for. Also known
as the McCarran-Wiler Bill (S. 1508) and Public Law 15. Prior to a

Supreme Court decision in 1944 insurance was not considered a

matter of commerce and thus not subject to Federal law. When the

Supreme Court found insurance to be a matter of commerce it

became necessary to clarify the effect of existing Federal law on it.

The Act has the effect of leaving regulation of insurance to the
States unless specifically undertaken in Federal law.

Medex: physician assistant programs developed specifically for

former military medical corpsmen with independent duty experience.

They train physician assistants, especially for general practioners

in rural areas. Most Medex, as graduates of the programs are
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('ji11(m1. luivo boon trained to work with >j)('(ifi<' pliysicians. Tlic

first such pr()<rrani was hcirun in HMi9 by Kichard A. Smith at th<'

University of Washinirton, in cooperation with the \Vashin<;ton

vState Medical Association. The prop:rains ^x^'nerally consist of three

months of university training and twcU'e months of preceptorsliip.

Medicaid (Title XIX): a Federally-aided. State operated and adminis-
tered proe:ram whicli provides medical benefits for certain low-
income persons in need of liealth and medical care. The pro^^jram,

authoriz(Ml l)y title XIX of the Social Security Act, is basically for

the poor. It (lo(»s not cover all of tlie j)()()r, however, but only persons
who are members of one of tbe cate<r<)nes of people who can be
covered undtM* the welfare cash payment programs—the a^red, the

blind, the disabled, and members of families with dependent children

where one parent is absent, incapacitated or unemployed. Under
certain circumstances States may provide Medicaid coverage for

children under 21 who are not categorically related. Subject to broad
Federal sruidelines, States determine the benefits covered, proo:ram
elipbility, rates of payment for proriders, and methods of ad-
ministerinp: the proi^ram. Medicaid is estimated to provide services

to some 25 million people, with Federal-State expenditures of

approximately $12.5 billion in fiscal year 1975.

K

Medicaid mill: a health pr()o:ram which serves, solely or primarily,

Medicaid beneficiaries, typically on an ambulatory basis. The mills

originated in the ghettos of New York Cit\' and are still found
primarily in urban slums with few* other medical services. They
are usually organized on a for profit basis, characterized by their

great productivity, and frequently accused of a variety of abuses
(such as piriy-ponyiny i\nd family ganging).

Medi-Cal: California's Medicaid program.

Medical Assistance Program: the health care program for the poor
authorized by title XIX of the Social Secin'ity Act, known as

Medicaid.
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medical audit: detailed retrospective review and evaluation of selected

medical records by qualified profesHional staff. Medical audits are
used in some hospitals, (jtoirp practices, and occasionally in private,

independent practices for evaluating professional performance by
comparino: it with accepted criteria, standards and current pro-

fessional judgment. A medical audit is usually concerned with the

care of a given illness and is undertaken to identify' deficiencies

in that care in anticipation of educational programs to improve it.

See also concurrent review and medical care evaluation studies.

Medical Audit Program (MAP): an extension of the Professional
Activities Study (PAS), in which data are displayed in comprehen-
sive cjuarterly reports by hospital department. The reports are for

use by hospital clinical departments in conducting a comprehensive
medical audit and in retrospective utilization review. See also Com-
mission on Projessional and Hospital Activities.

medical care evaluation studies (MCE studies): retrospective medical
care review in which an in-depth assessment of the quality and/or
nature of the use of selected health services or programs is made.
Restudy of an MCE study assesses the effectiveness of corrective

actions taken to correct deficiencies identified in the original study,
but does not necessarih' repeat or replicate the original study.
Utilization review requirements under Medicare and Medicaid require

utilization review committees in hospitals and skilled nursing facili-

ties to have at least one such study in progress at all times. Such
studies are also required by the FSRO program.

Medical College Admission Test (MCAT): a nationally standardized
test generally required or strongly recommended by nearly all

medical schools in the United States as part of their admission proc-

ess. The results of the test are evaluated along with other evidence
of student ability to handle medical school course work by ad-
missions committees. The test, administered by the Psychological

Corporation, is designed to provide objective measures of academic
ability and achievement through tests of verbal ability, (quantitative

ability, science knowledge and general information. It cannot and
does not claim to measure motivation, the nature or sincerity of

interest in the study of medicine, or the personal characteristics

that are of basic importance in the practitioner or teacher of

medicine.

medical deduction: the Federal income tax deduction for expenditures
on heallh insurance (one half of such expenditures up to a maximum
of $150) and other medical expenses in excess of three percent of

income. In effect, the only national health insurance program in the

United States, with a deductible of three percent of income and
coinsurance of one minus the marginal tax rate. Xo standards are set

for what type of health insurance must be purchased if exi)enditures

are to be deductible. Deductible medical exi)enses are very broadly

defined including the services of ])liysicians, dentists, podiatrists,

optometrists, chir()i)ractors, and C^hristian Science i)ractitioners;

and equipment, drugs, supplies, and special diets prescribed b}' such
pe()])le.
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medical device: see (h rice.

medical foundation: an orLiani/aiion of p/njsicians, ^onerally ^jxm^orcd

by a wSiale or local inediral a>>o(iation. Sometimes called a founda-

tion for medical care. It is a >eparate and autonomous corporation

with its own board of directors. Kveiy j)hysician mend)er of the

medical society may apply for mend)er>hip in the foundation and,

upon acceptance, participate in all its activities. A foundation is

concerned with ihe delivery of medical services at reasonable cost.

It believes in the free choice of a physician and hospital by the

piiUeni, fee-Jor-service reimbursement and local peer rerlew. .\lany

foundations operate as prepaid group practices ov as an individual

practice association for an IIMO. While these are prepaid on a

capitation basis for services to some or all of their patients, they still

pay their individual members on a fee-for-service basis for the serv-

ices they irive. Some foundations are organized only for peer review

purposes or other specific functions.

Medical Impairment Bureau (MIB): a clearinghouse of information

on people who have applied for life insurance in the past. Any ad-

verse medical findings on previous medical examinations are

recorded in code and sent to companies subscribing to the service.

Raises interesting confidentiality c^uestions, especially with respect

to information produced by medical examinations.

Medical Indemnity of America, Inc. (MIA) : a stock insurance company
organized in Ohio in 1950 by Blue Shield plans to serve as a national

enrollment agency, to assist individual plans in negotiating con-

tracts, and to serve large national accounts in which two or more
plans are involved. See also Health Service, Inc.

medical indigency: the condition of having insufficient income to

pay for adequate medical care without depriving oneself or de-

pendents of food, clothing, shelter, and other essentials of living.

Medical indigency may occur when a self-supporting individual,

able under ordinary conditions to provide basic maintenance for

himself and his family, is, in time of catastrophic illness, unable to

finance the total cost of medical care. See also medically indigent,

spend down, and medically needy.

medical laboratory assistant: an individual who works under the direct

supervision of a medical technologist, pathologist, physician, or quali-

fied scientist in performing routine laboratory i)roce(lures requiring

basic technical skills and minimal independent judgment in chem-
istry, hematology, and microbiology. There were 9,700 certified

laboratory assistants (CLA) registered in 1973. Certification is

awarded by the Boaid of Registry following successful completion
of an examination. The requirements for taking the certifying

examination include a high school diploma or ecpiivalent, either

graduation from an AMA-approved school or completion of a basic

military laboratory course, and a year of experience.
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medically indigent: a person who is too impoverished to meet his

mcuhcal expenses. It may refer to eitlier persons whose income is

low enough that they can pay for their basic living costs but not
their routine medical care, or alternately, to persons with generally

ade(iuate income who suddenly face catastrophically large medical
bills. See al-so medical (ndlgency, medically needy and spend dovm.

medically needy: in the Medicaid program, persons who have enough
income and resources to pa}' for their basic living expenses (and
so do not need welfare) but not enough to pay for their medical
care. Medicaid law requires that the standard for income used by a
State to determine if someone is medically needy cannot exceed
133 percent of the maxinunn amount paid to a family of similar size

under the welfare program for families with dependent children
(AFDC). In order to be eligible as medically needy, people must
fall into one of the categories of people who are covered under the

welfare cash assistance programs; i.e., be aged, blind, disabled, or

members of families with dependent children where one parent is

absent, incapacitated or unemployed. They receive benefits if their

income after deducting medical expenses (see spend down) is

low enough to meet the eligibility standard. Thirty-two States now
provide Aledicaid coverage to the medically needy.

medically underserved area: a geographic location (i.e., an urban or
rural area) which has insufficient health resources (manpower
and/or facilities) to meet the medical needs of the resident popula-
tion. Physician shortage area applies to a medically underserved
area which is particularly short of physicians. Such areas are also

sometimes defined by measuring the health status of the resident

population rather than the supplv of resources, an area with an
unhealthy population being considered underserved. The term is

defined and used several places in the /'*^*S' Act in order to give

priority- to such areas for Federal assistance.

medically underserved population: the population of an urban or rural

area with a shortage of personal health services or another popula-

tion group having a shortage of such services. A medically under-

served population may not reside in a particular medically under-

served area, or be defined by its place of residence. Thus migrants,

Native Americans or the inmates of a prison or nuMital hospital

may constitute such a population. The term is defined and used

several places in the PHS Act in order to give such populations

priority for Federal assistance, e.g., in the HMO and XHSC
programs.

medical record: a record kept on jmtienf.s which proj)eily contains

sufficient information to identify the patient cleai-ly, to justify his

diagnosis and treatment, and to document the results accurately.

The purposes of the record are to serve as the basis for plaiming and
continuity of patient care; provide a meaus of counnunication

among physicians and any professional contributing to the patient's

care; furnish docuuientary evidence of the patient's course of illness

and treatment; serve as a basis for review, studv, and evaluation;

I
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s(M-V(' in protcciiiiLi- (lie IcLiJil iiilcrcsis of llic pnlicnl. Iio-^pilnl, mid
rc-iponsihh* pi'actitioiuM-; and j)r()vi(l(' datn lor ii-^c in rc^caicli and
cducalion. Medical records and their contenl> ai'<' nol ii-ually a\ail-

al)le lo llie pati<Mit liini^cll". Tlie conteni of the iccord i^ ii->naN\

C()fifi(/( iihdl. Kach diU'erent |)ro\i(h'i- in a conunnnitv caiin-r foi- a

ti'iv(Mi patient nsindlv keep^ an in(h'pen(h'nt record of i':;'l care.

See al>o pnthli lit onuifti/ intd u'dl r< coni

.

medical record administrator: phuis. (h'sitrns. devel()j)s, and niaiia<ros

>y>tiMns of patient achnini^t I'atixc and clinical data, and i)ali(Mit

iiifdica/ ruufids, in all types of h(»alth care iiistitntions. An estimated

9,1)00 medical record administrators were active^ in 197."^. of which
4,500 wore registered revord administrators. The minimnm edncation-

al requirement for professional re^jistration a> a medical I'ecord ad-

ministrator i> a baccalaureate^ dei^ree in medical record science oi*

nuMlical record administration in a prouram accredited by tlu^ AnuMi-
can Medical iVssociation in collaboration with the American Medical
Record Association. The AMRA maintains a list of i)ersons who have
successfully comi)leted the national reo:istration examination that

qualified them to use the professional desis^nation of reojistered record

administrator. Recent graduates must meet a contintiinfj education

re(piirement five years after initial reo^istration. The administrator
is the most highly trained of several tyi)es of medical records jier-

sonnel. includinL^ the medical record technician (cf whom there were
45,000 in 1973. 0,000 accredited).

medical review: review, recjuired by Medicaid, by a team composed of

physicians and other appropriate health and social seivice personnel

of the condition and need for care, includino- a medical evaluation,

of each inpatient in a lonij-term care facility. By law, the team must
review the: care beins; provided in the facilities; adequacy of the

services available in th(» facilities to meet the current health needs

and promote the maximum physical well-beins: of the patients;

necessity and desirability of the continued placement of such

patients in the facilities; and feasibility of meetintr their health

care needs through alternate institutional or noninstitutional

services. Medical review differs from utilization review in that it

requires evaluation of each individual patient and an analysis of

the appropriateness of his si)ecific treatment in a given institution,

whereas utilization review is often done on a sami)le basis, with
special attention to certain procedures, conditions or Icnyths of

stay. See also continued stay rerietv.

Medical Services Administration (MSA): the bureau which ad-

ministers the Medicaid program at the Federal level. It is part of

the Social and IiehahiHtation Serrice, which admimsters most of the

welfare programs within [\w Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. It is an organization of appioximately 200 people in

Washington's central office aiul 100 people in the ten HEW regional

offices. Direct administration of Medicaid programs is carried out

by the States.
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medical staff: colloclivcly, llic physicians, dentists, and other profes-

sionals responsible for medical c^are in a health facilitij, typically a

hospital. wSuch staff may be full-time or part-time, employed by the
hospital or not, and include all professionals who wish to be included
(open staff) or just those who meet various stan(hir(U of competence
(closed staff). iSta^ privileges may or may not be pernument or con-
ditioned on continued evidence of competence.

medical technologist: a specially trained individual who performs a
wide range of complex and specialized procedures in all general areas

of the clinical laboratory. An estimated 76,200 medical technologists

were certified and active in 1973. Approximately two-thirds of all

medical technologists are emplo3'ed in hospital laboratories. Most
others are eniplo3^ed in ph3'sicians' private laboratories, cUnics, the

armed forces, city, State and Federal health agencies, industrial

medical laboratories, pharmaceutical houses, and numerous public

and private research programs. The minimum educational require-

ment for one of several certification programs in medical technology
is, for example, a baccalaureate degree with appropriate science

course requirements plus a 12-month structured AMA-approved
medical technology program and an examination; or a bacca-
laureate degree with appropriate science course requirements and
experience. The medical technologist is the most highly trained of

several t3^pes of clinical laboratorA^ personnel, including the medical
laborator}^ technician, and medical laboratory assistant.

medical trade area: an area from which one or more specified providers

draw their patients; similar to catchment area except that it is defined

b\^ the patients rather than the provider.

Medicare (Title XVIII) : a nationwide health insurance program for

people aged 65 and over, for persons eligible for social security

disability payments for over two years, and for certain workers and
their dependents who need kidney transplantation or dialysis.

Health insurance protection is available to insured persons without

regard to income. Monies from payroll taxes and premiums from
beneficiaries are deposited in special triist funds for use in meeting
the expenses incurred bv the insured. The program was enacted

July 30, 1965, as title XVIII—Health Insurance for the Aged—of

the Social Security Act, and became effective on Juh' 1, 1966. It

consists of two separate but coordinated programs: hospital in-

surance (Part A), and supplempntary medical insurance (Part B).

medicine: the art and science of promoting, nuiintaining and restoring

in(li\ idual health, and of diagnosing and treating disease.

Medicredit : one of several ])r()posed national health insurance plans

which are designed to encourage the voluntary purchase of qualified

j)rivate health insurance policies by gi'anting tax credits agahist per-

sonal income taxes to finance, in part or in whole, the premium cost of

such plans. In addition, the pro|)osal would provide for the Federal

paynuMit of premiums for (pialilied policies for poor imlividuals

orJamilies with no tax liability. Originally proposed by the American



Medical Association, il is still sponsored by --oinc Mcinhcix of

(\)ii<!T('ss altli()nu:li the AM A now -<|)on>ors another appi'oach. Sec

also nndicdl dcductiun.

medi^ap policy: a supp/rm( nfa/ haillh inxnrduiu policy desiirned to

supplement Medicare.

member: a pcM'son who i- eliii-ihle to receive, or is receivinir, henefits

from a health maintenance organization (usuallyj or insurance policy

(occasionally; see beneficiary), l^sually includes both people who
have themselves enrolled or subscribed for benefits and their eli^rible

dependents. See also subscriber, and insured.

mental disorder: eitluM- mental illness or disease, or mental retardation, a

i::en(Mal t(Min for abnormal functioning or capacity of the mind or

emotions; the absence of mental health.

mental health: the capacity in an individual to form harmonious
relations with others; to participate in, or contribute constructively

to, changes in his social and })]iysical environment ; and to achieve
a harmonious and bahmced satisfaction of his own potentially con-

flicting instuu'tive drives—harmonious in that it reaches an hi-

tegrated synthesis rather than the denial of satisfaction to certain

instinctive tendencies as a means of avoiding the thwarting of

others. This attempt at a definition should be compai'ed with that

of health. Mental health is a concept influenced by both biological

and cultural factors and highly variable in definition, time and ])lace.

It is often oi)eratively defined as the absence of any identifiable or

significant mental disorder, and sometimes perversely used as a

synonym for mental illness (for instance in si)eaking of coverage
of 'mental health benefits' under NIII) apparently because it is

thought to be a more genteel term. See also CMHC and clinical

psychologist.

mental illness: all forms of illness in which psychological, intellectual,

emotional or behavioral disturbances are the dominating feature.

The term is relative and variable in difTerent cultures, schools of

thought and definitions. It includes a wdde range of types (such as

psychic and physical, neurotic and psychotic), and severities. It

would be useful to distinguish mental diseases (those with an
identifiable physical cause) and mental illnesses (those with no
known cause and those with emotional, familial, social or other
causes) but this is not regularly done. See also mental health and
mental disorders.

mental retardation: the absence of normal mental development,
usually measured by the intelligence quotient and considered to l)e

present in individuals scoring less than 70 on the Stanford-Binet
scale. Many synonyms are used: mental deficiency, subnormality,
handicap and disability. Various types (intellectual, emotional)
and degrees (borderline—68 to 85 on the Stanford-Binet, mild

—

57 to 67, moderate—36 to 51, severe—20 to 35, and profound

—

under 20) are describ:Ml. >[ental retardation i^ one tyj)e of drvt lop-

mental disability and mental disorder.
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'me too' drug: a (Irmj tliat is idcnlical, similar, or closely related

to a dni^i: product for wliich a new dnuj appl'icatioii has been ap-
proved, ^lany 'me too' druojs on the market are essentially copies

of approved new drugn but were introduced by the manufacturers
without Food and Drug Administration approval on the theory
that the NDA holder, or pioneer drug, had become generally
recognized as saje and effective. Other 'me too' products are being
marketed with abbreviated new drug applications (ANDAs),
which require the submission of manufacturing, h'ioavailahiUty

and labeling information, but not data relating to safety and
effectiveness, which are assumed to be established. See also GRAS
and GRAE.

minor surgery: surgery in which the operative procedure is not
hazardous: e.g., repair of lacerations, treatment of fractures, and
biopsies. See also major surgery.

miscellaneous expenses: in connection with hospital insurance, hos-

pital charges other than for room and board, such as X-ray, drug,

laboratory, or whatever ancillary charges are not separateh' itemized.

modernization: lemodeling, renovation or, sometimes, replacement of

health facilities and equipment to bring them up to current con-
struction standards, into compliance with fire and safety codes, or

to meet contemporary health delivery needs and capabilities.

Usualh' implies no increase in facilitv capacity, e.g., in the case of

a hospital the total available number of beds would not be increased.

Defined and supported imder the Hill-Burton program (title XVI
of the PUS Act).

morbidity: the extent of illness, injury, or disability in a defined

population. It is usually expressed in general or specific rates of

incidence or prevalence. Sometimes used to refer to any episode of

disease. See also mortality.

mortality: death. Used to describe the relation of deaths to the popu-
lation in which they occur. The mortality rate (death rate) expresses

the number of deaths in a unit of population within a prescribed

time and may be expressed as crude death rates (e.g., total deaths
in relation to total population during a year) or as rates specific

for diseases and, sometimes, for age, sex, or other attributes (e.g.,

number of deaths from cancer in white males in relation to the white
male population during a year).

multiphasic screening: the combined use of a group or batterv of

screening tests as a preventive measure to attempt to identify any of

the several diseases being screened for in an apparently healthy

population.

multi-source drug: a drug that is available from more than one

manufacturer or distributor, often under diU'cM-eut brand names.

Limits on reimbursement are more likel\ to be feasible for nudti-

source drugs than drugs available from only a single source. A
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(lru<j: mav not \)v availal)l(' from more than one -oincc Ixt.hi^c ii i->

protected hv a patent; only one conipanv lia-> ol)taiiie(| \'\)\

nnirkelinij." aj)pro\al; or \\\r demand fof it i- -neli that only one

supplier lia> entei'ed the nnirket. See aUo Mdiiimiin ALiowahb
( 'ost Pnxirmn.

mutual benefit associations: fraternal or social {)r«^anization> or

corporations for the relief of members of the organization fiom
specified jurUs or costs such as the costs of illness. Such association.^

pay losses with assessments on their members intended to liquidate

specific losses rather than by fixed premiums payabh^ in advance.

mutual insurance company: insurance companies with no capital

stock, owned by the policyholders. Trustees of the company are

chosen by the policyholders. Earnings over and above payment of

losses, operating expenses, and reserves are the property of the

policyholders and returned to them in some way such as dividends
or reduced j)r(miums. See also stock insurance company.

narcotic drug: as set out in the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention
and Control Act of 1970, any of the following drugs, whether
produced directly or indirectly by extraction from substances of

vegetable origin, or independently by means of chemical synthesis,

or by a combination of extraction and chemical synthesis: opium,
coca leaves, and opiates; a compound, manufacture, salt, derivative

or preparation of opium, coca leaves, or opiates; and a substance
(and any compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, or preparation

thereof) which is chemically identical with any of the substances
referred to above. The term is very irregularly used, sometimes
being any drug which dulls the senses and reduces pain, sometimes
being any drug whose use is stibject to special governmental control.

Narcotics include heroin, morphine, demerol, and methadone. They
do not, by the first definition, include marihuana, hallucinogens,

amphetamines or barbiturates. The narcotics are among the most
common causes of drur, dependence.

national board examinations: standard national examinations devel-

oped and administered by the National Board of Medical Examiners.
They are given in three parts which are generally taken during the

second and hnal years of medical school and the internship year.

Successful completion of the national boards is a requirement for

licensure as a physician in some vStates and an acceptable alternative

to the State's own medical examinations in other States. See also

Fedf ra f in )( L ice n s in (j Exam in at io n

.

National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME): an organization,
founded in 1915, which inchide> among its mend)ers representatives
from the Federation of State Medical Boards of the I'nited States,

Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Association,

Association of AnuM"ican Medical Colleges, American IIo>pital

Association, Armed Services, United States Public Health Service,

and Veterans Administration. Members at large are elected from
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among leaders in medicine throu^ihout the United States. The pur-
poses of the Board are: to prepare and achninister quahfying
examinations of such liigh quaUty that legal agencies governing the

practice of medicine within each wState may, at their discretion,

grant successful candidates a license without further examination
(see FLEX and national board examinations); to consult and
cooperate with the examining boards of the States; to consult and
cooperate with medical schools and other organizations or institu-

tions concerned with maintaining the advancing quality of medical
education; to assist medical specialty boards and societies in estab-
lishing measurement of clinical knowledge and competence for pur-
poses of certification and assessment; and to study and develop
methods of testing and evaluating medical kiu)wle(lge and com-
petence. See also CCME and LOME.

National Formulary (NF) : a compendium of standards for certain

drugs and preparations that are not included in the United States

Pharmacopeia (USP). It is revised every five years, and recognized
as a book of official standards bv the Pure Food and Drugs Act of

1906.

national health insurance (NHI) : a term not yet defined in the United
States. See also medical deduction, national health service, social

insurance, and socialized medicine.

national health service: often used synon3^mously with national

health insurance. They are sometimes usefully distinguished by
applying the former to health programs in which the national

government directly operates a health system which serves some or

all of its citizens and the latter to programs in which the government
insures or otherwise arranges financing for health care without
arranging for, owning or operating it (although NHI ])rograms

usually include some measure of regulation of the financed services).

See also social insurance and socialized medicine.

National Health Service Corps (NHSC): a program which places U.S.
Public Health Service personnel in areas with a critical shortage
of health manpower (see medically underserved population) for the

purpose of improving the delivery of health care and services to

persons residing in such areas. The Corps was established by the

Emergency Health Personnel Act of 1970, P.L. 91-623, as amended
bv the Emergencv Health Personnel Act Amendments of 1972,

PX. 92-585 (section 329 of the PHS Act). The first Corps members
were assigned in January, 1972. As of July, 1975, the Corps had a

total of 551 health professionals placed in 268 communities in 42
States. The 551 professionals included 325 physicians, 80 dentists,

and 146 nurses and other personnel. Of 465 sites approved for

assignment of Corps personnel, 448 were rural and 17 were urban.

National Health Survey: a continuing health surrey by the National
Center for Ilealth Statistics of HP^W which includes studies to de-

teimine the extent of illness and disability in the population of the

United States, describe the use of health services by AnuM'icans, and
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gather related information. It conducts a continuing household
interview survey of a sample of the population, surveys certain
medical records, surveys a sample of the popuhition through health
examinations, and conducts rehited developmental and evaluative
studies.

National Interns and Residents Matching Program (XIRMP): the

official cooperative plan for first-3'ear appointments in graduate
medical education of the American Hospital Association, American
Protestant Hospital Association, Association of American Medical
Colleges, Catholic Hospital Association, American Medical Associ-

ation, American Student Medical Association, and American
Board of Medical Specialties. The program operates as a clearing-

house for matching preferences of medical students for internships

and residencies with available positions in accord with hospital

lists of preferences among graduating students. In order to partic-

ipate in the program, hospital program directors sign the program's
hospital agreement, which commits the institution to participate in

the XIRMP as a corporate entity, and list with the XIRMP all pro-

grams and positions being made available to students. Positions

in programs that are to be offered to physicians presentlv serving

as interns, those in military service, and in other postgraduate
activities need not be listed with the XIRMP under the agreement.
The matching is carried out on a confidential basis.

naturopathy: a drugless system of therapy, making use of physical
forces such as air, light, water, diet, heat and massage.

necessary: see need.

need: some thing or action which is essential, indispensable, required

or cannot be done or lived without; a condition marked by the

lack or want of some such thing or action. The presence or absence
of a need can and should be measured by an objective criterion or

standard. X^eeds may or may not be perceived or expressed by the

person in need and must be distinguished from demands, expressed
desires whether or not needed. Like appropriateness, need is fre-

quently and irregularh^ used in health care with respect to health

facilities and services (see certificate-of-need), and people (see

medically needy). It is thus important to specify what thing or

action's need is being considered, b\' what criteria the need is to be

established, by whom {provider, consumer, or third party), and with
what effect (since payment for services by insurance is, for instance,

sometimes conchtioned upon the necessity of their provision).

neighborhood health center: see community health center.

neonatal mortality: the death {7nortaliiy) of live born children who
have not reached 4 weeks or 1 month of age, usually measured
as a rate: number of neonatal deaths per 1,000 live births in a

given area or program and tinu^ period. Early neonatal deaths

(those occurring in the first week of life) are sometimes also reported.

See also inj'ant and perinatal mortality.
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new dru^: a ilniii- for wliidi pic-inarkcliniz; approx al i> icfpiii-cd hy I lie

Fc'dcial l'\)()(l, DriiLi', and ( "osiiicl ic Ad. A new i\i[['j: i- aiiv dnii''

wliicli i> iiol uciicrallv r('(()<j,iii/('d, niiioim- cxpcil^ (pialilird hy
scieiitilic lrainiii<r and cxpci-iciicc lo ex aliiatc llic s(ij( /// and (jjd'ini -

nes.s of (lnii!:s, as safe and circciixc for u^c under it^ prescribed

coiulilions of use. Siuee 19G2, most new jjnscn ption (Inujs luive been
subject to the new driKj applicatioti and preniarket approval process

for new (h-uus. 'Flu* vast niajoritN' of (h-uirs marketed oiui'-tfn -counter,

liowevei-, ha\-e not been throULdi the new (h'Uii- ai)pi-oval process.

See also (iUAS and (rJiAI'^, not m ir and "nt( too'' driKj.^.

new drug application (NI)A): an application which inu>t be aj)i)ioved

by the FDA before any new dnig is nuirketed to the <2:eneral public

which provides infornuition desitiiied to demonstiate sajetjj and
effect/ re ness. Once the application is aj)j)r()ve(l, the drutr nniy be

prescribed by any physician or other health professional authorized

to prescribe under State law. The NDA must include: reports of

animal and clinical investio:ations; a list of inQ:redients includin<i: the

active druij and any vehicle, excipient, binder, filler, flavoring, and
colorini^:; a description of manufacturin<r methods and quality con-
trol procechires: samples of the dru^^:; and the })i()pose(l labelliny.

Approval of an XDA nnist be based on valid scientific evidence that
the (U'ug is safe, and adequate and well-controlled clinical studies

(such as random controlled trials) demonstrating that it is effective

for its intended, i.e., labeled, uses. NDA also commonh^ refers to the

FDA's approval of an application, i.e., the manufacturer's license to

market the druir. See also investigational new drug.

New Jersey rule: a ruling by the Supreme Court of New Jersey which
held that contingency fees must be scheduled according to the size

of the award, with the percentage of the award going to the claim-
ant's lawyer declining as the size of the award increases. For example,
in New Jersey, lawyers may receive 50 percent of a $1,000 settle-

ment but only 10 percent of any amount recovered over $100,000.
.\ number of States have adopted variations of the New Jersey rule.

nonparticipating insurance company: see stock insurance company.

non-service-connected disability: in the Veterans' Atlministration
health care program, a disability which was not incurred or aggra-
vated in the line of duty during active military service. Care is

available from the program for such disabilities on a bed—
available basis after service-connected disabilities are cared for.

norm(s): numerical or statistical measure(s) of usual observed perform-
ance. For example, a norm for care of appendicitis would be the
usual percentage of appendices removed in cases diagnosed as
appendicitis which are shown by pathology to be diseased. A norm
can be used as a standard but does not necessarily serve as one.
Both norm and standard impl\' single, proper values lather than
a ranj^e.

59-892 O - 76
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notch: a sudden and sharp discontinuity in health or financial bene-

Jits for individuals with slightly different income. In certain public
and medical assistance programs, an additional dollar of income
can mean a total loss of benefits. For example, in Medicaid, families

just below the income eligibility standard receive fully subsidized
coverage while families with only slightly more income and just

above eligibility standards receive no benefits. Substantial incen-
tives for families to restrict their incomes in order to remain eligible

may result. Spend down provisions are used to compensate for

notches. A notch may also occur when, without change in eligibility,

cost-sharing requirements increase suddenly with a small change in

income.

notifiable: applied to a disease which providers are required (usually

by law) to report to Federal, State or local public health officials when
diagnosed (such as tuberculosis, diphtheria and syphilis). Notifiable

diseases are those of public interest b}^ reason of their infectiousness,

severit}' or frequency. See also registration and quarantine.

not new: a r/r//ry for which premarketing approval by the Food and
Drug Administration is not, or no longer, required. A drug may
become ''not new" upon a ruling by the FDA that the safeguards

applicable to approved new drugs, e.g., maintenance of records and
submission of reports, are no longer required. See also "me too'' drug.

nurse: an individual whose primary responsibility is the ])rovision of

nursing care. A nurse can be defined as a professional person quali-

fied by education and authorized by law to practice nursing. This
does describe a registered nurse but not all people who fit the initial

definition (such as nurses aides). There are man}' different types,

specialities and grades of nurses whose names are generally de-

scriptive of their special responsibilities (such as charge or head,
hospital, private or private duty, public health, and school nurses).

See also nurse anesthetist, midwife and practitioner.

nurse anesthetist: a registered nurse ])repared to work imder sui:)ervi-

sion of an anesthesiologist or physician in administering anesthetic

agents to patients before and after surgical and obstetrical operations

and other medical procedures.

nurse midwife: a registered nurse who, by virtue of added kno\\le{lge

and skill gained through an organized })rogram of study and clinical

experience recognized by the American College of Nurse-Midwives,
has extended the lawful limits of her practice into the management
and care of mothers and babies throughout the maternity cycle, so

long as ])rogress meets criteria accepted as normal.

nurse practitioner: a registered nurse qualified and specially trained to

provide primary care, including primar}?^ health care in homes and in

ambnlatory care facilities, long-term care facilities and other health

care institutions. Nurse practitioners generally function under super-

vision of a physician but not necessarily in his presence. They are

usuallv salaried rather than being reimbursed on a j'ee-jor-service
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basis, alt]i()ui2:li the ^uporvisiiiL!: pliysicimi may rccfMvc fcc-for-scrvico

r(Mml)urs(Mnent for their services. S<'e also j)/ii/s(ci(in assistant and
Mi(l(.r.

nursing care: care iiilended to assist an indixidiial, >ick or well, in the

performance of those activities contrihutini!; to health or its recovery
(or to peaceful death) thai Ik* would perform unaidecl if iie had the

necessary streuijjth, will or know led^-e. Thi^ includes assistintj;

j)aticnts in carryin^^: out therajjeutic plans initiated by j/hi/sicians and
other h(\dth /jrofesslonals and assistinii; other meml)ers of the

nunlical team in perfornnno; the nursin<i: function and understancbng
health needs of patients. The specific content of nursing care varies

in (liff(M(MU countries and situations, and it is important to note that,

as defined, it is not o:iven soleh' by nurses but also by many other
health ^^orkers. See also nurse practitioner, anesthetist and midwife.

nursing differential: a difTerential (8}^ percent of routine inpeitient

nuisinii: salary costs) added to the costs of such services to reflect

the supposedly above average costs of i)rovi{hng routine inpatient

nursing care to Medicare beneficiaries. Medicare reimburses hos-

pitals more by this amount for nursing services than do other
insurance programs which cover the general population. There has
been much recent controversy over the need for the difTerential.

nursing homes: generally, a wide range of institutions, other than
hospitals, which provide various levels of maintenance and personal
or nursing care to people who are unable to care for themselves and
who ma}^ have health problems which range from minimal to very
serious. The term includes free standing institutions, or identifiable

components of other health facilities which provide nursing care

and related services, personal care, and residential care. Nursing
homes include skilled nursing facilities, intermediate care Jacilities,

and extended care Jacilities but not boarding homes.

o

objective: in health planning, a quantified statement of a desired

future state or condition with a stated deadline for achieving the
objective, such as an average access time for emergency medical
services of less than 30 minutes by 1976, or development of an
operational PSRO by 1977. HealtJi planning specifies objectives
which will, when implemented, achieve its goals. See also policy and
budget.

obligations: in the Federal budget, amounts of orders placed, con-
tracts awarded, services rendered, or other commitments of Federal
budget authority made by Federal agencies during a given period
which will require outlays of Federal funds during the same or some
future period.

occupancy rate: a measure of inpatient health facility usv, determined
by dividing available bed days by patient days. It measures the aver-

age percentage of a hospital's beds occupied and nuiy be institution-

wide, or specific for one department or service.
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occupational health services: health services concerned with the

physical, menial and social well-being of man in relation to his work
and workinsr environment, and with the adjustment of man to his

work and work to man. The concern is thus wider than the sajety of

the workplace, and includes health and job satisfaction. In the
United States the principal Federal statute concerned with occupa-
tional health is the Occupational Safety and Health Act admin-
isteied by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) and the National Institute of Occupational Safetv and
Health (XIOSH).

occupational therapist: a specially trained individual who evaluates
the self-care, work and leisure performance skills of well and dis-

ahled clients of all age ranges; and plans and implements programs,
and social and interpersonal activities designed to restor^, develop
and/or maintain the client's ability to satisfactorily accomi)lish
those daily living tasks required of his specific age and necessary
to his particular occupational role. There were 11.200 registered

occupational therapists in 1972, an estimated 3,500 of whom
were not in practice. About four-fifths of occupational therapists

work in hospitals, others are employed in nursing homes and ex-

tended or long-term care faciiities, rehabilitation centers, schools

and camps for handicapped children, community health agencies,

and educational and research institutions. Formal educational
preparation of an occupational therapist requires at least four
academic years of college or university work, leading to a bac-
calaureate degree, plus a minimum of 6 months' field work experi-

ence. Those persons already having a baccalaureate degree in a

field other than occupational therapy may enroll in a post-bac-
calaureate program leading to a master's degree in occupational
therapy or a certificate of proficiency in occupational therapy.

occupational therapy: medically directed treatment of physically

and, or mentally disabled individuals by means of constructive

activities designed and adapted by a professionally qualified occupa-

tional therapist to promote the restoration of useful function.

office visit: see risit.

official name: see generic and established name.

Old-age, Survivors, Disability and Health Insurance Program
(OASHDI;: a program administered by the Social Security Ad-
ministration which provides monthly cash benefits to retired and
disabled workers and their dependents and to survivors of insured

workers; it also provides health insurance benefits for persons aged
65 and over, and for the disabled under age 65. The health insurance

component of OASHDl was initiated in 1965 and is generally known
as Medicare. Commonly known as social security, the legislative

authority for the program is found in the Social Security Act,

originally enacted in 1935. The program is an example of social

insurance.



open-ended programs: in ihc Federal biKhjtt, eiiiii lenient pio^rrani^

for which eliiril)ilit y re([uirenients ai-e delerniined by law, e.g.,

Medicaid. Actual nblii/atio/ts and resultant ontlayx are limited only

by the number of eliiz:ible persons who aj)ply for beinfits and th<'

actual benefits received. See also entitlement authority.

open enrollment: a period when new subscribers may elect lo f /uoll

in a health insurance plan or prepaid (jroup practice. Open enrollment

periods may be used in the sale of either group or individual insur-

ance and be the only period of a year wlien insurance is available.

Individuals perceived as high-risk (perhaps because of a preexisting

condition) may be subjected to high premiums or exclusions during

open enrollment periods. In the Health Maintenance Organization

Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-222) the term refers to periodic opportunities

for the general public, on a first come, first served basis, to join

an HMO. The law presently requires that HMOs have at least

one annual open enrollment period during which an HMO accepts,

"up to its capacity, individuals in the order that they apply"
unless the HMO can demonstrate to HEW that open enrollment
woidd threaten its economic viabiUty. In such cases, HEW can
waive the open enrollment requirement for a period of up to three

years.

operation: any medical procediu-e or act performed on the body with
instruments or by the hands of a physician or surgeon. See also

fnajor, m inor and cosmetic surgery.

ophthalmologist: a physician specializing in the diagriosis and treat-

ment of all eye diseases and abnormal conditions including refractive

errors. They may prescribe drugs and lenses, and perform surgery or

other treatment. Ophthalmologists represented about 12 percent of

all surgical specialists among non-Federal physicians in the United
States during 1970. A State Medicaid plan must provide that there

will be an examination by a physician skilled in diseases of the eye, or

an optometrist, when a decision is to be made whether an individual is

blind according to the State's definition. A State supervising opthal-

mologist must review each eye examination report in making the

State agency's decision that the applicant does or does not meet the
State's definition of blindness, and determining if and when re-

examinations are necessary. See also optician.

opportunity cost: in health economics, the value that resources, used in

a particular way, would have if used in the best possible or another
specified alternative way. When opportunity costs exceed the

value the resources have in the way they are being used, they repre-

sent lost opportunities to get value from the resources. One oppor-
timity cost of devoting physician time to tertiary care is the lost

value of devoting the same time to primary care. Opportunity
costs are the appropriate cost concept to consider wdien making
resource allocation decisions. Actual costs often, but not always,
can be assimied to represent (be proportional to) opportunity costs.

See also marginal cost.
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opticians: health workers who fit, suppl\', and adjust vye ghisses

according to prescriptions written by opthabnolog'iHts or optom-
etrists in order to correct a 2)atienVs optical or muscular vision

defect. In some States, opticians also fit contact lenses. The}^ do not
examine the e^^es or prescribe treatment. Licensing laws govern
the practice of opticians in 18 ^States. Qualification for initial

licensure usually includes successful completion of written, oral, and
practical examinations. Apprenticeships are required in most
licensing vStates, with an alternative being the completion of a one-
or two-A'ear training program.

optional services: services wliich may be provided or covered by a

health program or provider and, if provided, will be paid for in

addition to an}^ required services which must be offered. In addition
to the required services under Medicaid, if vStates elect to include

any of the optional services in their programs, matching funds
under title XIX are available. The optional services States may
offer are the following: prescribed drugs (covered by 50 out of 53

States and jurisdictions); clinic services (offered by 41); dental
services (41); eyeglasses (38); private duty nvrsing (21); skilled

nursing facility services for individuals under 21 (42); care for

patients under 21 in psychiatric hospitals (25); intermediate care

facility services (49) ;
prosthetic devices (43) ;

physical therapy and
related services (35); other diagnostic, screening, preventive and
rehabilitation services (25); optometrists' services (37); podiatrists'

services (39) ; chiropractors' services (27) ; care for persons 65 or older

in institutions for mental diseases (41); and care for patients 65 or

older in tuberculosis institutions (31). States may also offer any
''medical care, or any other type of remedial care recognized under
State law, furnished by licensed practitioners within the scope of

their practice as defined by State law" that is not specifically ex-

cluded from coverage b}^ title XIX (the exclusions are: care or

services for inmates of public nonmedical institutions; inpatient

services in a mental institution for individuals over 20 and under 65

;

and services for persons under 65 in a tuberculosis institution). See

also basic and supplemental health services.

optometrist: a practitioner concerned with problems of vision. Op-
tometrists examine the eyes and related structures to determine the

presence of any abnormality, and prescribe and adapt lenses or other

optical aids. They do not prescribe drugs, make definitive diagnosis

of or treat eye diseases, or perform surgery. An accredited doctor of

optometry degree requires a minimum of two years of pre-optometry
college education and four 3^ears of professional training in a school

of optometry. The degree and an optometry board examination
are required by all States for licensure for the ])ra('tice of optometry.
Effective October 30, 1972, a State which previously covered opto-

metric services under Medicaid, and which, in its Medicaid formal

plan, spccificalh^ provides coverage for eye care under physicians'

services which an optometrist is licensed to perform, must leimburse

such care whether provided by a physician or an optonietrist.

Optometrists thus may not be excluded as potential providers in

these States. See also ophtlialmologist and optician.
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orthoptics: a icclnucnic of eye* cxci-ci^o dc-iuiicd lo coitccI ihc \i>iijil

axes of eyes not piopcrly cooi-tliiialcd for l)iiio(iilai- \i>ioii. Sec aUo

I

M
orthoptist: a specially trained individual who works under the sui)er-

vision of an ophthalmologist in testing- for certain eye muscle im-
balances and teaching the patient exercises to correct eye coord-
ination defects. According to the American Orthoptic Council
there were api)roximately 450 orthoptists em])l()ved in 1973. The
nuijority work in the private offices of o])hthalmologists, while

others are employed hi hospitals and clinics. The American Orthoj)-

tic Council is the regulating board for orthoptists. The council

administers the national board examination that is required for

certification. To qualify to take the examination, a person needs a

minimum of 2 years of college, and 15 months of training in a

training center or 24 months ])rece]:)torshi}) training.

Osier, Sir William (1849-1919): a Canadian-born physician, succes-
sively professor of mediciiK at McGill University', the University of

Pennsylvania, Johns Hopkins University and the University of

Oxford. Considered one of the greatest American physicians and
one of the founders of modern academic medicine.

osteopathy: a school of healing based on the theory, originally pro-

pounded in 1874 by Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, that the normal
body, when in correct adjustment, is a vital mechanical organism
naturally cai)able of making its own responses to and defense
against diseases, infections and other toxic conditions. The body is

seen as structurally and functionally coordinate and interdepend-
ent, abnormality of either structure or function constituting disease.

The physician of this school searches for, and if possible corrects
any peculiar position of the joints or tissues, or peculiarity of diet

or environment which is a factor in destroying the natural resistance.

The measures he may use are })hysical. hygienic, medicinal, and
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sur2:iral. He is now (listin(2:uisho(l from the allopathic j^hysician

mainl}^, if at all, b>^ his greater reliance on manipulation. Osteopaths
are licensed to perform medicine and surgery in all States, eligible

for graduate medical education in either osteopathic or allopathic
programs, reimbursed by Medicare and Medicaid for their services,

supported unchM' health manpower legislation, and generally treated
identically with allopathic physicians. See also homeopathy and
naturopathy.

outcome measure: a measure of the quality of medical care in which
the standard of judgment is the attainment of a specified end result,

or outcome. The outcome of medical care is measured with such pa-
rameters as improved health, lowered mortality and morbidity, and
improvement in abnormal states (such as elevated blood pressure).

Any disease has a "natural history" which medical care seeks to

alter. To measure the effectiveness of a particular medical action

in altering a disease's natural history is to carry out an outcome
measure. Such measures are the only valid wa}^ to measure the
efl'ectiveness of medical care, and some say they are the onh^ way to

measure the qualit}^ of medical care. To carry out cost-benefit

analyses of medical care such measures are necessary. However, the}^

are difficult to devise, and have not often been done in comparing
medical settings. It is possible to carry out a random controlled

trial using outcome measures to compare the therapeutic effect of

any drug or medical procedure on a disease to its ''natural history"

without treatment, or with a treatment already in use. Some argue
that this should be done before any new medical procedure is put
into use. See also input, process and output measures.

outlays: in the Federal budget, actual expenditures of Federal funds,

including checks issued, interest accrued on the public debt, or other

pa3^ments (minus refunds and reimbursements). Total budget out-
lays consist of the sum of the outlays from appropriations and other
funds included in the budget imiverse, less offsetting receipts.

Off-budget Federal agencies are not included in the budget universe

and their outlays are excluded from total budget outlays. While
budget authority is usiuilly obligated in the fiscal year for which it is

appropriated, it may be outlaid, once obligated, over several years.

out-of-pocket payments or costs: those borne directly by a patient

without benefit of insurance, sometimes called direct costs. Unless
insured, these include patient paA^ments under cost-sharing

provisions.

outpatient: a patient who is receiving ambulatory care at a hospital

or other health facility without being admitted to the facility. Usually
does not mean {)eople receiving scM'vices from a physicia})'.'^ office or

other program which does not also give inpatient care. Outpatient
care refers to care given outpatients, often in organized i)n)grams.

outpatient medical facility: a facility designed to provide a limited or

full spectrum of health and medical services (including health edu-
cation and maintenance, preventive services, diagnosis, treatment,

and rehabilitation) to individuals who do not require hospitalization

or institutionalization {outj)atients).
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output measures: xaiioti^lv used s\ hohnmoii-^ly with iiioasuros of llic

prodiictix il\' ol" licahh proiii'uin^ and inan|)()\\ ci-. /t/occss mensu/fs oi

outcome measures.

over-the-counter drug (OTC drug) : a (/riKj which i^ ad\('i'ii>(Ml and >()ld

directly to the {)id)hc without }H( scr'ipi'ion (cii;., aspirin).

ownership disclosure: disclosure by a iioaltli ])ro.<2:rain of all ownership
inlcivsls in the pn)S!:rani. By law, each ^skilled nursing facility

partieipatinii: in Medicare and Medicaid must supply ownership
information to the State survey agency and each intermediate care

fdcl/ity nnist supply such iid'ormation to the State licensini^ aic^Miey.

Full and complex (» information nuist be supplied on the identity of:

each person havini^: (directly or indirectly) an ownership interest

of ten percent or more in such facility; in the case of a facility

organized as a corporation, each ofiicer and director of the corpora-
tion; and in case the facility is orc^anized as a partnership, each
partner. Any chan2:cs which afl'ect the accuracy of this iiiformation

nuist be promptly reported.

package insert: the labeling api)roved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration for a prescription drug product, which accom})anies the
product when shi])})e(l by the manufacturer to the pharmacist, but
usually does not accomi)any the dis])ensed prescription. The package
insert is directed at the prescribing professional, i)rincii)ally the

])h}/sician, and states the appropriate uses of a drug, the mode of

administration, dosage information, contraindications, and warn-
ings. 'J'he legal efi'ect of j)rescribing the drug in ways not described
in the i)ackage insert is unclear. See also compendiiim and Physi-
cians' Desk Reference.

panel: see registry.

para-medical personnel: those health manpower who are not doctors.

It includes medical technicians, health aides, record keepers, family
health workers, nutritionists, dental hygienists, physician assistants,

and health associates, but there seems to be no agreed upon list of

included occupations. See also allied health personnel.

parity: in ei)idiMni()l()gy, tlie classification of women by their number
i)i lire -horn children (e.g., a woman of parity 4 has had four live-born

children). In medical usage, the classification of women by the total

number of birth-- they ha\-e had, including both live i)irths and
stillbirths; or the total number of times a woman has been pregi\ant
minus the number of abortions am lor miscarriages occurring uj) to

2cS weeks of gestation.

partial hospitalization: formal programs of care in a hospital or other
institution for periods of less than 24 hours a day, typically involving
ser\ices usually proxided to in])atients. There are two principal

types: night hospitalization for patients who need hospitalization
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but can work or attend school outside the hospital during the day;
and day hospitalization for people who require in-hospital diagnostic

or treatment services but can safeh' spend nights and weekends at

home,

participating insurance company: see mutual insurance company.

participation (participating): a physician participates in an insurance
plan when he agrees to accept the plan's preestablished fee or

reasonable charge as the maximum amount which can be cohected
for services rendered. A non-participating physician ma}^ charge
more than the insurance program's maximum allowable amount for

a particular service. The patient is then hable for the excess above
the allowed amount. This system was developed in the private
sector as a method of providing the insured with specific health care

services at no out-of-pocket costs. The term is used more loosely in

Medicare and Medicaid to mean any physician who accepts reim-
bursement from either program. Approximately half of Medicare
claims are paid to physicians who participate by accepting assign-

ment. Any physician accepting Medicaid pa^^ments must accept
them as payment in full. A hospital or other health program is

called a participating provider when it meets the various require-

ments of, and accepts reimbursement from, a public or private

health insurance program. See also conditions of participation and
penetration

.

Partnership for Health: a synonym for the comprehensive health plan-

ning program The first set of amendments to the program were
made in 1967 by P.L. 90-174 which was given the short title, Partner-
ship for Health Amendments of 1967, and hence the name

patient: one who is receiving health services; sometimes used synony-
mously with consumer. See also inpatient, outpatient, and private

and service patient.

patient days: a measure of institutional use, usually measured as the

number of inpatients at a specified time (e.g., midnight). See also

occupancy rate.

patient mix: the numbers and types of patients served by a hospital

or other health program. Patients may be classified according to

their homes (see patient origin study), socioeconomic characteristics,

diagnoses, or severity of illness. Knowledge of a program's patient

mix is important for planning and comparative purposes. See also

scope oj services.

patient origin study: a study, usually undertaken by an individual

health |)rogram or a health planning agency, to (k^ermine the

geographic distribution of the homes of the patients served by
one or more health programs. Such studies help define catchment

and medical trade areas, and are useful in locating and planning the

development of new services.
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payroll deduction: a sjX'cificd ainonnl taken onl of j)a\ to finance a

hem jit. Payroll dcduclions may he citlier a >('t jxnjroll tdf, as the

social s(M'urity tax, oi" a rcHiuircd payment for a benefit, foi' example,
a (/rouj) health Insurance premiiun. A payroll deduction irenerally

refers to any amount \\ithhel(l from the earnin<j:s of an employee.

payroll tax: a tax liabilify imposed on an employer, or employee,
related to the amount of tlie company payroll or individual pay, the

revenues from which are used to finance a specific benefit. In the

health field, ])ayroll tax is often used synonymously with the social

security tax. That tax, it is important to note, is not applied on
total payroll, but rather on the wa^res of each employee up to a set

maximum. In 1975, for example, the tax rate was 5.85 percent on the

employer and 5.85 percent on the employee of the first $14,100 of

emploA^ee earnings. Of this amount of tax rate, 0.9 percent was to

finance hospital insurance, the other 4.95 percent was for other

social security programs. Under the law, both the tax rate and the

wage base are adjusted periodically. In January 1976, the taxable

wage base increases to $15,300; the tax rate remains the same.
The ceiling on wages to which the tax is applied means that the tax
rate varies with income in a regressive manner. A person with an
income of $7,000 or $14,100 pays 5.85 percent of his earnings in

social security tax but a person with an income of $28,200 pays
only 2.425 percent in social security taxes—he pa^^s 5.85 percent
on the first $14,100 he earns, but nothing on the rest. A government
requirement that an employer pay a set portion of the premium on
group health insurance benefits for his employees is in reality a
payroll tax on the employer, although it is often not recognized as

such. Since the amount paid by the employer would be a set amount
per employee not related to the amount of an individual's earnings,

its impact as a tax would be regressive.

peer review: generally, the evaluation by practicing physicians or

other professionals of the effectiveness and efficiency of services

ordered or performed by other practicing physicians or other
members of the profession whose work is being reviewed (peers).

Frequently refers to the activities of the Professional Standards
Review Organizations (PSRO) which in 1972 were required by
P.L. 92-603 to review services provided under the Medicare,
Medicaid, and Maternal and Child Health programs. Local PSROs,
which receive Federal guidance and funding from HEW, are staffed

by local physicians, osteopaths, and non-physicians. Their duties

include the establishment of criteria, norms and standards for

diagnosis and treatment of diseases encountered in the local PSRO
jurisdiction, and review of services that are inconsistent with the
established norms, e.g., hospital sta3^s longer than the normal
length of stay. The norms may be input, process, or outcome measures.
Peer review has been advocated as the only possible form of (luality

control for medical services because it is said that only a physician's
professional peers can judge his work. It has been criticized as

having inherent conflict of interest, since, it is said, a physician will

not properly judge those who will judge him, and also as not
adequately reflecting patierd objectives and points of view.
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penetration: in marketing insurance or HMOs, the percentage of

possible subscribers who have in fact contracted for benefits (sub-
scribed). Participation is sometimes used synonymous^. See also

saturation.

per diem cost: literally, cost per day. Refers, in general, to hospital or
other inpatient institutional costs per da}^ or for a day of care.

Hospitals occasionally charge for their services on the basis of a
per diem rate derived by dividing their total costs by the number of

inpatient days of care given. Per diem costs are therefore averages
and do not reflect true cost for each patient. With this approach
patients who use few hospital services (typicalh^ those at the end
of a long stay) subsidize those who need much care (those just

admitted). Thus the per diem approach is said to give hospitals

an incentive to prolong hospital sta3^s.

peril: cause of a possible loss; such as an accident, death, sickness,

fire, flood, or burglary. See also insurance and hazard.

perinatal mortality: death {mortality) during the late prenatal period
(variously defined, conventionally occurring after the 28th week of

gestation or with a fetus weighing over 1,000 grams, including
stillbirths), birth process and the early neonatal period, and usually
measured as a rate: number of perinatal deaths per 1,000 live

births in a given area or program and time period. See also health

status, and infant and neonatal mortality.

persistency: in insurance, the rate at which policies written in a given
line of insurance or for members of a given group are maintained in

force until the completion of the terms of the policies.

personal health services: all those health services provided to specific

individuals. Contrasted with environmental and community health,

public health, consultation and education services and health educa-
tion, which are all usually directed at populations, not individuals,

and are undertaken to promote healthful environments, behavior
or lifestyles.

personal physician: the physician who assumes responsibility for the

comprehensive medical care of an individual on a continuing basis.

The physician obtains professional assistance when needed for

services he is not qualified to provide, and coordinates the care

provided by other professional personnel in light of his knowledge
and understanding of the patient as a whole. While personal l)hy-

sicians will have an intei'est in the patient's /am//?/ as they aifect

his patient, the personal physician may not serve the entire family

directly, e.g., a pediatrician may serve as a personal physician

for children, while an internist or other specialist may serve in

this capacity for adults. Personal physician is sometimes more
simply defined for any given patient as the one the patient desig-

nates as his personal or principal physician. See nho family physician

and private patient.

pharmaceutical: see drug.
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pharmacist: a projess^ional porsoii c[uulifi(Ml l)y (Nlurution and author-

ized by law (usually by obtainiim" a license) to practice ])hnnn(ic]i.

pharmacy: the science, art and practice of preparino;, preserving:, coni-

pounding, disj)ensing and o^iving appropriate instruction in the use
of drugs; a i)lace where pharmacy is j)racticed. vSee also druggist.

physical therapist: a spcM-ially ti-ained and licensed individual who
uses physical aij:ents, bioniechanical, and neurophysiolo<i:ical j)rinci-

ples, and assistive devices in rclievinir pain, restoring maximum
function, and preventins disability followinir disease, injury or loss

of a bodily part. The number of persons employed as physical

therapists reached 16,500 in 197."^. It is estimated that approxi-
mately 8,000 are employed in hospitals, while others are employed by
rehabilitation centers, schools, or societies for crippled children,

and public health ao:encies. A license is required to practice physical

therai)y in the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Kico, and
the Mrofin Islands. To obtain a license, an applicant must have a

baccalaureate deo:ree or certificate from an approved school of

physical therapy and pass a State board examination, where
required.

physician: a professional pev<>on qualified by education and authorized

by law (usually by having obtained a license) to practice medicine.

physician assistant (PA) : a specially trained, and licensed (when neces-

sary) or otherwise credent ialled, individual who performs tasks,

which might otherwise be performed by physicians themselves,
under the direction of a supervising physician. Also known as

physician extenders and by many other essentially synonymous
terms. Many were paramedics initially trained by the military (e.g.

corpsmen and pharmacists' mates) and later further trained in

medical schools to assist physicians in civilian health services (see

Medex). Other examples of similar occupations are dentists' assist-

ants, nurse practitioners, nurse midwives, psychiatric therapy
assistants and rehabilitative personnel. Physician assistants are

usually salaried rather than reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis,

although the supervising physicians may receive fee-for-service for

their services.

physician extender: see physician assistant.

physicians' and surgeons' professional liability insurance: malpractice

insurance.

Physicians' Desk Reference (PDR): An annual compendium of in-

formation concerning d/uys, piimaiily prescription, and diagnostic

products publi>h(Ml primarily for physicians and widely used as a
reference document by physicians, other health manpower and
])atients. The information is primarily that included in the labeling,

or package insert, for the drug required by the Food ami Drug Ad-
ministration and covers indications, effects, dosages, administra-
tion, and anv relevant warnini^s, hazards, contraindications, side
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effects and precautions. The PDR is distributed free or at reduced
cost to many physicians and other providers through the patronage
of the drug manufacturers which have paid by the cohmm-inch for

having information on their pro(hicts inchided. It is tlie only
leadily available source of identifying photogra})hs of drugs. The
drugs are Usted by brand name for each manufacturer, and are

indexed by manufacturer, brand name, drug classification, and
generic and chemical name.

physician shortage area: an area with an inadequate supply of physi-
cians, usually defined as an area having a physician to population
ratio less than some standard, such as 1 to 4,000. See also medically
underserved area.

ping-ponging: the practice of passing a patient from one physician to

another in a health program for unnecessary' cursor}' examinations
so that the program can charge the patient's third-party for a

physician visit to each physician. The practice and term originated

and is most common in Medicaid mills.

placebo: an inactive or inert substance, preparation or procedure
(such as an injection of sugar water) used in random controlled trials

to determine the efficacy of the substance, treatment or prepa-
ration being tried (and usually indistinguishable from it), or given
to please or gratify a patient or physician. In many controlled trials

of pain medicines (such as of Darvon) the placebo gives much, and
as much, relief from pain perceived «by the patient as does the pain
medicine. See also Hawthorne ejject.

planning: the conscious design of desired future states (described in a

plan by its ^oa/s and objectives, and description and selection among
alternative means of achieving the goals and objectives), and the

conduct of the activities necessary to the designing (such as data
gathering and analysis) and the activities necessary to assure that

the plan is achieved. There are man^' different definitions of planning
and descriptions of different types, inchuling: long-range or per-

spective (covering 15 or more years); mid-range or strategic (5-15

years) ; short-term or tactical (1-3 years, see budget) ; health facilities

or manpower; communit}' or program; categorical or comprehensive
health; normative (based on norms or standards with legal basis)

;

and inductive or deductive (used when the planning is done loc^^ll}'

and consolidated and used at State and Federal levels (bubbled
up), or vice versa (trickled down), respectively). The extent to

which planning is responsible by definition for implementation of the

plans is controversial, as is its relation to management. See also

health planning and policy.

podiatrist: a health professional responsible for the examination,

diagnosis, prevention, treatment, and care of conditions and functions

of the human foot. A podiatrist performs surgical and other operative

procedures, prescribes corrective devices, and prescribes and ad-

ministers drugs and physical therapy. Medicare regulations state

that the doctor of podiatry is considered a "physician", but only
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with respect to functions he is leo;ally authorized to perform as
such by the State in which he performs them. However, certain
types of foot treatment or care are excluded, whether performed
by a doctor of medicine or a doctor of podiatry.

policy: a course of action acU^pted and ])ursue(l by a government,
l)arty, statesman, or other indivi(kud or organization; any course of

action adopted as proper, advantageous or expedient. The Congress
makes poUcy principally by writing legislation and conducting over-
sight activities. The term is sometimes used less activeh', to de-
scribe any stated position on matters at issue, i.e., an organization's

policy statement on national health insurance. In insurance, a written
contract of insurance between an insurer and the insured. In the
executive branch of the Federal government, policies are documents
which interpret or enlarge upon rules, and are sometimes referred to

as guidelines. Policies bear the same relationship to rules (regula-

tions) as rules do to law, except that, unlike regulations, they do not
have the force of law.

pool: see insurance pool.

poor: see poverty.

poverty: the condition of having an inadequate supply of money,
resources, goods, or means of subsistence. A difficult concept to

define in practice, there is no single national definition of poverty.
Three of the most commonly cited measures are the low income
level developed by the Bureau of the Census, income poverty guide-
lines published by the Community Services Administration of HEW
(formerly the OEO guidelines), and the lower budget developed by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Each of these uses a different method
to measure poverty and arrives at a different dollar result. The
Census low-income level is the measure accepted by the Office of

Management and Budget for official data on low income persons.

In 1974 this level was $2,487 for one person, $3,191 for two persons,

and $5,008 for four persons. Eligibility for food stamps is based on
a formula wdiich uses these low income thresholds. The Community
Services Administration (CSA) poverty guidelines are essentially

the Census low income levels rounded oH' to the nearest $10 for easier

application, primarily in determining eligibility for participa-

tion in programs initiated under the Economic Opportunity Act.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics income levels for an wvhan family
and retired couple are based on a budget for a "modest but ade-

quate" standard of living. In essence, the budget represents a de-

tailed listing of items to meet the normal needs of a family or

retired couple as judged adequate by the experts drawing up this

hypothetical budget. These items are indexed to the Consumer
Price Index. The lower budget for autumn, 1974, (published in

June, 1975) was $4,228 for a couple, and $9,198 for an urban four-

person family. Income eligibility for welfare programs provides

a different definition of poverty. Under the Aid for Families with

Dependent Children (AFDC) program the poverty levels vary

significantly by State. Under the Supplemental Security Income
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(SSI) proo^rani a nationwide standard has Ix'on established. This is

$157.70 a month for a sincjle indivi(hial and $23(3.60 for a couple.

Medicaid income levels are based on, but are not necessarily equiv-

alent to. the levels establi>hed under AFDC and SSI.

poverty area: an urban or rural ireosrraphic area with a his^h proportion

of low income families. Xorniall\', average income is used to define

a poverty area, but other indicators, such as housing conditions,

illegitimate birth rates and incidence of juvenile delinquency are

sometimes added to define geographic areas with poverty conditions.

The term is defined preciselv, albeit confusinglv, in P.I^. 93-641

(section 1633(15) of the PUS Ad.)

practical nurse: see licensed practical nurse.

practice: the use of one's knowledge in a i)articular projession. The
practice of medicine is the exercise of one's knowledge in the pro-

motion of health and treatment of disease.

preadmission certification: review of the need for proposed inpatient

service ^>; prior to time of admission to an institution. See also

concurrent review and prior authorization.

pre-existing condition: an injury occurring, disease contracted, or

physical condition which existed prior to the issuance of a health
insurance policy. Usualh' results in an exclusion from coverage under
the policy for costs resulting from the condition.

premium: the amount of money or consideration which is paid by an
insured person or polic3'holder (or on his behalf) to an insurer or

third party for insurance coverage under an insurance policy. The
premium is generally paid in periodic amounts. It is related to the

actuarial value of the benefits provided by the policy, plus a loading
to cover administrative costs, profit, etc. Premium amounts for

employment related insurance are often split between employers
and employees (see contributory insurance); under current tax law.

one-half of the amount spent on premiums by employees up to a

maximum of $150 is deductible (see medical deduction) for income
tax purposes for those who itemize deductions. Premiums paid by
the employer are non-taxable income for the employee. Premiums
are paid for coverage whether benefits are actually used or not; they
should not be confused with cost-sharing, like copayments and
deductibles which are paid only if benefits are actually used.

prepaid group practice: an arrangement where a formal association

of three or more physicians provides a defined set of services to per-

sons over a specified time period in return for a fixed periodic

prepayment made in advance of the use of service. wSee also group
practice, medical foundation and health maintenance organization.

prepaid health plan (PHP) : generically, a contract between an insurer
and a subscriber or group of subscribers whereby the PHP provides
a specified set of health benefits in return for a periodic premium.

59-892 O - 76
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The term now usually means organizational entities in California
which provide services to Medi-Cal (the name for California's
Medicaid program) beneficiaries under contract with the State of
California. In the latter instance, provision was made under the
Medi-Cal Reform Program of 1971 for Medi-Cal administrators to
contract with groups of medical providers to supply specified

services on a prepaid, per capita basis. These entities have been the
subject of much controversy regarding the cost and quality of their

services, see skimping.

prepayment: inconsistentl}^ used, sometimes synonymous with insur-
ance, sometimes refers to any payment ahead of time to a provider
for anticipated services (such as an expectant mother paying in

advance for maternity care), sometimes distinguished from insur-

ance as referring to payment to organizations (such as HMOs, pre-

paid group practices and medical foundations) which, unlike an in-

surance compan}^, take responsibility for arranging for and providing
needed services as well as paying for them.

prescription: a written direction or order for the preparation and
administration of a drug or other remedy by a j)hysician, dentist or

other practitioner licensed by law to administer such drug. Prescrip-

tions may be written as orders in hospitals and other institutions

for drugs to be given inpatients, or given to outpatients to be filled

by a pharmacist. The prescription properly specifies the drug to be
given, the amount of the drug to be dispensed, and the directions

necessary for the patient to use the drug.

prescription drug: a drug available to the public only upon prescrip-

tion. The availability of such drugs is thus limited because the drug
is considered dangerous if used without a physician's supervision.

See also ethical and over-the-counter drugs.

President's budget: in the Federal budget, the budget for a particular

Jiscal year specifying pro])osed budget authority, obligations and
outlays transmitted to the Congress by the President in accordance
with the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, as amended. Some
elements of the budget, such as the estimates for the legislative

branch and the judiciary, are included without review by the

Office of Management and Budget or approval by the President.

The budget is presently submitted in Januar}- for the fiscal year

beginning during the calendar year. See also Congressional budget.

prevailing charge: a charge which falls within the range of charges

most frequently used in a locality for a i)artirular medical service or

procedure. The top of thi? range establishes an over-all limitation on

the charges which a carrier, which considers prevailing charges in

reimbursement, will accept as reasonable for a given service, without

adequate special justification. Current Medicare rules state that the

limit of an area's prevailing charge is to be the 75th percentile of the

customary charges for a given service by the physicians in a given

area. For example, if customary charges for an appendectomy in

a locaUty were distributed so that 10 percent of the services were
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rcndcM'cd hy physicians wliose customary cliarLrc was $150, 40 per-

cent by [)liysicians wlio char<reil $200, 40 percent who cliar<re(i $250,
and 10 percent who charired $X()0 or more, then the prevaihntj:

charire wouhl l)e $250, since this is the level that, under Medicare
regulations, would cover at least 75 percent of the cases. See also

actual charges and fractiofiado/i

.

prevalence: the number of cases of disease, infected persons, or persons
with some other attribute, present at a particular time and in rela-

tion to the size of the population from which drawn. It is a measure-
ment of morbidif}/ at a moment in time, for example, the number of

cases of hemophilia in the country as of the first of the year. The
prevalence of arthritis is high relative to its incidence. Prevalence
equals incidence times average case duration.

preventive medicine: care which has the aim of preventing disease or

its consequences. It includes health care })rograms aimed at warding
off illnesses (e.g., inununizations), early detection of disease (e.g.,

Paj) smears), ami inhibiting further deterioration of the body (e.g.,

exercise or prophylactic surgery). Preventive medicine develoi)e(l

subsequent to bacteriolo^^y , and w^as concerned in its early history

wnth specific medical control measures taken against the agents of

infectious diseases. With increasing knowledge of nutritional,

malignant and other chronic diseases, the scope of i)reventive

medicine has been extended. It is now o])eratively assumed that

most if not all problems are preventable at some stage of their

development. Preventive medicine is also concerned with general

preventive measures aimed at improving the liealthfulness of our
environment and our relations with it through such things as

avoidance of hazardous substances, modified diet, and family
planning. In particular, the promotion of health through altering

behavior, especially by health education, is gaining prominence as a

component of preventive care. See also public health and consultation

and education services.

primary care: basic or general health care which emphasizes the point

when the patient fiist seeks assistance from the medical care system
and the care of the simpler and more common illnesses. The primaiy
care provider usually also assumes ongoing responsibility' foi the

patient in both health maintenance and therapy of illness. It is

comprehensive in the sense that it takes responsibility for the

overall ct)ordination oi the care of the patient's health problems, be
they biological, behavioral or social. The appr()i)riate use of con-

sultants and comnumity resources is an important i)art of effective

primary care. Such care is generally provided by physicians, but is

incieasingly provided by other personnel such as family nurse

practitioneis. See Siho family and personal physician, secondary and
tertiary care, and general practice.

primary payer: denotes insurer obligated to pay losses piicr to any
liabiUty of other, secondary insurers. Under current law, Medicare
is a primary payer with respect to Medicaid; for a person eligible

under both programs, Medicaid pays only for benefits not covered
under Medicare, or after Medicare benefits are exhausted. See also

duplication and coordination oj benefits.
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primary reserve: lliat part of an insurance company's reserves set
aside for loisses incurred but not reported (IBXRj.

prior authorization: requirement imposed b}' a third party, under
some systems of utilization review, that a provider must justify

before a peer review committee, insurance company representative,
or State agent the need for deUvering a particular service to a
patient before actually providing the service in order to receive
reimbursement. Generally, prior authorization is required for

non-emergency services which are expensive (involving a hospital
sta}^, preadmission certification, for example) or particularly likely

to be overused or abused (many State Medicaid i)rograms require
prior authorization of all dental services, for instance).

prior determination: similar to prior authorization but less restrictive

in that i)ayment will be made if i)rior authorization is not sought,
provided that it would have approved the service as needed.

private patient: a patient whose care is the lesponsibility of an identi-

fiable, individual health professional (usually o. physician) who is paid
directly (by the patient or a third-party) for his service to the patient.

The physician is called a personal physician and the patient is his

private patient. Private patients are contrasted with public, service

or ward patients whose care is the responsibility of a health program
or institution. Public ])atients are often cared for by an individual
practitioner paid by the program (such as a member of the house

stajff) but the program, rather than the individual, is ])aid for the

care. The distinction is important to third-])arty payers (including

Medicare) because situations arise in which payment is made to

both a program and an individual practitioner for the same services.

The term occasionally refers to a patient occupying a room in an
institution by himself (a private room). See also private practice.

private practice: medical practice in which the practitioner and his

practice are independent of any external policy control. It usually

requires that the practitioner be self-employed, except when he is

salaried by a partnership in which he is a partner with similar

practitioners. It is sometimes wrongly used synonymously with
eiihev fee-Jor-service practice (the practitioner may sell his services

by another method; i.e., capitation); or solo practice {group practice

may be private). Note that physicians practice in many different

settings and there is no agreement as to which of these does or does
not constitute private practice. Regulation, which does exert external

control, is not geneially felt to make all practice public. The opposite

of private practice is not necessarily public, in the sense of employ-
ment b}^ government. Practitioners salaried by private hospitals are

not usually thought to be in private practice. (The professional staff

thought this a difficult concept to define but the 13-year-old

son of a physician got it started, saying, ''That's easy. Practice of

3'our own, charging what you want.") See also private patient and
general practice.

probationary period: see waiting period.
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problem oriented medical record (POMRj: a nudicd/ nconl in whic h

tlio inl'oniiation and conclusions conlaincd in the iccord arc orga-

nized to describe eacli of llic pat'wnVs |)r()l)lcnis. The description

properly includes sul)jective, objective and >ii2:nificant negative

infornuition, discussion and conclusions, and (lUujuostic and treat-

ment ])lans with respect to each problem. Tlu^ record, which was
developed by Lawrence Weed, M.D., has o:aine(l increasinfj; accept-

ance and can be contrasted with the traditional medical record

which is diU'crently and less formally organized, usually recording

all information from each source (history, physical exam and
laboratory) together witliout I'egard to tlie problems which the

information describes.

procedure: see service.

process measure: an indicator of the quality of medical care used to

assess the activities of health manpower and })rograms in the man-
agement of patients. Process measures document the jH'ocess of

care used for various populations or diagnoses; for example, the

fraction of people with hypertension who receive an intravenous
pyelogram or the percentage of cases of strep throat which are

cultured before treatment. They do not necessarily measure the

results of care although they measure the use of diagnostic and
treatment methods which are thought or proven to be effective.

Generally, such measures indicate the degree of conformity with
standards established by peer groups or with expectations formu-
lated by leaders in the profession. See also input, outcome and
output measures.

professional: a term with no consistent or agreed upon meaning. Most
occupational groups in the health field aspire to being considered

professions. There are a number of usual components: formal educa-
tion and examination are required for membership in the profession;

certification or licensure is required for membership, reflecting

community sanction or approval; there exist regional or national

professional associations; there is a code of ethics governing the

activities of individuals in the profession; there is a body of sys-

tematic scientific knowledge and technical skill required; and
the members function with a degree of autonomy and authority,

under the assumption that the}^ alone have the expertise to make
decisions in their area of competence. Medicine is often considered

the occupation which most closely approaches the prototype of a

profession.

Professional Activity Study (PAS): a shared-computer medical record

information S3stem purchased by hospitals from the Commission
on Professional and Hospital Activities (CPHA) in Ann Ai*bor,

Michigan, a nonprofit computer center. Information flows into the

system through a discharge abstract comi)leted by the hospital med-
ical rcM'ord department on every discharged patient. The patient

information is displayed back to the hospital in a series of monthU-

,

semi-annual, and annual repeats which compare its average lengths

of stay, number and types of tests used, and autopsy rates for given
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diagnostic conditions with those of other hospitals of similar size

and scope of services (good oxarr.j^lps of oroccys mensmes^ . See also

ICDA.

professional liability: obligation of jwoviders or thoir professional

liability insurers to pay for damages resulting from the providers'

acts of omission or commission in treating patients. The term is

sometimes preferred by providers to medical malpractice because
it does not necessarily imply negligence. It is also a term which
more adequately describes the obligations of all types of profes-

sionals, e.g. lawyers, architects and other health pr-oviders, as well

as ph^^sicians.

professional liability insurance: see malpractice insurance.

Professional Standards Review Organization (PSROi: a j)hy<i(ian-

sponsored or'ganization charged with com])rehensive and on-

going revie\\- of services provided under the Medicare, Medicaid and
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Matenidl (iitd Chill Ilmlfh pro^rniii-. 'I lie jjiirpo^c (?f tlii^ review is

to determiiU' for purposes of reiinhiir^einent ninler tlie^e proLTJiins

whether services are: medically mcessart/; j)r()vi(le(l in aecorihmce
with professional ctiter'ia, lu.rm^ and standards: and, in the case of

insiitulional services, rendered in an apju-ojtriati >ettinir. Tlio

requirenuMit for the esta})lishnient of PSKOs wa- added [)y the

Social Security Amendments of 1972, P.Ij. 92 ()():;. to the Social

Security Act as part B of title XI. PSRO areas have been desiijnated

throusrhout the country and organizations in many of these areas

are at various stasfes of in.jilementinir the required leview functions.

See also pcir and medical rer'ieir.

proficiency testing: assesses technical knowledge and skills related

to the performance requirements of a specific job, whether such
knowledtre and skills were acquired throucrh formal or informal
means. Section 241 of the Social Security Amendments of 1972,
P.L. 92-603, requires the vSecretary of HEW, in carryino: out his

functions relatins: to ([ualifications for health manixnver, to develop
and conduct a program to determine the proficiency of individuals
in performin^r the duties and functions of practical nurse-'^, therapists,

medical technologists and cytotechnologists, radiologic technologists,

psychiatric technicians, or other health care technicians and
technologists. The program is to use formal testing of the pro-

ficiency of individuals, and is not to deny any individual, who
otherwise meets the proficiency requirements for any health care

specialty, a satisfactory proficiency rating solely because of his

failure to meet formal educational or professional membership
requirements. Proficiency examinations are to determine the
necessary work qualifications of health personnel (therapists,

technologists, technicians and others) who do not otherwise meet
the formal educational, professional membership, or other specified

criteria established under Medicare regulations so that services

provided by these individuals will be eligible for payment. See also

equivalency testing.

profile: a longitudinal or cross-sectional aggregation of medical care
data. Patient profiles list all of the services provided to a particular

patient during a specified period of time. Physician, hospital, or

population profiles are statistical summaries of the pattern of

practice of an individual physician, a specific hospital, or the medical
experience of a specific population. Diagnostic profiles are a sub-
category of physician, hospital, or population profiles with regard
to a specific condition or diagnosis.

profit: the gain made by the sale of a good or service after deducting
the value of the labor, materials, rents, interest on capital ni\(\ other
expenses involved in the ])ro(luction of the good or service. Econo-
mists define profit as return to (or on) capital investment, and dis-

tinguish normal (competitive) and excessive (more than competi-
tive) profit. Profit in the sense of a profit-making or proprietary in-

stitution is present when any of the net earnings of the institution

inure to the benefit of any individual. The concept of profit is very
hard to define operationally or in detail, and unreasonable or exces-
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sive profit even more so. It is important to recognize that reasonable
profit on investments must vary with the risks involved in the in-

vestment. Profit bears a close relationship to the balance of supply
and demand, being a measure of unmet demand.

progressive patient care: a S3'stem under which patlenU are grouped
together in units depending on their need for care as determined by
their degree of illness rather than by consideration of medical spe-

cialty. There are three conventional levels or stages of progressive

patient care: intensive care, that needed for critically ill patients; in-

termediate care, that intermediate between intensive and minimal;
and minimal care or self-care, which seems self-explanatory. Except
for the development of intensive care units, the concept of progressive
patient care does not appear to have had much impact on the
organization of hospitals and other health programs.

progressive tax: a tax which takes an increasing proportion of income
as income rises, such as the Federal personal income tax. Incremental
increases in taxable income are subject to an increased marginal
tax rate. See also regressive and proportional tax.

project grant: a grant of Federal funds to a pubhc or private agency or

organization for a specified purpose authorized b^^ law, such as

development of an emergency medical services system, or conduct of

a continuing education program. The making of project grants is

usually discretionar}^ with HEW. Applicants are chosen on the basis

of merit, often competitively, and the amount of the grant is based
on need (the estimated cost of achieving the purpose) ; all of which
contrasts with the usual practice with formula grants.

proportional tax: a tax which takes a constant proportion of income as
income changes. The social security payroll tax is proportional up
to the $14,100 limit on income to which it applies. See also progres-

sive and regressive tax.

proprietary: profit making; owned and operated for the purposes of

making a profit, whether or not made.

proprietary hospital: a hospital operated for the purpose of making: a

profit for its owners. Proprietary hospitals are often owned by
physicians for the care of their own and others' patients. There
is also a growing number of investor-owned hospitals, usually

operated by a parent corporation which operates a chain of such

hospitals.

prospective reimbursement: any method of paying hospitals or other

health programs in which amounts or rate., of payment are estab-

lished in advance lor the coming., year and the programs are paid

these amounts regardless of the costs they actually incur. These
systems of reimbursement are designed to introduce a degree of

constraint on charge or cost increases by settinir limits on amounts
paid during a future period. In some cases, such systems provide

incentives for improved efficiency by sharing savings with institu-

tions that perform at lower than anticipated costs. Prospective
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rcimhiii-^cnuMil conlra^t- wiili llic mctliod of pjiyincnt prcsontly

n>i'(l imdcr MnUcnn and M((li('(i'(/ wlicic iii^titulioi's arc rciinhurscd

lor actual oxpoiiso> iiiciirrcd, i.e., on a k tiospect'ive l)asi>. See also

siction 222.

prospective study: an inquirv planned to observo events that have
not yet occurred ; compare with a refro^pect}ve sfudi/ which is planned
to examine events which ha\-e already occurred.

provider: an inchvidual or institution which irives medical care. In

Mtdicare, an institutional provider is a hospital, skilled nm'sinrj

facility, home health agency, or certain providers of outpatient
physiical therapy serrices. These providers receive cost-related re-

imbursement. Other Medicare providers, paid on a charge basis, are

called suppliers. Individual providers include individuals who
practice independently of institutional providers. The term must
sometimes be distinguished from consumer, for instance when
requiring consumer representation in a health program. For these

purposes P.L. 98-641 defines the term for individuals as follows

(section 1531(3) of the PHS Act)

:

(3) The term ''provider of health care" means an individual

—

(A) who is a direct provider of health care (including a

physician, dentist, nurse, podiatrist, or physician assistant)

in that the individual's primary current activity is the provision

of health care to individuals or the administration of facilities

or institutions (including hospitals, long-term care facilities,

outpatient facUities and health maintenance organizations)

in wiiich such care is provided and, when required by State

law, the individual has received professional training in the
provision of such care or in such administration and is licensed

or certified for such provision or administration; or

(B) who is an indirect provider of health care in that the

individual

—

(i) holds a fiduciary position with, or has a fiduciary"

interest in, any entity described in subclause (II) or (IV)

of clause (ii)

;

(ii) receives (either directly or through his spouse) more
than one-tenth of his gross annual income from any one or

combination of the following:

(I) fees or other compensation for research into or

instruction in the provision of health care.

(II) entities engaged in the provision of health care
or in such research or instruction.

(III) producing or supj)lying drugs or other articles

for individuals or entities for use in the provision of,

research into or instruction in the provision of health
care.

(IV) entities engaged in producing drugs or such
other articles.

(iii) is a nuMuber of the innnediate /"c/z/hV// of an indi-

vidual described in subparagraj)!! (A) or in clause (i), (ii),

or (iv) of subparagraph (B) ; or
(iv) is engaged in issuing any policy or contract of

individual or group health insurance or hospital or medical
service benefits.
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prudent buyer principle: tho prin.ciple tliat Medicare should not re-

imburse a propider for a cost that is not a reasonable cost because it is

in excess of the amount that a prudent and cost-conscious buyer
would be expected to pay. For exam[)le, an organization that does
not seek the customary discount on bulk i)urchases could, through
the o]ieration of this ])rinciple, be reimbursed for less than the full

purchase price.

psychosomatic illness: disease that shows a physical dysfunction or
lesion in which ])sychological and other non-physical factors play a

causative role, e.g. asthma, vasomotor rhinitis, peptic ulcer, colonic
disorders, arterial hypertension, chronic urticaria, coronary' disease

and hyperth3^roidism. These should be distinguished from mental
disorders and frorn the ps^xhic eliects of diseases which are not
psychicalty caused.

psychosurgery: surgery which is done for the purpose of changing the
patienfs personality, thought, emotions or behavior, rather than for

the treatment of a ph^^sical disease. The term is used irregularly: for

instance, sometimes referring to all surgerx' done on the human
brain for whatever purpose,

psychotropic drug: any drug which afi'ects psychic function, behavior
or experience. These include, but are not limited to, those which
produce drug dependence.

public accountability: see accountable.

public health: the science dealing with the protection and improve-
ment of community health, by organized community effort. Public
health activities are generally those which are less amenable to

being undertaken or less effective when undertaken on an individual

basis, and do not typically include direct personal health services.

Immunizations, sanitation, preventive medicine, quarantine and other

disease control activities, occupational health and safety programs,
assurance of the healthfulness of air, water and food, health educa-
tion, and epidemiology are recognized public health activities.

Public Health Service Act (PHS Act) : one of the principal Acts of

Congress providing legislative authority for Federal health activi-

ties (42 U.S.C. 201-300). Originally enacted July 1, 1944 (and some-
times referred to as the Act of July 1), the PHS Act was, when
enacted, a complete codification of all the accumulated Federal

public health laws. Since that time many of the Acts written in

the health area, particularly b}^ the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, have actually been amendments to the PHS
Act; revising, extending or adding lunv authoritv to it (such as the

HMO Act of 1973, P.L. 93-222, which added a new title XIII,

and the Health Revenue Sharing and Health Services Amendments
of 1975, P.L. 94-63, which revised many existing sections of the

Act). A compilation of the PHS Act, as amended, and related Acts
is published for public use by the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce. Generally, the Act contains authority for
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ing, family planning, emergency medical services systems, IIMOs,
regulation of drinking water supplies, and health planning and
resources development. See also quotes.

public patient: see service and private patient.

qualification: meeting standards for program eligibilit}^ licensure,

reimbursement or other benefits. Thus a ({ualified educational pro-

gram meets accreditation standards, a qualified HMO (for the bene-
fit of mandated dual-choice under section 1310 of the PHS Act)

meets the standards imposed by the HMO Act, and a qualified

provider for reimbursement by an insurance program meets its

conditions of participation.

quality: the nature, kind or character of someone or something; hence,
the degree or grade of excellence possessed by the person or thing.

Quality may be measured: with respect to individual medical serv-

ices, the various services received by individual or groups of patients,

individual or groups of providers, or health programs or facilities;

in terms of technical competence, humanity, need, acceptability,

appropriateness, inputs, structure, process, or outcomes; using
standards, criteria, norms, or direct quantitative or qualitative

measures. To avoid the frequent vagueness of the term it is tlius

necessary to specify who or what is being considered, what aspect of

it is being measured, and how it is being assessed. See also efficacy,

effectiveness, PSRO, QAP, and tissue, medical, peer and utilization

review.

quality assurance: activities and programs intended to assure the

quality of care in a defined medical setting or program. Such pro-
grams must include educational or other components intended to

remedy identified deficiencies in quality, as well as the components
necessary to identify such deficiencies (such as peer or utilization

review components) and assess the program's own effectiveness. A
program which identifies quality deficiencies and responds only with
negative sanctions, such as denial of reimbursement, is not usually
considered as a quality assurance program, although the latter ma}^
include use of such sanctions. Such programs are required of IIMOs
and other health programs assisted under authority of the PHS
Act (e.g., section l.'iOl (c)(8)). See also QAP.

Quality Assurance Program for Medical Care in the Hospital (QAP):
a program developed by the American Hospital A>sociation for use
b}^ hospital administrations and medical staff's in the development
of a hospital program to assure the quality of the care given in the
hospital.

quarantine: the limitation of freedom of movement of susceptible
persons or animals that have been exposed to a communicable
disease, in order to prevent spread of the disease; the place of detcn-
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tion of such persons or animals; or the aet of detaining; vessels or

travelers suspected of having communicable diseases at ports or

places for inspection or disinfection. See also public health.

quid pro quo: something required in return for another thing of like

vahie. Used in the consideration of health manpower legislation

to refer to requirements of health professional schools set as con-
ditions of their receiving Federal capitation payments.

quotes: in Congress, material in a law which amends another, earlier

Act of Congress is placed in quotes, and material which does not
(new, free-standing legislative authority) is not. Thus material
amending another law (such as the Public Health Service Act) is

said to be 'in the quotes'.

radiologic technologist or technician: an individual who maintains
and safeh' uses equipment and supplies necessary to demonstrate
portions of the human body on X-ray film or fluoroscopic screen
for diagnostic purposes, and may supervise and/or teach other
radiologic personnel. An estimated 100,000 persons were employed
either full-time or part-time as radiologic technologists in 1973:
approximatelv one-third by hospitals, while the remainder work for

independent X-ra}^ laboratories, multi-specialty clinics, in phy-
sician^s offices, and in government agencies. American Medical
Association Council on Medical Education approved radiologic

technology programs are conducted by hospitals and medical schools

and by connnunity colleges with hospital affiliation. Programs are

open to high school graduates, although a few require 1 or 2 years
of college or graduation from a school of nursing. The length of the

training varies from a minimum of 2 years in a hospital radiology

department, or a junior college in affiliation with one or more hospitals

offering an associate degree, to a 4-3^ear university course.

random controlled trial (RCT) : an experimental prospective study for

assessing the effects of a particidar druy or medical procedure in

which subjects (human or animal) are assigned on a random basis to

either of two groups, experimental and control. The experimental
group receives the drug or procedure while the control group does
not. A series of laborator}^ tests and clinical examinations are per-

formed on both groups in an attempt to detect any difference, usually

using the double blind technique. The goals of these studies for drugs
are to determine: how the drug is absorbed, metabolized and elim-

inated ; levels of the drug that are tolerated ; any obvious toxic effects

;

h)ng-run toxic and carcinogenic effects; the effectiveness of the drug in

prevention or control of a disease or symptom; and the safe and
appropriate dosage of the (h'ug foi- llie vaiious patiiuis in whom it

will be used.

rating: in insurance, the process of deierniining rate^. or the cost of

insurance, for individuals, (/rou])s or classes of risks.
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reasonable charge: for any specific service covered under Medicare,

the lower of the customary charge by a particular physician for that

service and the prevailing charge by physicians in the geographic

area for that service. Reimbursement is based on the lower of the

reasonable and actual charges. For example, suppose the prevailing

charge for a fistulectomy is $100 in a certain locality, i.e., this is the

75th percentile of the customary charges for that service by the

physicians in that locality. Dr. A's actual charge is $75, although

he customarily charges $80 for the procedure; Dr. B's actual charge

is his customary charge of $85; Dr. C's is his customary charge of

$125; Dr. D's is $100, although he customarily charges $80; and
there are no special circumstances in any case. The reasonable

charge for Dr. A would be $75 since the reasonable charge cannot
exceed the actual charge, even if it is lower than his customary
charge and below the prevailing charge for the locality. The reason-

able charge for Dr. B would be $85, because his customary- charge is

lower than the prevailing charge for that locality. The reasonable

charge for Dr. C would be $100, the prevailing charge for his locality.

The reasonable charge for Dr. D would be $80, because that is his

customary charge which is lower than the actual charge in this

particular case. His reasonable charge cannot exceed his customary
charge in the absence of special circumstances, even though his

actual charge of $100 is the same as the prevailing charge. Generi-

cally, the term is used for any charge payable b}^ an insurance

program Avhich is determined in a similar, but not necessarily

identical fashion. See also comparability provision and section 22J^.

reasonable cost: generally the amount which a third party using cost-

related reimbursement will actually reimburse. Under Medicare
reasonable costs are costs actually incurred in delivering health

services excluding any part of such incurred costs found to be
unnecessary for the efficient delivery of needed health services (see

section 1861 of the Social Security Act). The law stipulates that,

except for certain deductible and coinsurance amounts that must be
paid by beneficiaries, payments to hospitals shall be made on the

basis of the reasonable cost of providing the covered services. The
Secretarx^ of HEW has prescribed rules setting forth the method or

methods"^ to be used and the items to be included in determining

the reasonable cost of covered care. The regulations require that

costs be apportioned between Medicare beneficianes and other

hospital patients so that neither group subsidizes the costs of the

other. The items or elements of cost, both direct and Indirect, which
the regulations specify as reimbursal3le are known as allowable costs.

Such costs are reimbursable on the basis of a hospital's actual costs

to the extent that they are reasonable and are related to patient care.

Under certain conditions the following items may be included as

allowable costs: capital depreciation; interest expenses; educational

activities; research costs related to patient care; unrestricted grants,

gifts and income from endowments; value of services of non-paid
workers, compensation of owners; paA^ments to related organiza-

tions; return on equity capital of proprietary providers; and the

inpatient routine nursing differential. Bad debts ma}' only be included

to the extent institutions fail in good faith efforts to collect the

debts. See also section 223.
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reciprocity: in licensure of health manpower, the recognition by one
State of the licenses of a second State when the latter State extends
the same recognition to licenses of the former State. Licensing
requirements in the two States must usualh^ be equivalent before
formal or informal reciprocal agreements are made. Reciprocit}-- is

often used interchangeably with the term endorsement. Theoretically,
licensure by endorsement requires only that the qualifications of the
licensee, or the standards required for licensure in the original

licensing State, be deemed equivalent to the licensure requirements
of the State in which licensure is being sought; and not that the two
States have a reciprocal arrangement.

recurring clause: a provision in some health insurance policies which
specifies a period of time during which the recurrence of a condition
is considered a continuation of a prior period of disability or hospital

confinement rather than a separate spell of illness.

referral: the practice of sending a patient to another practitioner or to

another program for services or consultation which the referring

source is not prepared or qualified to provide. In contrast to referral

for considtation, referral for services involves a delegation of re-

sponsibility for patient care to another practitioner or program,
and the referring source may or may not follow up to ensure that

services are received.

Regional Medical Program (RMP): a program of Federal support
for regional organizations, called regional medical programs,
which seek in their regions to improve the care for heart disease,

cancer, strokes and related diseases. The legislative authoritv,

created by P.L. 89-239, is found in title IX of the PHS Act. The
programs were heavily oriented towards initiating and improving
continuing education, nursing services, and intensive care units. Some
features of the RMP program were combined into the new health

planning program authorized by P.L. 93-641 (see health systems

agencies)

.

registered nurse: a nurse who has graduated from a formal program
of nursing education (see diploma school, associate degree and
baccalaureate programs) and been licensed by appropriate State

authority. Registered nurses are the most higldy educated of

nurses with the widest scope of responsibility, including, at least

potentially, all aspects of nursing care. See also licensed practical

nurse, nurse practitioner and nurse anesthetist.

registration: the process by which qualified individual are listed on an
official roster maintahied by a governmental or non-governmental
agency. Standards for registration may hudude such things as

successful comi)letion of a written examination given by the registry,

membership in the professional association maintaining the registry,

and education and exj^erience such as graduation from an approved
l)rogram or equivalent exi:)erience. Registration is a form of cre-

dentialing, similar to certification. Registration is also used to

describe the recording of notifiable diseases, or the listing and
follow-up of patients with such diseases.
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registry: a li>l of individuals who lia\e liiveu ('Xi)li(:it iiidiratiou (for

in>lan(o by coutracliiiir for nienibcrship) that tliey use or rely upon a

given health professional or program (whose registry it is; for the

services that the professional or program is al)le to provide. Panel is

sometimes u>ed in preference to regi>lry with respect to individual

])ractitioners. The nature of the actual financial and other relation-

ships between a program ami tlie people on it.-^ registry are quite

variable. Registry alr^o refers to an organizalion which conducts a

registration program for health manpower or the list of individual
such an organization has registered. See also catchment area, enroll-

ment and roster.

regressive tax: a tax which takes a decreasing proportion of income
as income ri>es, >uch as sales taxes and the social security payroll

tax on earnings above the maximum to which the tax applies. This
tax is a constant percentage of income up to the maximum level

(wage base), or a proportional tax up to that level. See also progressive

tax and marginal tax rate.

regulation: the intervention of government in the health care or health

insurance market to control entry into or change the behavior of

participants in that marketplace through specification of rules

for the participants. This does not ur^ually include programs which
seek to change behavior through financing mechanisms or incen-

tives. It also does not include private accreditation programs al-

though they may be relied upon by government regulatory programs,
as is the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals under
Medicare. Regulator}^ programs can be described in terms of their

purpose (control charges), who is regulated (hospitals), who regulates

(State government), and method (prospective rate review). Regula-
tory programs include some certification, some registration, licensure,

ceiiificate of need, and the F^SP, MAC and FSRO programs. Also, a

synonym for a rule published by the executive branch of the Federal
government implementing a law.

rehabilitation: the combined and coordinated use of medical, social,

educational and vocational measures for training or re-traimns:

individuals disabled by disea.se or injury to the highest possible

level of functional ability. Several difi'erent types of rehabilitation

are distingtiished (vocational, social, medical and educational).
Habilitation is used for similar activities undertaken for individuals

born with limited ftmctional abihty as compared with people who
have lost abilities because of disease or injury (see developmental
disability) . A rehabilitation center is a health program specializing

in rehabihtation.

reinsurance: the practice of one insurance company buying insurance
from a second company for the purpose of protecting itself against

part or all of the losses it might hicur in the process of honoring the

clairns of its policyholders. The original company is called the
ceding company; the second is the assuming company or reinsurer.

Reinsurance ma}' be sought by the ceding company for several

reasons: to protect itself against losses in individual cases beyond
a certain amount, where competition requires it to offer policies

providing coverage in excess of these amounts; to offer protection
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against catastrophic losses in a certain line of insurance, such as

aviation accident or polio insurance; or to protect against mistakes
in rating and underwriting in entering a new Une of insurance such
as major medical.

relative value scale or schedule (RVS) : a coded hsting of physician or
other professional services using units which indicate the relative

value of the various services the}^ perform: taking into account the
time, skill and overhead cost required for each service; but not
usualty considering the relative cost-effectiveness of the services,

the relative need or demand for them, or their importance to people's

health. The units in this scale are based on median charges by
physicians. Appropriate conversion factors are used to translate the

abstract units in the scale to dollar fees for each service. Given
individual and local variations in practice, the relative value scale

can be used voluntarily^ as a guide to ph3"sicians in establishing /^f.

9

for services, and as a guide for insurance carriers and government
agencies in determining appropriate reimbursement (e.g., use of

relative value scales under Medicare where there is no customary or

prevailing charge for a covered service) . An example is the scale pre-

pared and revised periodically by the California Medical Association

which includes independent scales for medicine, anesthesia, surgery,

radiology and pathology. Relative value scales can contain biases

favoring certain specialties (such as surgery) or types of services

''highly technical or specialized) over others. See aho fractionation.
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reliability: in rcx^arch. the rcprotliicihilil \' of an cxpciiniciilal rc-iill.

i.e. lu)\\ c-losoly a socoiul j^o-arouiul would \i('l(l the >anu' au-^wcr

whother or not correcl. Sec also raliditi/.

required services: serrices which must bo oH'crcd by a health j)i()<rrani

in ordtM' to meet some external standard. Undei" 'j"i(l< A/A' of the

Social Security Act, each State must oirer certain basic health

services before it can (jualify as bavins]: a Medicaid })ro<rram (and thus
for eliizibility for Federal matchinii: funds). The required services

are: /<(as7>/7(// services; laboratory and x-ray services; skilled nursing

facilit}/ services for individuals 21 and over; early and periodic

screening, diagnosis and treatment services for individuals under 21;

family planning services; physicians' services; and home health

care services for all persons eligibL- for skilled nursins: facility

services. It is important to note that, within these requirements,
States may determine the scope and extent of benefits (limitinc^:

hospital care to oO days a year, etc.). States may ofi'er additional

services in their Medicaid proo:ram ; called optional services because
they are ofl'ered at the option of the State.

rescission: in the Federal budget, enacted legislation cancelling

budget authority ])reviously })rovided by Congress. Rescissions pro-

posed by the President must be transmitted in a s])ecial message to

the Congress. Under section 1012 of the Congressional Budget and
Imj)oundment Control Act of 1974, unless Congress apj)roves a

rescission bill within forty-five days of continuous session, the

budget authority in question must be made available for obligation.

In insurance, cancellation, with repayment of premiums, of a policy.

research: conscious action to acquire deeper knowledge or new fact^

about scientific or technical subjects. Several different t^'pes are

distinguished by their concern (such as biomedical and health

services) or method.

reserves: balance sheet accounts set up to report the liabilities faced
by an insurance company under outstanding insurance policies. Their
purpose is to secure as true a picture as possible of the financial con-
dition of the organization (by permitting conversion of disburse-

ments from a paid to an accrual basis). The company sets the
amount of reserves in accord with its own estimates, State laws,

and recommendations of supervisory officials and national organ-
izations. Regulatory agencies can accept the reserves or refuse them
as inadequate or excessive. For Blue Cross plans, for example,
reserves are set aside to cover average monthly claims and operating
expenses for some period of time. Reserves, while estimated, all are
obligated amounts and have four principal components: reserves
for known liabilities not yet paid; reserves for losses incurred but
unreported; reserves for future benefits; and other reserves for

various special purposes, including contingencj/ re.^erres iov \m{ovo<Qen
circumstances.

59-892 O - 76 - 10
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residency: a prolonged (usually one or more complete years) period of

on the job trainin<2: which ma}^ either be a part of a formal educational
program or be undertaken separately after completion of a formal
program, sometimes in fulfillment of a requirement for credentialing.

In medicine, dentistry, podiatry and some other health professions
residencies are the principal part of graduate medical education,

beginning either after graduation (increasingh^) or internship

(traditionally), lasting two to seven years, and providing specialty

training. Most physicians now take residencies in one of the 23
specialties in which the}^ are offered, although they are not required
for licensure. Residencies are needed for board eligibility.

res ipsa loquitur: literally, ''the facts speak for themselves." In
malpractice, a legal doctrine or presumption that, when an injury
occurs to a ])laintiff through a situation under the sole and exclusive

control of the defendant and where such injury would not normally
occur if the one in control had used due care, then it is presumed
the defendent is negligent. Applies, for exam])le, in the classic case

of a surgeon who leaves a sponge in the abdomen.

resources: sources of support available to an individual in addition to

his regular earned or unearned income. Generally resources refer to

an individual's wealth or property (including cash savings, stocks

and bonds, a home, other real estate, the cash value of life insurance,

an automobile or jewelr^^ which could be converted to cash if

necessar}'. Existing programs for the poor generally set a limit on
the total amount of resources an individual or family may have and
still be eligible. Most existing resource tests exempt a home of

reasonable value, on the basis that it would not be reasonable to

require selling a home to qualif}^ for benefits. Also used to mean
the j^roviders, institutions, health manpower and facilities used for

provision of health services in the total health care system.

respondeat superior: in malpractice, a form of vicarious liability

whereby an employer is held liable for the wrongful acts of an em-
ployee even though the employer's conduct is without fault. Before
liability predicated on respondeat superior may be imposed upon
an employer, it is necessary that a master/servant (i.e., controlling)

relationship exist between the employer and employee and that the

wrongful act of the employee occur Avithin the scope of his employ-
ment. The doctrine of respondeat superior does not absolve the

original wrongdoer, the employee, of liability for his wrongful act.

Not only may the injured party sue the employee directly, but the

employer may seek indemnification from him.

retention: see risk charge.

retrospective reimbursement: payment to providers by a third party

carrier for cost.'< or charges actualh' incurred by subscribers in a

previous time period. This is the method of payment used under
Medicare and Medicaid. See also prospective reimbursement.
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retrospective study: an inquiry j)lann(Ml to ob.servc events that have
already occurred (a case-control study is usually retrospective);

coni|)are with a prospective study which is i)laniied to observe
e\enls thai have not yet occurred.

rider: a leiral tlocunient which modifies the protection of an ins)irance

pol'ic]!, either expandin<^ or decreasini:: its benefits^ or addinp: or

excliuUiKj certahi conditions from the policy's covera2:e.

risk: generally, any chance of loss. h\ Insurance, de^ignale.^ the indi-

vidual or property insured by an insurance policy against loss from
some jjeril or hazard. Also used to refer to the i)robability that the

loss will occur. See also insurable risk and at risk.

risk charge: the fraction of a premium which goes to generate or

replenish surpluses which a carrier must develop to protect against
the possibility of excessive losses under its policies. Profits, if

any, on the sale of insurance are also taken from the surpluses

developed using risk charges. The risk charge is sometimes referred

to as the retention or retention rate.

Rolfing: see structural integration.

roster: a list of patients served b}' a given health professional or

program (whose roster it is). The roster ma}' be derived from a

registry or list of encou.nters but the listing of an individual on a
roster does not necessarily imply any ongoing relationship between
the program and the individual. See also catchment area.

rule: in the executive branch of the Federal Government, an agency-

statement of general or particular applicability and future effect

designed to implement, interpret or prescribe law or policy, or
describing the organization, procedure or practice requirements of
an agency. Commonly also called a regulation. Rides are published
in the Federal Register. The process of writing a rule is called a rule-

making. A rule, once adopted in accordance with the procedures
specified in the Administrative Procedure Act (Title V, U.S.C.),
has the force of law.

s

safety: the probability that use of a particular drug, device or medical
procedure will not cause unintended or unanticipated hurt, disease

or injury. Safety is, in this context, a relative concept which must
be balanced against the efiectiveness of the drug or procedure in

que^^tion. Drugs or procedures known to cause hurt, disease or

injury when used are not usually thought of as unsafe if the benefits

they give exceed the damage. The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act requires a demonstration of safety for drugs marketed for

human use. Xo similar requirement exists for most other medical
procedures paid for or regulated under Federal or State law.

saturation: in marketing insurance or HMOs, the point at which
Uinhcr penetration is improbable or excessively costly.
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scarcity area: an urea lacking; an adequate supply of a particular type
of health service (physicians) or all health services. Essentialh'

synonymous with medically under-served area.

schedule A: the list of occupations which the Department of Labor
considers to be in short supply throughout the United States for

purposes of labor certification. AH occupations now listed on sched-
ule A are health occupations, but some health occupations (such

as dentists) are not listed.

scheduled benefit provision: see allocated benefit provision.

Scientology: a religious movement begun in 1952 which teaches im-
mortality and reincarnation, and claims a sure psychotherapeutic
method for freeing the individual from personal problems, increasing

human abilities, and speeding recovery from sickness, injury and
mental disorder.

scope of services: the number, type and intensity or complexit}' of

services provided by a hospital or health program. Scope of serv-

ices is measured, in a number of quite different ways, so that the

capacity and nature of different programs may be compared. A
program "s scope of services should reflect, and be adequate to meet,
the needs of its patient mix.

screening: the use of quick, simple procedures to identify and separate

apparentl}^ \\'ell persons who have, or have a risk of having, a disease

from those who probably do not have the disease. It is used to iden-

tify suspects for more definitive diagnostic studies. Multiple screen-

ing (or multiphasic screening) is the combination of a battery of

screening tests for various diseases performed by technicians under
medical direction and applied to large groups of apparently well

persons. See also sensitivity, specificity, and preventive medicine.

Screening also refers to initial, cursor}^ claims review by insurance

companies intended to identify claims which are obviously not

covered or deficient in some way.

screening clinic: a clinic where an initial assessment of patients seeking

care is done to determine what services they need, with what i)riorit3^,

and, sometimes, where treatment of minor problems is done. See also

triage.

screening panels: in malpractice, screening panels are used as fact

finding bodies during the earl}^ stages of a malpractice dispute.

There are two basic types of screening panels in use: physicians'

defense panels, which seek to develop the best possible defense

for the physician wdio faces a real or potential malpractice claim;

and joint i)hysician and lawyer panels whose purpose is to look at

the facts of the case for bolh the physician and the plaintiff and
decide on its merits.

scut work: a term used bv housestaf and others in hospitals to describe

\\()rk they dislike, usuall}^ trivial in nature, i)a])erwork. or work
w hich could be done by anybod}^ else.
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secondary care: seriices \)r()\'u\cA \)y medical specialists wlio «:cn('rjilly

do not havo first conlact with patients {c.^., rardiolocrists, ui'olo-

o^ists, derniatolosri^^ts). In the United States, however, there has

been a trend toward self-referral by patients themselves for these

services, rather than referral by primary care i)r()\i(lcrs. This I'oiite

is quite (liffcrcnt from the path usually followed in Knirland, for

example, where all patients first seek care from primaiy care

proriders and are then referred to secondarx' and Or tertiary pro-

x'iders, as needed. See also tertiary care.

section 222\ a section of the Social Security Amendments of 1972,

P.L. 92-603, which authorizes the Secretary of HEW to undertake,
with respect to Medicare, studies, experiments or demonstration
projects on: prospective reimhursement of facilities, ambulatory
surpcal centers (surgicenters), intermediate care and hornemaker
serrices (with respect to the extended care benefit under Medicare)

;

elimination or reduction of the three-day prior hospitalization

requirement for admission to a skilled nursing facility ; determination
of the most a])propriate methods of reimbursing the services of

physicians' assistants and nurse practitioners; provision of day care

services to older ])ersons eligible under Medicare and Medicaid; and
possible means of makins; the services of clinical psychologists more
generally available under Medicare and Medicaid. Studies, experi-

ments and demonstration projects are now in progress in most of

these areas.

section 223: a section of the Social Security Amendments of 1972,
P.L. 92-603, which requires the Secretary to establish limits on
overall direct or indirect costs which will be recognized as reasonable

under Medicare for comparable services in com\mTixh\c facilities in an
area. The Secretary is also permitted to establish maximum ac-

ceptable costs in such facilities with respect to items or groups of

services (for exami)le, food or standby costs). The beneficiary is

liable (exce])t in the case of emergency care) for any amounts
determined as excessive (except that he may not be charged for

excessive amounts in a facility in which his admitting physician
has a direct or indirect ownership interest). Under rules issued

for this section, reimbursement for hospital inpatient routine service

costs is limited, effective July 1, 1975, to a figure derived from the

80th percentile (plus 10 percent of the median) for each class of

hospitals. Classification of hospitals is based on whether the hos-
pital is located in a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)
or not, per cai)ita income in the area, and hospital bed capacity.
The total number of hospital classes is 32.

section 224: a section of the Social Security Amendments of 1972,
P.L. 92-603, which places a limit for purposes of Medicare and
Medicaid reimbursement on charges recognized as reasonable. The
law recognizes as reasonable those charges which fall within the

75th percentile of all charges for a similar service in a locality. In-
creases in physicians' fees allowable for Medicare pur[)oses are

indexed to a factor which takes into account increased costs of

practice and the increase in general earnings levels in an area. Under
recently issued regulations the index factor for fiscal 1976 is 1.179.
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This means that 17.9 percent is the maximum allowable increase
under Medicare in any prevailing charge for ph3^sicians services in

fiscal 1976 over the corresponding charge for the same service in the
same localit}^ in the base year, fiscal 1973. Charges for physician
services under Medicaid may not exceed this amount. ^Section 224
further provided that, with respect to reasonable charges for medical
supplies and equipment, only the lowest charges at which supplies
and equipment of similar qualiti/ are wideh' and consistently
available in a locality may be recognized.

section 314(d): a section of the PHS Act which authorizes /orm?//a
grants by the Federal government to the States for their unrestricted
use in funding State and local health })rograms and activities. There-
fore sometimes called a health revenue sharing program. For some
years the annual amount appropriated has been $90 million.

section 1122: a section of the Social Security Act added b}' P.L.
92-603. The section provides that payments will not be made
under Medicare or Medicaid with respect to certain disapproved
capital expenditures determined to be inconsistent with State or

local health plans. P.L. 93-641, the National Health Planning and
Resources Development Act of 1974, requires States participating

in the section 1122 program to have the new State health planning
and development agency serve as the section 1122 agency for purposes
of the required review. See also capital expenditure review and
certijicate-oj-need.

self-insure: the practice of an individual, group of individuals,

employer, or organization assuming complete responsibility for

losses which might be insured against, such as malpractice losses, or

medical expenses and other losses due to illness. In such cases,

medical expenses would most likely be financed out of current

income, personal savings, a fund developed for the purpose, and/or

some other combination of personal assets. Self-insurance is con-

trasted to the practice of purchasing insurance, by the payment
of a premium, from some third party (an insurance company or

government agency).

sensitivity: a measure of the abilit}' of a diagnostic or screening test,

or other predictor to correctl}^ identify the positive (or sick) people,

the proportion of true positive cases (sick people) correctly identified

as positive. Sensitivitj^^true positivesH-(true positives +/aZs6

negatives). A test may be quite sensitive without being very specific.

service: a unit of health care. It is interesting that there is no stanihird

term for a single unit of health care, whatever that unit may i)e.

Both service and procedure are often used to refer to units of health

care, i.e., a health service or a medical i)rocedure, but neither has

any constant definition. Service is sometimes used s3''nonymously

with encounter, but they should be differentiated, since an encounter

may include several services. It is also used synonymously with

department, a quite different meaning.

service area: see medical trade and catchment area.
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service benefits: those received as a result of prepayment or insurance,
whereb}^ l)ayment is made directly to the provider of services or
the hospital or other medical care programs for covered services
provided by them to eligible persons. Service benefits may be
full service benefits, meaning that the plan fully reimburses the
hospital, for example, for all services provided during a period
so that the patient has no out-of-pocket expenses. Full service

benefits may also be available when the program itself provides
the service as in a prepaid group practice. Partial service benefits

cover only part of the expenses, the remainder to be paid by the
beneficiary through some form of cost-sharing. See also indemnity
benefits and vendor payment.

service-connected disability: in the Veterans Administration health
care program, a disability incurred or aggravated in the line of duty
in active military service. In this context disability includes disease.

These disabilities are the primary concern of the program. See
also nonservice-connected and adjunct disability.

service patient: a patient whose care is the responsibility of a health
program or institution (usualh^ a hospital). Service patients are

often cared for b}" an individual practitioner ])aid by the program
(typicall}^ a member of a hospital's housestaff) , but the program,
not the individual, is paid for the care. Sometimes called a public

or ward patient. See also private patient.

shared services: the coordinated, or otherwise explicitly agreed upon,
sharing of responsibility for provision of medical or non-medical
services on the part of two or more otherwise indeperulent hos])itals

or other health programs. The sharing of medical services might
include, for example, an agreement that one hospital provide all

pediatric care needed in a community and no obstetrical services

while another undertook the reverse. Examples of shared non-
medical services would include joint laundry or dietary services

for two or more nursing homes. Common laundry services purchased
by two or more health programs from one independent retailer

of laundr}^ services are not usually thought of as shared services

unless the health programs own or otherwise control the retailer.

shorting: dispensing a quantity of a drug which is less than the

quantity prescribed for the i)ur})ose of increasing profit by charging

for the prescribed amount. See also kiting und fraud.

short title: in Congress, the shorter, less formal common title given

an Act of Congress bv its authors. Health Maintenance Organiza-

tion Act of 1973 {F.h. 93-222), and National Health Planning and
Resources Development Act of 1975 (P.L. 93-641) are short titles.

Not all Acts have short titles. The long title, also known as the

purpose clause, is a more formal statement of the Act's purposes,

and is rarely used.

sickness: used s^-nonymously with disease and illness, generally not

clearl}' defined. Common in the insurance field.
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skilled nursing facility (SNF): undci- Medlcan and Midivdid, an in-

stiliilion (or a dislinct i)arl of an institution) wliicli lias in cftVct a

transfer airreenuMit with one or nioro jjorflclpatifig /losjnta/s and
wliic'h:

is primarily en<2:aged in providiniz; skilled nursing care and related

serviees for patients who require medical or nursing care, or rehabil-

itation services for the rehabilitation of injiired, disabled or sick

persons;

has formal policies, which are developed with the advice of a

grou}) of professional personnel, includins; one or more physicians

and one or more registered nurses, to govern the skilled nursing
care and rehited medical or other services it provides;

has a ])hvsician, a registered i)rofessional nurse or a medical
staff responsible for the execution of such policies;

has a requirement that the health care of every patient be under
the supervision of a physician, and provides for having a physician
available to furnish necessary medical care in case of an emergency;

maintains medical records on all patients;

provides 24-hour nursing service and has at least one registered

professional nurse employed full time. Effective October 30, 1972,

the 1972 Amendments permit the Secretary of HEW, to the extent
that this provision may be deemed to require that any skilled nursing
facility engage the services of a registered professional ruirse for

more than 40 hours a week, to waive the requirement if he finds that
certain conditions are met;

provides appropriate methods and procedures for the dispensing
and administering of drugs and biologicals;

has in effect a utilization review plan which meets the require-

ments of the law;
in the case of an institution in an}' State in which State or ap-

plicable local law provides for the licensing of institutions of this

nature, is licensed j)ursuant to such law, or is approved, by the

agency of the State or locality responsible for licensing institutions

of this nature, as meeting the standards established for such licensing;

has in effect an overall plan and budget, including an annual operat-
ing budget and a three-year capital expenditures plan;

effective July 1, 1973, supplies full and complete information
to the Secretary as to the identity of each person having (directly or

indirectly) an ownership interest of ten percent or more in the

facility, in the case of a skilled nursing facility organized as a corpo-
ration, of each officer and director of the corporation, and in the case
of a skilled nursing facility organized as a partnership, of each
partner; and promptly reports any changes which would affect the
current accuracy of the information so required to be supplied;

effective July 1, 1973, cooperates in an effective program that
provides for a regular program of independent medical review of the
patients in the facility to the extent re(pnre(l by the programs in

which the facility participates (including medical evaluation of each
patient's need for skilled nursing facility caie)

;

effective July 1, 1973, meets such provisions of the Lije Safety
Code as are applicable to nursing homes; except that the Secretary
ma}' waive, for such periods as he deems appropriate, specific pro-
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visions of the Code that if rigidly appUed would result in unreason-
able hardship for a nursing home, but only if such waiver will not
adversely affect the health and safety of the patients (except, the
provisions of the Code will not apply in any State if the Secretary
finds that in the State there is in effect a fire and safet} code,
imposed by State law, that adequately protects patients in nursing
facilities) ; and

meets any other conditions relating to the health and safety
of individuals who are furnished services in such institution or

relating to the ph^^sical facilities thereof as the Secretar}- may find

necessar3\ Effective October 30, 1972, the Secretary- is prohibited
from requiring, as a condition oj participation, that a skilled nursing
facility furnish medical social services to its patients. However,
when these services are provided, it is expected that they conform to

recognized standaids (see section 1861 of the Social Security Act).

skimming: the practice in health programs paid on a prepayment or

capitation basis, and in health insurance, of seeking to enroll only
the healthiest people as a way of controlling program costs (since

income is constant whether or not services are actually used).

Contrast with adverse selection. Sometimes known as creaming. See
also skimping.

skimping: the practice in health programs paid on a prepayment or

capitation basis of denying or delaying the provision of services

needed or demanded by enrolled members as a way of controlling costs

(since income is constant whether or not services are actually used).

The classic example is the denial or delay of a cataract extraction.

See also skimming and adverse selection.

sliding scale deductible : a deductible which is not set at a fixed amount
but rather varies according to income. A family is usually required to

spend all (a spend-down) oi a set percentage of their income above
some base amount (for example, all cr 25 percent of any income over

$5,000) as deductible before a member can receive medical care bene-
fits. There may be a maximum amount on the deductible. The sliding

scale concept can also be applied to coinsurance and copayments.

slip law: in Congress, the final version of an Act of Congress and its

first official publication. Each public law is printed in the fcrm of a

slip law which aho lists, but does not include, the legi'^latire history

of the Act, whatever earlier Act may be amended by the new law,

as it is amended, or any explanation or interpretation of the law.

wSee also Public Health Service Act.

Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS) : the administration within

HEW which manages welfare and rehited programs including

Medicaid, which is the responsibility of SRS's Medical Services

Administration. Since SRS is not under the direction of HEW's
Assistant Secretary for Health, this means that Medicaid is achnin-

istered separately from the Department's other health programs.
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social insurance: a device for the poolinor of risks by their transfer

to an or^ranization, usually fjjovernmental, that is rec[uire(i by
law to pr()vi(h' indtmnity (cash) or se/rice benefits to oi on behalf of

covered persons upon the occurrence of certain pre-(lesio:nate(l losses.

Social insurance is usually characterized by all of the following

conditions: coverao:e is compulsory by law; except durino: a transition

period followine its introduction, elisribility for benefits is derived,

in fact or in effect, from contributions havintr been made to the

proirram by or in respect of the claimant or the person as to whom
the claimant is a dependent: there is no requirement that the indi-

vidual demonstrate inadequate financial resources, although a

(jualified status may need to be established; the methods for deter-

minino: the benefits are prescribed by law; the benefits for any
individual are not usualh directly related to contributions made by
or in respect of him but instead usually redistribute income so as to

favor certain groups such as those with low former wages or a large

number of dependents; there is a definite plan for financing the
benefits that is designed to be adequate in terms of long-range
considerations; the cost is borne primarily by contributions which
are usually made by covered persons, their employers, or both; the

plan is administered or at least supervised by the government; and
the plan is not established by the government solely for its present
or former employees. Examples in this country include social

security, railroad retirement, and workman's and unemplo]/ment
compensation. In other countries, health insurance is often a gov-
ernment sponsored social insurance program.

socialized medicine: a medical care system where the organization
and provision of medical care services are under direct government
control, and providers are employed by or contract for the provision
of services directly with the government; also a term used more
generally, without recognized or constant definition, referring to

any existing or proposed medical care system believed to be subject
to excessive governmental control.

Social Security Administration (SSA) : the administration within HEW
which manages the social security program including Medicare,
which is the responsibility of the SSA's Bureau of Health Insurance.
Since SSA is not under the direction of HEWs Assistant Secretary
for Health, this means that Medicare is administered separateh'
from the Department's other health programs.

social services designee: a person identified in an extended care, or

long-term care facility to proWde social services, under the direction

of a social work consultant. A designee should have at least two
years of college education and, preferably, a B.A. degree. State
licensure is not required in any State because the function of social

service designee is not itself an occupation, but a role specified in

Medicare regulations and assigned to an otherwise employed member
of the facilitv staff.
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social worker: a. professionally trained person providing social services,
either as a member of a health team, a social service section of a
health facility, or on a consultant basis. Social services are provided
to enable a patient, family members, or others to deal with problems
of social functioning affecting the health or well-being of the patient.
Most trained social workers now hold a master's degree in social

work (MSW). The B.A. in social work (BSW) is a beginning
professional degree. It is estimated that there are some 120-140,000
trained social workers in the current social service labor force of

about 300,000 social service workers. Approximately 30,000 of that
larger number are employed in health related settings. Social workers
increasingly are engaging in private and independent practice, on
both a full-time and part-time basis. Eighteen states (hicluding
Puerto Rico) now regulate social w^ork, w4th six licensing independent
practice specifically. An estimated 30,000 social workers are engaged
in some degree of independent practice. The National Association
of Social Workers (NASW) requires that social workers engaging in

independent practice have at least an MSW and two 3'ears of profes-

sionally supervised practice in the methods to be employed in

independent practice.

solo practice: lawful practice of a health occupation as a self-employed
individual. Solo practice is thus b}^ definition private practice but is

not necesssLTily general practice or fee-for-service practice (solo practi-

tioners may be paid by capitation, although fee for service is far more
common). Solo practice is common among physicians, dentists,

podiatrists, optometrists and pharmacists; less common and some-
times illegal in other professions (are all solo practitioners pro-

fessionals'!).

specialist: a physician, dentist or other health professional who limits

his practice to a certain branch of medicine or dentistry related to:

specific services or procedures, e.g., surgery, radiology, pathology;

certain age categories oi patients, e.g., pediatrics, geriatrics; certahi

body systems, e.g., dermatology, orthopedics, cardiology; or certain

tyi)es of diseases, e.g., allergy, psychiatry, ])eriodontics. Specialists,

usually have special education and training related to their practice

and ma}' or may not be certified as si)ecialists by the related specialty

board. See also board eligible and certified, general practice, secondary

care and RVS.

specialty boards: organizations that certify physicians and dentists as

specialists or subspecialists in various fields of medical and dental

practice. The standards for certification relate to length and tvpe of

training and experience and include ^^Titten and oral examination of

applicants for specialty certification. The boards are not educational

institutions and the certificate of a board is not considered a degree.

S})ecialties and their boards are recognized and approved by the

American Board of Medical Specialties in conjunction with the

AMA Council on Medical E(Uication. See also board certified and

board eligible.

specificity: a measure of the ability of a diagnostic or screening test,

or other predictor to correctly identify the negative (or healthy)
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people; thi^ proporlioii of true iie^atixe cases (lieallliy pe()j)lej cor-

reclly ideutiiied as net^ative. Sj)e('ificity= true ne<2:atives-:-(tnie

negatives + false positives). A test may be quite specific without
being very sensitive.

specified disease insurance: insurance which provides benefits, usually

in large amounts or with high maxinuuns, toward the expense of

the treatment of the si)ecific disease or diseases named in the policy.

wSuch policies are rarely written these (hiys, being more common
in the past for such diseases as polio and spinal meningitis, but
coverage of end-stage renal disease under Medicare can be tJiought

of as an example.

speech pathologist: a specially trained individual who evaluates,

habilitates, and performs research related to speech and language
problems; and plans, directs, and conducts remedial programs
designed to restore or improve the communication efficiency of

children or adults with language and speech impairments wdiether

arising from phA'siological and neurological disturbances, defective

articulation or foreign dialect. Approximately 26,500 persons were
employed as speech pathologists and audiologists in 1973. Licensure

usually requires a mastei's degree. The American Speech and Hear-
ing Association aw^ards a certificate of clinical competence which
requires academic training at the master's degree level, one year of

experience in the field, and the passing of a national examination.
At the close of 1973, 10,135 persons held certificates of clinical

competence in speech pathology. Nearh^ half of the ASHA members
are employed in elementary or secondary schools and a large

majority are engaged in clinical work—either diagnostic or ther-

apeutic. Some s})eech pathologists are also trained as audiologists.

speech therapy: the study, examination, appreciation and treatment of

defects and diseases of the voice, of speech and of spoken and written
language, as well as the use of appropriate substitutional devices and
treatment. See also speech pathologist.

spell of illness: in Medicare, the benefit period during which Part A
hospital insurance benefits are available. A benefit period begins
the first time an insured person enters a hospital after his hospital

insurance begins. It ends after he has not been an inpatient in a

hospital or skilled nursing facility for 60 days in a row. During
each benefit period the insured individual is entitled to up to 90
da3's of hosi)ital care, 100 days in a skilled nursing facility, and 100
home health visits. An additional lifetime reserve of 60 hospital

days may be drawn u})on when more than 90 days of hospital care

is needed in a benefit i)eriod. There is no limit to the number of

benefit periods an insured person may have. The spell of illness

concept means that the program may i)a3' for more than 90 days
in a hospital in a given year, because with a new spell of illness,

the benefit becomes available again. Where a spell of illness continues
for a long ])eriod of time, as over a several year i)eriod, the program
pays less than 90 days of care per year, because it does not pay in

the second or third year if there has not been a break in the spell

of illness. Additionall}', under Medicare, the deductible is tied to
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each s])oll of illness. Thus an individual who is hospitalized three
times in a 3'ear, each in a se])arate si)ell of illness, has to i)ay the
deductible of the cost of an inpatient hospital day three times.

spend down: a method by which an individual establishes eligibilit}^

for a medical care program by reducing gross income through
incurring medical expenses until net income (after medical expenses)
becomes low enough to make him eligible for the program. The
individual, in effect, spends income down to a specified eligibility

standard by paying for medical care until his bills become high
enough in relation to income to allow him to qualify under the
program's standard of need, at which point the program benefits

begin. The spend-dow^n is the same as a sliding scale deductible related

to the over-all income level of the individual. For example, if persons
are eligible for program benefits if their income is $200 ''month or

less, a person w4th a $300/month income w^ould be covered after

spending $100 out-of-pocket on medical care; a person with an
income of $850 would not be eligible until he incurred medical
expenses of $150. The term spend-dow^n originated in the Medicaid
program. An individual whose income makes him ineligible for

welfare but is insufficient to pa}^ for medical care, can become
Medicaid-eligible as a medically needy individual by spending some
income on medical care. Medicaid only covers an individual if aged,

blind, disabled, or a member of a family wdiere one parent is absent,

incapacitated, or unemployed—that is, fitting one of the categories

of individuals who are covered under the welfare cash payment
programs.

sponsored malpractice insurance; a malpractice insurance plan which
involves an agreement by a professional society (such as a State

medical society) to sponsor a particular insureds medical malpractice

insurance coverage, and to cooperate with the insurer in the ad-

ministration of the coverage. The cooperation may inchule participa-

tion in marketing, claims review, and review^ of ratemaking. Until

1975, this W'as the predominant approach to coverage. In 1975, a

number of carriers with such arrangements announced they were
wdthdrawdng from them. They have been replaced b}' professional

societ}^ operated plans, joint underwriting associations, State

insurance funds and other arrangements.

staff privilege: the privilege, granted by a hospital, or other inpatient

health program, to a physician, or other independent ])ractitioner,

to join the hospital's medical staff and hospitalize private patients in

the hospital. A practitioner is usually granted privileges after

meeting certain standards, being accepted by the medical staff and

board of trustees of the hospital, and committing himself to carry

out certain duties for the hospital such as teaching without pay, or

providing eiTiergency or clinic services. Most community and other

private hosi)itais in this country are staffed by physicians who are

private practitioners and obtain access to hospital facilities in this

manner. It is common for a physician to have staff privileges at

more than one hospital. On the other hand, since hospitals accept

a limited number of physicians, some practitioners are excluded
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and end uj) with no access to hospital facilities, ha\inir no stall*

l)ri\ilotres. The standards used to determine stall" privilesres some-
times include evaluation by the county medical society, which may
o:ive i)reference to or require mend)ership in that society, which in

turn may require membershij) in the American Medical Association.

This practice is formally opposed by the AMA. Some hos[)itals limit

privileges for certain services to board eligible or certified physicians.

Full time, or hospital-based physicians, and physicians workino: in a

system such as a prepaid (/roup practice with its own hos])ital are

not usually thouirlu of as having staff i)rivileo:es. Sometimes called

admit tiiiir. h()si)iial, i)ractice, or clinical j)rivile(2:e. Many h()si)itals

have several different types or grades of staff privileojes with names
like active, associate, courtesy or limited. However, these names
have irregular and unsvstemized meaning, although the real differ-

ences between the different types of privileges deserve a decent
nomenclature.

standards: generally, a measure set by competent authority as the
rule for measuring quantity or qu,ality. Conformity with standards
is usually a condition of licensure, accreditation, or payment for

services. Standards may be defined in relation to: the actual or

])redicted effects of care; the performance or credentials of pro-

J'essional personnel; and the physical plant, governance and ad-
ministration of facilities and programs. In the PSRO j)rogram,

standards are professionally developed expressions of the range of

acceptable variation from a norrn or criterion. Thus, the criteria

for care of a luinarv tract infection might be a urinalysis and
urine culture and the standard might require a urinalysis in 100
percent of cases and a urine culture onh^ in previously untreated
cases.

R

State comprehensive health planning agency (State CHP or 314(a)

agency): a health planninq agencv assisted under section 314(a)

of the FHS Act, added by P.L. 89-749, the Comprehensive Health
Planning and PubUc Health Service Amendments of 1966. The
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agencies develop State comprehensive health planning programs, with
the assistance of a health planning council broadly representative of

public and i)rivate health organizations in the State with a majority
of consumers among its members. P.L. 89-749 has been superceded
by P.L. 93-641, the National Health Planning and Resources
Development Act of 1974, which authorizes assistance for State

health j^lanning and development agencies to replace 314(a) agencies.

These agencies will prepare an annual State health plan and a
medical facilities plan (Hill-Burton). The State agency will also

serve as the designated section 1122 review agency and administer
a certificate-oj-need program.

State cost commissions: State agencies assigned various health services

cost and charge regulation or review responsibilities. The duties of a
commission ma}^ include assuring that: total hospital costs are

reasonably related to total services offered; aggregate rates bear a

reasonable relationship to aggregate costs; and rates are api)lied

equitably to preclude an}' possibility of discriminatory pricing

among various services and patients of a hospital.

State health planning and development agency (SHPDA): section

1521 of the PHS Act, added by P.L. 93-641, requires the estabUsh-

ment of State health planning and development agencies in each
State. As a replacement for existing State CHP agencies^ SHPDAs
will prepare an annual preliminary State health plan and the State

medical facilities plan {Hill-Burton). The agency will also serve as

the designated review agency for purposes of section 1122 of the

Social Security Act and administer a certijicate-oj-need program.

statement of managers: see conference.

Statewide health coordinating council (SHCCj : a State council of

providers and consumers (who shall be hi the majoritv) required bv
section 1524 of the PHS Act, added by P.L. 93-64 f. Each SHCC
generally will supervise the work of the State health planning and de-

velopment agency, and review and coordinate the i)lans and budgets

of the State's health systems agencies (HSA). It will also annually

prepare a State health plan from HSA plans and the preliminary

plans of the State agency. The SHCC will also review applications

for HSA planning and resource development assistance.

stillbirth: the delivery of a fetus that died before or during delivery.

The term is used to refer to either such a delivery or such a fetus.

Some definitions are limited to fetuses of an age or weight that are po-

tentially or usually viable (e.g., 1,000 grams). A fetal death is some-
times synonymous, sometimes limited to those which occur before

delivery. See also perinatal mortality.

stock insurance company: a comi)any owned and controlled by
stockholders and operated for the t)uri)Ose of making a profit, and
contrasted with a mutual Insurance company. Li the former the

profits go to the owners, in the latter they go the insured.
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structural integration: a doop-inassage techniquo, developed hv Ida P.

Rolf, Ph. 1)., whicli is desi<:no(l to help a person realifrn the body by
alterinf): the leno:th and tone of myofascial tissues. Practitioners of

Rolfinj]:, as the techniciue is connnonly known, believe that mis-
alio:nnient resultintz; from inaccurate learning about i)osture, as well

as emotional and physical trauma, may have a detrimental effect on
an hulividual's health, energ}', self-imao:e, perceptions, and muscular
efficiency.

structural measure: see input measure.

subluxation of the spine: an incomplete or partial dislocation of two
adjacent vertebrae. Normall}^ the vertebral bodies are squarely
situated atop one another; however, when such things as trauma or

certain forms of arthritis intervene, one vertebral body may shift

with respect to its neighbor. When the shift does not completely
abolish contact between the two normalh^ adjacent surfaces but
does alter their position with respect to one another, the abnormally
positioned vertebra is said to be subluxed or partially dislocated.

Services of chiropractors are covered under Medicare only when such
subluxation is demonstrated on an X-ray.

subrogation: a provision of an insurance policy which requires an
insured individual to turn over any rights he may have to recover

damage from another party to the insurer, to the extent to which he
has been reimbursed by the insurer. Some experts have argued that

private health insurance (including Blue Cross or group insurance)

should have subrogation rights similar to those in most property
insurance policies, e.g., auto, fire. Having paid the hospital bill of a

policyholder, the health insurance company could assume his right

to sue the party whose negligence might have caused the hospital-

ization, and be reimbursed for its outlay to the policyholder.

Subrogation rights could help insure prompt payment of medical
expenses without duplication of benefits. (Refer to Michiqan Hospital
Service v. Sharpe, 339Mich. 357, 63 N.W. 2d., 638, 1954 for ruling

on subrogation by Michigan Supreme Court.) Others respond that
subrogation is time consuming, expensive and may not offer com-
panies adequate protection against loss. Few insurers use it volun-
tarily and some insurance commissioners forbid its use.

subscriber: often used s3'nonymously with either member or bene-

ficiary but in a strict sense means onh^ the individual (family
head or employee) who has elected to contract for, or participate
in (subscribe to) an insurance or HMO plan for either himself or

himself and his eligible dependents.

substitution: the filling of a jyrescription by a pharmacist with a drug
product therapeutically and chemically equivalent to, but not, the

one prescribed. Many States have anti-substitution laws which
prohibit the pharmacist from filling a prescription with any product
other than the specific product of the manufacturer whose brand
name is used on the prescription. See also maximum allowable cost

and generic name.

59-892 O - 76 - U
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supplemental health insurance: health insurance wliich covers medical
expenses not covered by separate health insurance already held by
the insured, e.g. which supplements another insurance i)olicy. For
example, many insurance companies sell insurance to people covered
under Medicare which covers either the costs of cost-sharing required
by Medicare, services not cov^ered, or both. Where cost-sharing is

intended to control utilization, the availability of supplemental
health insurance covering cost-sharing limits its effectiveness.

supplemental health services: the optional services which HMOs may
provide in addition to basic health services and still qualify for

Federal assistance. Thev are defined in section 1302(2) of the
PHS Act.

supplemental security income (SSI): a program of income support for

low-income aged, blind and disabled jiersons, established by
title XVI of the Social Security Act. SSI replaced State welfare
programs for the aged, blind and disabled on January 1, 1972, with
a Federally-administered program now paying a monthly basic

benefit nationwide of $158 for an individual and $237 for a couple.

States may supi)lement this basic benefit amount. A])proximately
4 million people currently receive benefits under the jDrogram.

Receipt of a Federal SSI benefit or a State supi)lement under the

program is often used to establish Medicaid eligibility.

Supplementary Medical Insurance Program (Part B, SMI): the

voluntary portion of Medicare in which all persons entitled to the

hosjntal insurance program (Part A) may enroll. The ])rogram is

financed on a current basis from monthly premiums (presently

$6.70) paid by persons insured under the program and a matching
amount from Federal general revenues. About 95 percent of eligible

people are enrolled. During any calendar year, the program will

pay (with certain exceptions) 80 percent of the reasonable charge

(as determined by the program) for all covered services after the

insured pays a $60 deductible on the costs of such services. Covered
services include physician services, home health care (up to 100

visits), medical and other health services, outpatient hosi)ital

services, and laboratory, patholog}' and radiologic services. Any
individual over 65 may elect to enroll in Part B. However individ-

uals not eligible for Part A who elect to buy into Part A must
also buy into Part B. State welfare agencies may buy Part B
coverage for elderly and disabled public assistance recii)ients and i)ay

the premiums on their behalf. Tlie ])rogram contracts with carriers

to process claims under the program. The carriers determine

amounts to be paid for claims based on reasonable charges. The
name. Part B, refers to part B of title XVIII of the Social Security

Act, the legislative authority for the program.

supplementation: partial paynuMit for a portion of the cost of fiursing

home care b}' the patient or his family. Supplementation was, prior

to 1972, a 'connnon requirement in State Medicaid programs in

several of the southern States; the practice was stopped in response

to a directive of the Senate Finance Committee set forth in the
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should not he confused with the j)ractice of re(juirin(>: an indi\idual

to conti'ihute his excess income to assist in payment for his mirsin*^

home care. (lenerally. under Medicaid, a nursinir iiome nnist iip;ree

to accept reimhursement from tiie Slate a> the full amount of its

j)aynient for service. As an e.\amj)le of the i)re>ent Medicaid
approacli, a State may ne<r<)tiate to pay $500 a month for nursing
home care. Jf the individual has $125 in income of his own, he is

allowed to retain $25 for personal incidental expenses and pays
$100 to lielp meet the $500 rate for his care. The State then pays
the other $400. Under a system of supplementation, however,
a State pays a rate but the nursing home does not agree to accept
that amount as full payment; accepting supplementation of the

State rate by the individual or his family. The amount the homes
collect in supplement is not under the control of the State. Supple-
mentation generally was used where the State rate was admittedly
not sufficient to pay for the cost of the care.

supplier: generally, any institution, hidividual or agency that furnishes

a medical item or service. In Medicare, suppliers are distinguished
from providers, including hospitals, and skilled nursing facilities.

Institutions classified as providers are reimbursed by intermediaries

on a reasonable cost basis while sui)pliers, including physicians,

nonhosj)ital laboratories and ambulance companies, are paid by
carriers on the basis of reasonable charges.

supplies: inexpensive medical items, usually of a disposable nature,
such as bandages, tongue depressors, rubbing alcohol, etc. Supplies
should be distinguished from permanent and durable capital goods
(those whose use lasts over a year).

supply: in health economics, the quantity of services supplied as the

])rice of the service varies, income and other factors being held
constant. For most services increases in price induce increases in

supply, and for all they ration existing supply. Increases in demand
(but not, necessarily, in need) normally induce an increase in price.

surgery: any operative or manual i)r()ce(lure undertaken for the

diagnosis or treatment of a disease or other disorder; the branch of

medicine concerned with diseases which require or are res})onsive to

such treatment; or the work done by a surgeon (one who practices

surgery). See also operation, psychosurgery, and major, minor,
elective and cosmetic surgery.

surgicenter: a facility which serves outpatients requiring surgical

ticatment exceeding the capability of the physician s office but not
requiring hospitalization as an inpatient. Also known as ambulatory
surgery, day sui'gery, and in-and-out surgery.

surplus: in insurance, the excess of a company's assets (including

any capital) over liabilities. Suri)luses may be used for future

dividends, expansion of business, or to meet possible unfavorable
future developments. Surpluses nnn' be developed and increased
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lonlionally by iucludiiio- an amount in llio /jremiurn in excess of

the pure premium needed to meet anticipated lial)ilities known as

a risk charge. Surpluses are sometimes earmarked in part as con-
tingency reserves and in part as unassio:ned surplus.

swap maternity: a provision in group health insurance plans providing
innnediate maternity benefits to a newly covered woman but ter-

minating coverage on pregnancies in progress upon termination of

a w^oman's coverage. See also switch &.nd flat maternity.

switch maternity: a provision in group health insurance plans provid-
ing maternity benefits to female employees only when their husbands
are covered in the plan as their dependents. Has the effect of denying
maternity benefits to single women. See also^a^ and swap maternity.

t

tax: to assess or determine judicially the amount of levy for the

support of certain government functions for public purposes. A
charge or burden, usualh' pecuniary, laid upon i)ersons or property
for public purposes; a forced contribution of wealth to meet the

public needs of a government. See also tax credit and deduction,

and regressive, proportional and progressive tax.

tax credit: a reduction of tax liability for Federal income tax purposes.

Several national health insurance proposals allow businesses and/or
individuals to reduce their taxes dollar for dollar for certain defined

medical expenses. The effect of using a tax credit approach rather

than a tax deduction is to give persons and businesses an equal

benefit for each dollar expended on health care. A tax credit favors

lower over higher income people while a tax deduction is worth
more the higher the marginal tax rate. See also Medicredit.

tax deduction: a reduction in the income base upon which Federal

income tax is calculated. Health insurance expenditures are deduc-
tible b}^ businesses as a business expense. Since the tax rate for most
large businesses is 48 percent, this means there is a reduction of tax

liability^ of nearly $1 for each $2 the business spends on health

insurance. It is estimated that Federal tax receipts will be reduced
by approximately $3.7 billion in 1976 because of business deductions

of health insurance costs. Individuals also nniy take a medical

deduction on their personal income tax of one-half the cost of

health insurance premiums up to $150 plus all medical expenses and
premiums that exceed 3 percent of income. Ai)proximately $2.6

bilUon in revenues will be lost to the Federal government as tax

expenditures because of the individual medical exi)ense deductions in

1976. Since the marginal tax rate is related to hicome and is higher

for higher hicome persons and businesses, the value of a tax deduc-

tion for income spent on medical care increases as income increases;

thus, the subsidy is effectively greater for the higher income person

or more profitable corporation. See also tax credit.
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tax expenditure budj^et : in the Federal biHhjft, an ('iniiiHTation of

revemie losses ie>nltiiii: IVoin fax ( ijKnditures. Section .'^01 of (li(»

Conijressioual BudL^et and Inipoundnient Control Act of 1974
requires that estimated levels of tax ex|)en(litures he i)re>ented hy
\\\i\']OY junctions in the Conf/res.sional and Pre-sidfntidl biifh/ets.

tax expenditures: re\enue> lo^t to oroxernnient hecaii-e of any foiiii

of le^ral tai reduction or lax forgiveness, including tax credits and
deductions. The term em})hasizes that such revenues foregone for

specific i)urposes (sucli as subsidizing })rivate purcliase of liealtli

insurance through the Federal income tax deduction for health

insurance) aie budgetarily equivalent to actual Federal expenditures.

See also tax expenditure budget.

teaching hospital: a hospital which provides undergraduate or graduate
fneihcal education, usually with one or more medical, dental or

osteo})athic (AMA, ADA or AOA approved) internship and resi-

dency programs and aifiliation with a medical school. Hospitals
whicli educate nurses and other health personnel without training

})hysicians are not generally thought of as teaching hospitals.

Xor are those which have only programs of continuing education for

])ract icing projessionals. See also housestajff and affiliated hospital.

teaching physician : a physician who has responsibilities for the training

and >ui)ervi>ion of medical students, interns, and residents. Teaching
physicians are often, but not necessarily, salaried by the institution

in which they teach. A common arrangement is that a physician in

private practice nuist donate a certain amount of time for teaching

and supervision in return for being granted staif privileges. Appro-
priate reimbursement of the activities of these physicians has been a

subject of considerable controversy-. Under Medicare, hospitals are

reimbursed under the hospital insurance program for the costs they
incur in compensating physicians for teaching and supervisor}' ac-

tivities and in paying the salaries of residents and interns in an-
proved teaching programs: in addition, reasonable charges are ])aid

under the supplementary medical insurance program for teaching
physicians' /services to patients. This i)otential double ))ayment
resulted in attempts in 1972 to change the Medicare reimbursement
formula, but uncertainty regarding an equitable reimbursement
arrangement delayed implementation of any changes and has
resulted in Congressional authorization for a large scale study of

the subject bv the Institute of Medicine; studv results are due in

March. 1976.'

tertiary care: serrices provided by highly specialized providers (e.g.,

neurologists, neurosurgeons, thoracic surgeons, intensive care units).

Such services frequently require highly soi)histicated technological
and support facilities. The development of these services has
largely been a function of diagnostic and thera])eutic advances
attained through basic and clinical biomedical research. See also

primary and secondary care.
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therapeutic equivalents: r/r?/f/ products with essentially identical effects

in treatment of some disease or condition. Such products are some-
times, but not necessarily, chemically equivalent or bioequivalent.

Therapeutic equivalents are sometimes defined as chemically equiv-
alent, and drugs with the same treatment effect, which are not
chemicall}' equivalent, called clinicalh' equivalent. This is a useful
distinction but inconsistently used.

therapy: the treatment of disease.

third-party payer: any organization, ])ublic or private, that i)ays or
insures health or medical expenses on behalf of beneficiaries or
recipients (e.g. Blue Cross and Shield, commercial insurance com-
panies, Medicare, and Medicaid). The individual generally pays a

premium for such coverage in all private and some public programs.
The organization then pays bills on his behalf; such payments are

called third party payments and are distinguished by the separation
between the individual receiving the service (the first party), the
individual or institution providing it (the second party) and the
organization paying for it (the third party). See also service and
indemnity benefits.

tissue committee: a committee, which usually functions in a hospital

setting, and reviews and evaluates all surgery performed in the

hospital on the basis of the extent of agreement among the i)reopera-

tive, postoperative, and pathological diagnoses; and on the relevance
and acceptability of the procedures undertaken for the diagnosis.

The name derives from the use of i)athologic findings from tissue

removed at surgery as a key element in the review. See also tissue

review.

tissue review: a review and evaluation of surgery performed in a

hospital on the basis of agreement or disagreement among the pre-

oi)erative, postoperative and })athological diagnoses. In particular,

the pathological or tissue diagnosis is used to determine if the

procedure was necessar}^ Studies have shown that hospitals with
tissue committees have lower rates of unnecessary^ surgery than those

without such committees.

Title XVIII: the title of the Social Security Act which contains the

principal legislative authority for the Medicare program, and
therefore a common name for the program.

Title XIX: (ho title of the Social Securitv Act which contains th(^

principal legislative authoiity for the Medicaid program, and
therefore a common name for the program.

tracers: selected conditions or diseases chosen for appraisal in pro-

grams v.'hich seek to assess the quality of me(hcal care because it is

believed that the quality of care given for the tracers is typical or

representative of the (piahty of care given generally or to all

diseases.

trade name : see brand name.

I
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treatment: tho maiuKjcrnent and care of a patient for the {)ur|)()S(' of

coin bat ins: disease or disordcM".

triage: conimonly used to doscribc the sortins: out or srreenin?: of

patients seekinir care, to determine which sernce is initially required

and with what priority. A patient coming to a facility for care ma}^

be seen in. a triage, screening or walk-in clinic. Here it will be
determined, possibly by a triage nurse, whether, for exam])le, the

patient has a medical or surgical problem, or requires some non-
physician service such as social work consultation. Such rapid

assessment units may merely refer patients to the most appropriate

treatment service, or may also give treatment for minor problems.
Originally used to describe the sorting of battle casualties into

groups who could w^ait for care, would benefit from immediate
care, and were be^'ond care.

trolley car policy: a facetious name for an insurance policy which is

so hard to collect benefits upon that it is as though it ])rovided

benefits only for injuries resulting from being hit b}' a trolley car.

Typically used of mail order insurance.

trust funds: funds collected and used by the Federal government for

carrying out specific purposes and programs according to terms of a

trust agreement or statute, such as the social securit}' and un-
employment trust funds. Trust funds are administered by the

government in a fiduciary capacity for those benefitted and are not
available for the general purposes of the government. Trust fund
receipts whose use is not anticipated in the immediate future are

generally invested in interest bearing government securities and
earn interest for the trust fund. The Medicare program is financed

through two trust funds—the Federal Hospital Insurance Fund
which finances Part A, and the Federal Supplementary Medical
Insurance Trust Fund which finances Part B. See also social in-

surance, junded, and Congressional and Presidential budgets.

turkey: deprecating housestafi term for an inpatient who they feel does
not need hospital admission. Such patients are not usually
malingerers.

u

undergraduate medical education: medical education given before

receii)t of tho M.D. or equivalent degree, usually the four years of

study in medical, osteopathic, dental or podiatric school leading to

a degree. This use contrasts wdth that in general education where
undergraduate education refers to college education leading to the
bachelor decree.'to'

underwriting: in insurance, the process of selecting, classif3^ing,

evaluating and assuming risks according to their insurability. Its

fundamental ])urpose is to make sure that the group insured has the

same probabilit\' of loss and probable amount of loss, within reason-
able limits, as the universe on which premium rates were based.
Since premiium rates are based on an expectation of loss, the under-
writing process must classify risks into classes with about the same
expectation of loss.
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underwriting profit: that portion of the earnings of an insurance
conipan\' that comes from the function of underwriting. It excKides
earnings from investments (other than interest earnings required
b}^ hiw or reguhition to be assumed to have been earned for purposes
of determining the reserves held) either in the form of income from
securities or sale of securities at a profit. The remainder is found by
deducting incurred losses and exi)enses from earned premium.

unemployment insurance: a form of social insurance that operates by
means of a payroll tax, the revenues from which are used to pay cal-

culated benefits for defined periods to people who qualify (usualh^

b}^ virtue of accumulated amounts of covered employment) as

being unemployed, as defined in the law. Of interest because people
receiving unemploA^ment insurance do not usually continue to

receive group health insurance coverage obtained through their

most recent place of emplo3^ment.

uniform cost accounting: the use of a common set of accounting
definitions, procedures, terms, and methods for the accumulation
and communication of quantitative data relating to the financial

activities of several enteri)rises. The American Hosi)ital Association,

for example, encourages the use of its Chart of Accounts as a sA'stem

Avhich can be emploved by hospitals in the United States.

Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set (UHDDS) : a defined set of data
which give a minimum description of a hospital episode or admission.

Collection of a UHDDS is required upon discharge for all hospital

stays reimbursed under Medicare and Medicaid. The UHDDS was
defined in a policy statement of the Secretary of HEW (HEW
publication number HSM 73-1451, series 4, no. 14, as extended by a

policy statement approved 6/24/74) and includes data on the age,

sex, race and residence of the patient, length of stay, diagnosis,

responsible physicians, procedures performed, disposition of the

patient and sources of payment. The PSRO program uses a slightly

larger data set called the PSRO Hospital Discharo-e Data Set

(PHDDS). The Uniform Hospital Discharge Abstract (UDHA)
used to collect the UHDDS is one example of a discharge abstract.

Uniform Individual Policy Provisions: a set of provisions regarding

the nature and content of individual health insurance policies,

developed in a recommended model law by the NAIC and adopted
(with minor variations) bA^ almost all jurisdictions and permitted

in all.

United States Pharmacopeia (USP) : a legally recognized compendiirm

of standards for drugs, published by the United States Pharmacopeial
Convention, Inc., and revised periodically. It includes also assays

and tests for the determination of strength, quality and purity. See

also National Formulary.

usual charge: see customary charge.
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usual, customary and reasonable plans (UCR) : health insurance plans
that i)ay a jJii/siciatt's full charge if: it does not exceed his usual
charo:e; it does not exceed the amount customarily charged for the

service by other physicians in the area (often defined as the 90 or 95
l)ercentile of all charges in the community^, or it is otherwise reason-

able. In this context, usual and customary charges are similar, but
not identical, to customary and prevailing charges, respectively, under
Medicare. Most private health insurance plans, except for a few
Blue Shield plans, use the UCR approach.

utilization: use. Utilization is commonly examined in terms of patterns
or rates of use of a single service or type of service, e.g., hospital care,

physician visits, prescription drugs. Measurement of utilization

of all medical services in combination is usually done in terms of

dollar expenditures. Use is expressed in rates per unit of population
at risk for a given period, e.g., number of admissions to hospital

per 1 ,000 persons over 65 per year, or number of visits to a physician
per person per year (or family planning services.

utilization review lUR;: evaluation of the necessity, appropriateness
and efficiency of the use of medical services, procedures and facilities.

In a hospital this includes review^ of the appropriateness of admis-
sions, services ordered and provided, length of stay, and discharge
practices, both on a concurrent and retrospective basis. Utilization

review can be done by a utilization review committee, PSRO, peer
review group, or public agency. See also medical review.
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utilization review committee: a staff committee of an institution or a
group outside the institution responsible for conducting utilization

review activities for that institution. Medicare and Medicaid require
as a condition oj participation that hospitals have a utiUzation
review committee in operation.

validity: the degree to which data or results of a study are correct or
true; the extent to which a situation as observed reflects the true
situation. See also reliability.

vendor: ^provider; an institution, agency, organization or individual
practitioner who provides health or medical services. Vendor pay-
ments are those payments which go directl}^ to such institutions or

providers from a third party i^rogram like Medicaid.

vendor payment: used in public assistance programs to distinguish
those payments made directly to vendors of service from those cash
income payments made directly to assistance recipients. The
vendors, or providers of health services, are reimbursed directly by
the program for services they provide to eligible recipients. Vendor
paA^ments are essentially the same as service benefits provided under
health insurance and prepayment plans.

visit: an encounter between a patient and a health professional which
requires either the patient to travel from his home to the profes-

sional's usual place of practice (an office visit), or vice versa (a

housecall or home visit).

visiting nurse association or visiting nurse service (VNA) : a voluntary

health agency which i)rovides nursing services in the home, including

health supervision, education and counseling; bedside care; and
the carrying out of physicians^ orders using nurses and other

personnel such as home health aides who are specifically trained

for specific tasks of personal bedside care. These agencies had their

origin in the visiting or district nursing provided to sick poor in

their homes b}^ voluntary agencies, such as the New ^'ork City
Mission, in the 1870s. The first visiting nurse associations were
established in Buffalo, Boston and Philadelphia in 1886-87. See also

home health agency.

vital statistics: statistics relating to births (natality), deaths {mortal-

ity), nuirriages, health and disease {morbidity). Vital statistics for

the United States are published annually by the National Center
for Health Statistics of the Health ResoiuTcs Administraticm in

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

voluntary health agency: any non-profit, non-governmental agency,

governed b^^ lay and/or professional individuals, organized on a

national, State, or local basis, whose prinuirv purpose is health-

i
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relaloil. Tlie icriu usually (lesi<rnalos a^roncics suj)j)()rt(Ml prinuirily

• by voluntary contributions from the public at larirc, and ono:agO(l

in a proojam of service, education, and research related to a par-

ticular disease, disability, or s:roup of diseases and disabilities: for

example, the American Heart Association, American Cancer
Society, National Tuberculosis Association, and their State and
local afliliatcs. The term can also be applied to such agencies as

non-profit h<>sj)itals, nsitin(j nurse as.^ociatiffus, and other local

service or^ranizations which have both hiy and professional govern-
ing boards, and are supported by both voluntary contributions, and
charges and fees for services provided.

w

Wagner-Murray-Dingell Bill: one of the original national health insur-

ance i)roi)osals, first hitroduced by Congressmen Wagner, Murray
and Dingell in the 1940s. It is still ui)(lated and introduced in each
Congress by Congressman John Dingell of Michigan who succeeded
his father, the original s])onsor. in office.

waiting period: a period of time an individual must wait either to

become eligible for insurance coverage, or to become eligible for a

given benefit after overall coverage has commenced (see exclusions).

This does not generally refer to the amount of time it takes to

process an application for insurance, but rather is a defined period
before benefits become payable. Some policies will not pay maternity

benefits, for example, until nine months after the policy has been in

force. Another common waiting period occurs in group insurance

offered through a place of employment' where coverage may not
start until an employee has been with a firm over 30 days. For
disabled persons to be covered under Medicare, there is a waiting
period of two years; a person must be entitled to social security

disability benefits for two years before medical benefits start.

waiver of premium: a provision included in some policies which ex-

empt- ilic insiiiul from paying premiums while he is disabled during
the life of the contract.

warranty: in malpractice, actions against physicians are normally based
on negligence, but in certain circumstances the plaintiff can bring
his action on the basis of a warranty. A warranty arises if the
physician promises or seems to promise that the medical procedure
to be used is safe or will be elective. One of the advantages to

bringing an action on warranty grounds, rather than for negligence,
is that the statute of limitations is usually longer. A warranty action
may be brought and maintained if there is an express warranty
offered by tlie i)hysician to the patient.

working capital: the sum of an institution's investment in short-term
or current assets including cash, marketable (short-term) securities,

accounts receivable, and inventories. Xet working capital is defined
as the excess of total current assets over total current liabilities.
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workmen's compensation programs: State social insurance programs
which provide cash benefits to workers or their dependents injured,*

disabled, or deceased in the course, and as a result, of employment.
The employee is also entitled to benefits for some or all of the
medical services necessary for treatment and restoration to a useful

life and possibly a productive job. These programs are mandatory
under State laws in all States.

zoonoses: those diseases and infections which are naturally trans-

mitted betw^een vertebrate animals and man.



Abbreviations and Acronyms

(Alphabet Soup Expanded)

Parties to the discussion of health care and national health insurance
use, and are exposed to, a confusing jumble of abbreviations and
acronyms. This list gives the common meaning or meanings of many
of these. Most, but not all, of those listed are defined in the dictionary

where they are listed in their expanded form rather than as abbrevia-
tions or acronyms. The reader should be warned that some have more
than one meaning (HSAj, are already out of date for some reason
(HSMHA, a recently reorganized and no longer existing part of HEW),
or are used inconsistentlv.

AACHP American Association for Comprehensive
Health Planning.

AAMC Association of American Medical Clinics,

Association of American Medical Col-
leges.

A&H accident and health insurance.

AAPS American Association of Physicians and
Surgeons.

AB aid to the blind.

ACFMR Accreditation Council for Facilities for

the Mentally Retarded.
ADA American Dietetic Association, American

Dental Association.
ADAMHA Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health

Administration.
AFDC aid to families with dependent children.

AGPA American Group Practice Association.

AHA American Hospital Association.
AHEC area health education center.

APHP Assisted Health Insurance Plan.
AIP annual implementation plan.

AMA American Medical Association.
AMPAC American Medical Political Action Com-

mittee.
ANA American Nurses Association.
AOA American Optometric Association, Ameri-

can Osteopathic Association.
APA Administrative Procedures Act.
APhA American Pharmaceutical Association.
APHA American Public Health Association, Amer-

ican Protestant Hospital Association.
APTD aid to the permanently and totally dis-

abled.

ASTHO Association of State and Territorial Health
Officials.

(169)
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B BA budget authority.

BCA Blue Cross Association.

BHI Bureau of Health Insurance.
BHM Bureau of Health Manpower.
BHPRD Bureau of Health Planning and Resources

Development.
Blue sheet Drug Research Reports.
BNDD Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
BQA Bureau of Quality Assurance.
BS Blue Shield.

D

C&Y children and j^outh project under the

Maternal and Child Health Program.
CAP community action program.
CBO Congressional Budget Office.

CCME Coordinating Council for Medical Educa-
tion.

ecu coronary care unit.

CDC Center for Disease Control (formall}" the

Communicable Disease Center).
CER capital expenditure review.

CHAMPUS Civilian Health and Medical Program of

the Uniformed Services.

CHAMPVA Civilian Health ancl Medical Program of

the Veterans Administration.
CHC community health center.

CHIP Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan.

CHN community health network.
CHP comprehensive health planning.

CHSS Cooperative Health Statistics System.
CL current liabilities.

CMHC community mental health center.

CMS Council of Medical Staffs.

Co coinsurance.

COB coordination of benefits.

COTH Council of Teaching Hospitals.

COTRANS Coordinated Transfer Application System.
CPA certified public accountant.
CPHA Commission on Professional and Hospital

Activities.

CPI Consumer Price Index.

CPT Current Procedural Terminology.

DD developmental disability.

DDvS doctor of dental surgery.

DEA Drug Enforcement Administration.

DES diethylstilbestrol.

DESI Drug Efficacy Study Implementation.
DI double indenmity.
DO doctor of osteopathy.
DOA dead on arrival.

DVM doctor of veterinary medicine.
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E EOF
E(^FMG

EIIIP
EliSDS

EMCRO

EMSS
EPSDT

ER
ESP

FDA
FEHBP

FFP
FHIP
FICA
FLEX
FMC
FMG
FXP
FY

GHA

GHAA
GP
GRAE
GRAS

oxt('ii(l(Ml ctirc fjicility.

Eduratioiial Conmiission for Foroicru M('(l-

ical (iiradnalcs.

Em])l()y('0 Hoaltli Iiisuraiico Plan.

exporiniental healtli service delivery sys-

tem.
experimental medical care review ori^aniza-

tion.

emeriiencv medical services system.
early and periodic screenin^r, dia<^no.sis and

treatment.
emergency room.
Economic Stabilization Prouram.

Food and Drug; Administration.
Federal Employees Health Benefits Pro-

gram.
Federal financial participation.

Federal or Family Health Insurance Plan.

Federal Insurance Contributions Act.

Federation Licensing Examination,
foundation for medical care,

foreign medical graduate,
family nurse practitioner,

fiscal 3'ear.

Group Health Association of Washington,
D.C.

Group Health Association of America,
general practitioner,

generally recognized as effective.

o:enerallv recoo:nized as safe.

H HASP

HCC
HEW

HI
HIAA
HIBAC

HIMA

HIP

HMEIA

HMO
H.R. 1

Hospital Admission and Surveillance Pro-
gram.

health care corporation.

Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

Hospital Insurance Program of Medicare.
Health Insurance Association of America.
Health Insurance Benefits Advisorv Coun-

cil.

Health Industry Manufacturers Associa-
tion.

Health Insurance Plan of Greater New
York, Inc.

health manpower education initiative

award.
health maintenance organizations.

The Social Securitv Amendments of 1972,

P.L. 92-603; the AHA's XHI proposal

in the 94th Congress.
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HRA
HSA

HSI
HSMHA

HSP
HUP

Health Resources Administration.
health service area, Health Services Ad-

ministration, health systems agency.
Health Service, Inc.

Health Services and Mental Health Ad-
ministration.

health systems plan.

Hospital Utilization Project of Pennsyl-
vania.

IBNR
ICDA

ICF
ICF/MR

ICU
IL
IND
lOM

IPA
IPR

JCAH

JUA

LCGME

LCME
LOS
LPN
LVN

incurred but not reported.

International Classification of Diseases,
Adapted,

intermediate care facility,

intermediate care facility for the mentally
retarded,

intensive care unit,

intermediary- letter,

investigational new drug.

Institute of Medicine of the National
Academy- of Sciences,

individual practice association,

independent professional review.

Joint Commission on Accreditation of

Hospitals,

joint underwriting association.

Liaison Committee on Graduate Medical
Education.

Liaison Committee on Medical Education,
length of stay,

licensed practical nurse,

licensed vocational nurse.

M MAC maximum allowable cost.

M&I maternal and infant care project under
the Maternal and Child Health Pro-
gram.

MAP Medical Audit Program.
MCAT Medical College Admission Test.

MCH maternal and child health.

, MCHR Medical Committee for Human Rights.

MEDLARS Medical Literature and Analysis Retrieval

System.
MIA Medical Indemnity of America, Inc.

MIB Medical Impairment Bureau.
MMIS Medicaid nuuiagement infornuition system.

MR . mentally retarded.

MSA Medical Services Administration.
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N

O

NABSP
NAC:o
NATA
NAIC

NAM II

NAIU^
NAKI)
NBME
NCHS
NCHSR

NDA
XF
NHI
NHSC
NIH
NIMH
NIRMP

NLN
NMA
NP
NPRM

OAA
OASDHT

OC
GEO
0MB
OPD
OR
OSHA
OT
OTA
OTC

PA

PAHO
Part A
Part B

PAS
PCMR

PDR
PF
PHP
PHS

National Association of Bine Shield Plans.

National Association of Counties.

National Association of Insui'ancc Atronts.

National Association of Insmanrp Coni-
inissionors.

National Association for Mental Health.

National Association of Retarded Citizens.

National Association of Retail Druj2:gists.

National Board of Medical Examiners.
National Center for Health Statistics.

National Center for Health Services Re-
search.

new dru^ a])i)licati()n.

National Fornuilary.

national health insurance.

National Health Service Corps.
National Institutes of Health.
National Institute of Mental Health.

and Residents MatchingNational Interns
Program.

National League for Nursing.
National Medical Association,

nurse practitioner,

notice of proposed rulemaking.

old age assistance.

Old Age, Survivors, Disability and Health
Insurance Program,

oral contraceptive.
Office cf Economic Opi)ortunity.
Office of Management and Budget,
outpatient department,
operating room.
Occupational Safety and Health Aet.

occupational therap}' or therapist.

Office of Technology Assessment,
over-the-counter drug.

physician assistant, Proprietary Associa-

tion.

Pan American Health Organization,
IIos])ital Insurance Program of Medicare.
Supi)lementary Medical Insurance Pro-
gram of Medicare.

Professional Activities Survey.
President's Committee on Mental Retar-

dation.

Physicians' Desk Reference.
Physicians' Forum.
prepaid health plan.

U.S. Public Health Service.

59-892 O - 76 - 12
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Q

R

PES Act
PMA

PNHA

POMR
PSRO
PT

QAP

RCC
RCT
RFP
RMP
RN
RVS

Public Health Service Act.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Asso-

ciation.

Ph^^sicians' National Housestaff Associ-
ation.

problem oriented medical record.

professional standards review organization.

ph3^sical therapy or therapist.

Quality Assurance Program.

ratio of costs to charges,

random controlled trial,

request for i)roposa].

regional medical program,
registered nurse,

relative value scale or schedule.

T

U

SC service connected.
SHCC Statewide health coordinating council.

SHPDA State health planning and development
agenc}^

SMI Supplementary Insurance Program of

Aledicare.

SMSA standard metropolitan statistical area.

SNF skilled nursing facility.

SRS Social and Rehabilitation Service.

SSA Social Security Administration.

SSI supplemental security income.

Title XVIII Medicare.
Title XIX Medicaid.

UCR usual, customarv and reasonable.

UHDDS Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set.

UR utilization review.

USAN United States Adopted Names Council.

USP United ^States Pharmocopeia.
USPHS United State? Public Health Service.

V

W
VNA

WBGH
WHO
WRMH

visitmg nurse association.

Washington Business Group on Health.
World Health Organization.

Washington Report on Medicine and
Health.

314(a) agency
314(b) agency

State CHP agency.
Areawide CHP agency.



Suggestions

The precedino: dictionary is, at best, an initial exploration of the
lanijuatre of health care. The professional staff would o:reatly appreciate
receivin": sut^irested additional terms with definitions, corrections, com-
ments, and other forms of feedback. When suggestions occur to the

reader, thev should be sent, before forgotten, to:

Thank vou.

Lel Hyde.
Professional Staff Mefjiber, House Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce, Ixai/hurn House Ofirr BinJilhin Wash-
ington, D.C.

U75)
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AXDHEAS VesaLIUS OF BRUSSELS

Andreas Vosalius of Brussels was a woiulerful man. His greatest

works, the l)e Ilumani Corporis Fabrica, and its companion, the

Epitome, were published in 154."^. These works revolutionized anatomy,
marked the beirinnincr of modern obs(^rvational science and research,

and remain to this day among the finest volumes in the history of

printing. The illustrations in this dictionary are taken from them and
suggest both the scientific quality and artistic power of Vesalius'

masterpieces.
Vesalius was born in Brussels in 1514 to a family in which he was

to be the fifth generation of physicians. He was educated in Paris and
Padua, lived and worked, first as an anatomist and then as physician
to Emperors Charles V and Pliilip II, in Italy, Belgium, France and.

Spain, and died in 1564 on a small Greek islantl during a pilgrimage
to the Holy Land. His greatest work was done while professor of

surgery at the University of Padua in the 1530's. In this work he was
assisted by the great Italian artist, Titian, and the staff of Titian's

studio. The illustrations in the Fabrica are apparently a mixture of

work by Vesalius, Titian, and others in Titian's school. The illustra-

tions were made from woodblocks which survived a tortuous history

for over 400 years before being destroyed in the bombing of Munich
in the Second World War. They are taken in this work from i)rints

made from the blocks in the 1930's, and reproduced in The Illustrations

from the Works of Andreas Vesalius of Brussels (with text bv J. B. deC.
"M. Saunders and Charles D. O'Malley. 1950. Cleveland, Ohio: World
Publishing Company).

Vesalius lived and w^orked at the beginning of the Renaissance, a

time when medicine had not yet developed a pliilosophy of progress
but looked upon the present as inferior in knowledge and achievement
to the ancient Greeks, particularly Galen and Hippocrates. Anatomy,
and most other science, until Vesalius was not done by observing
nature but by recreating the writings and knowledge of Galen and
his contemporaries. Anatomy texts until Vesalius were not in fact

illustrated except for artistic purposes. Vesalius began modern science
by basing his work upon the careful observation of nature and for

this was frequently criticized because he corrected errors in the work
of Galen.

After finishing the Fabrica in 1543 Vesalius left the practice of

anatomy to take up what he apparently felt was the liigher calling of

the practice of medicine. While he never returned to the anato-
mist's life, despite a desire to do so, hk stunning use of the observation
of nature carried over into his practice of medicine where he introduced
for the first time a variety of new methods and treatments based on
his knowledge of the human body, and reintroduced tlie classic

Hippocratic operation for the drainage of the chest in empyema.

(177)
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It is hard today to appreciate Vesalius' contributions to the begin-
ning of science. Always a man of controversy, his new truths tore the
old with great violence. He is, however, now ranked with Hippocrates,
Galen, Harvey, Lister, and Osier among the great ph3^sicians of history.

KEY TO THE ILLUSTRATIONS

A. Delineation of the bones, an articulated skeleton. This, like the
other illustrations, is closely keyed to the original text, the first

time in history that text and illustrations were thus closely related.

B. The first three cervical vertebrae from the front and back.
C. The anatomist's tools for an '

'administration", or dissection.

D. The brain and cerebellum from the right side with seven of the
cranial nerves.

E. The heart with its principal vessels and nerves.

F. The palm and back of the bones of the hand.
G. The muscles of the front of the body. The backgrounds for the

plates of the muscles, placed side by side, form a continuous landscape
around Abano Terme near Padua in Italy. They were apparently done
by Domenico Compagnola, a draftsman employed by Titian.

H. The intestines. This figure was one of a series intended to be
cut out and laid upon each other in order to show the relationships

of the various parts of the body at different depths. It was the first

use in the history of anatomy of the overlay technique.

I. The skull. It rests on a dog's skull both to lift it at an appropriate

angle and because Vesalius' work had revealed to him that much of

Galen's description of the human skull was actually based on the

study of dog rather than human skulls.

J. The entire venous system with the major arteries. Of particular

importance because of the widespread use at the time of venesection,

or "bleeding", for treating numerous diseases.

K. Three thoracic vertebrae with one rib.

L. The deep anatomy of the female torso.

M. The scapula, or shoulder blade.

N. Delineation of the bones from the back.

O. Cut-away view of the brain below the cerebral hemispheres.
P. The top and bottom of the bones of the feet.

Q. The muscles of the back of the body, some of which have been
freed at one end and turned down to show those beneath.

R. Several views of the muscles of the larynx.

S. The front and back of the sacrum, the base of the spine.

T. Andreas Vesalius of Brussels.
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